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to live for ever. In this way also the problem of dependence upon the liv-

th e l.·sno need for funerary offerings anymore.ing is overcome, because er

This beatific life is provided for by the gods and completely separated

from the world of the living. Only very few human beings were believed to

have obtained this.

Finally, we can mention the belief in a beatific life in a renewed world

f the dead. This conception found in theafter the bodily resurrection 0

Zarathustrian religion of Persia is clearly distinguished from the concep-

tions of beatific afterlife described above, which are all concerned with

death and according to which beatific afterlife takes placethe individual

world. The basic difference from the belief in a regularin a different

attested in ancient Syria is the circumstancetemporary revivification as

. accordl.·ng to Persian belief takes place at thethat the final resurrectl.on

end of time. On the other hand most conceptions of afterlife share the

view that this life resembles life on earth in so far as the blessed dead

of a Completely spiritual beatific afterlife onlyhave a body. Conceptions

appear in this region in the last centuries B.C.

3. CONCEPTIONS OF BEATIFIC AFTERLIFE IN ANCIENT ISRAEL

Our most important source for the study of the ancient Israelite con-

ceptions of afterlife is, of course, the Old Testament. We could call the

Old Testament the canonized document of official Yahwistic religion. This

implies that we might get from it a somewhat biased picture of ancient

Israelite religion as purely Yahwistic and clearly distinguished from be-

liefs of other peoples. In reality things were probably more complicated.

From recently discovered texts we learn, for instance, that next to YHWH

some Israelites may have venerated "his Asherah" and simply associated

YHWH with Baal
l
. Likewise, the last section of the previous chapter showed

that contrary to the predominant reluctance in the Old Testament with re-

gard to positive conceptions of afterlife some Canaanite conceptions of

death and the netherworld were familiar to the Israelites and may even

have been accepted in some circles of the people of Israel. The study of

the material remains of ancient Israelite culture and also the comparison

with the beliefs and customs of the neighbouring cultures may help us to

find traces in the Old Testament of this more positive approach.

3.1. ISRAELITE FUNERARY CUSTOMS

As is generally acknowledged, funerary customs tend to be conservative.

This makes it difficult to derive any information from them with regard to

the conceptions of afterlife of the people with whom these customs are

found. It appears to be possible that certain customs are retained even

when their original meaning is forgotten or contradicts current ideas

aboot the afterlife. This implies that one has to be very care'ful in in-

terpreting funerary customs, espeCially when the information is restricted

to material remains only or to the mere mentioning of certain customs in

See p.1S3, n.3 above. The presence of two altars in the Iron Age sanctu-
ary of Arad can be explained within the same framework.
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ancient literature, without further explanation.

3.1.1. BURIAL

The Israelites shared with most peoples of the ancient Near East respect

for the body of the deceasedl. The normal procedure is burial in the grave

of the family. Many examples of this are given in the Old Testament. Cre-

mation is rare. In I Sam 31:12 it is mentioned as an honourable treatment

of the dead, viz. of king Saul and his sons. But this is an exception.

Perhaps it was an act of piety meant to conceal the severe mutilations of

their bodies2.

From the Old Testament we learn that the ideal burial was burial with

one's ancestors in a tomb which was in the possession of the family (cf.

Gen 23; II Sam 19:38; I Kgs 13:22). Such a family tomb must have been a

luxury which not every family could afford. The very poor were buried in

the anonymous graves "of the oridinary people" (II Kgs 23:6). It was a dis-

grace for important people to be buried there (cf. Jer 26:23). The precioos

rock-cut tombs were a token of the prominence of the people who were to be

buried there (cf. Isa 22:16). The most important of these graves must have

been the tomb of the kings of Judah, which is mentioned several times as

located within the city of Jerusalem (cf. I Kgs 2:10; 11:43 etc.). This

location is unusual. As a rule the graves were outside the city walls.

Only of Samuel and Benaiah is it said that they were buried "in their

houses" (I Sam 25:1; I Kgs 2:34).

The remains of Iron Age tombs in Palestine 3 do not contradict the Old

Testament description of the Israelite burial practices. Archaeology has

also revealed that we cannot speak of a typical Israelite way of burial.

There is no clear break between the burial practices of the Late Bronze

See in general on the Israelite burial practices R. de Vaux, Les insti-
tutions de I 'Ancient Testament, I, Paris 1958, pp.93-100.

2 Something similar could be assumed with regard to AmOS 6:10. The MT,
which is very difficult here, mentions somebody who burns the dead. This
exceptional function may have to do with the severe plague described
here. It is a loathsome but necessary measure; cf. QUell 1925:7-8 and
C. van Gelderen, Het hoek Amos, Kampen 1933, pp.179-180.

3 Cf. the surveys by Quell 1925:14-21; Lapp 1968:149-151; and A. Kuschke,

BRL, 2nd ed., pp.122-129.
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Age and those of the Iron Age. And within the Israelite period it is often

impossible to determine whether a tomb was used by Israelites or Canaan-

itesl. There are many examples of Late Bronze Age tombs which were reused

in the Iron Age. We also see a decline in quantity and quality of the

grave-goods. This has been ascribed to an increasing reluctance with re-

gard to the relation with the dead, illtit may also be due to the poorer

economic conditions of the population of Palestine in the Iron Age. Not

many new rock-cut tombs were constructed in the Iron Age. Most people re-

ceived a simple interment in these days2. Large cemeteries with SUGh simple

graves for the poor were found in Lachish, Tell el Farcah and Megiddo.

These graves are usually no more than a shallow hole cut in the soil con-

taining one body with a few bowls and dippers, and occasionally a storage
• 3Jar.

Iron Age rock-cut tombs have been found allover Palestine4
• Their main

features are a stepped shaft leading through a small doorway, which is

blocked after the burial with one or more stones. It leads to the under-

ground burial chamber. Some tombs have more than one chamber. The chambers

are connected by narrow passages. After the tenth century B.C. the first

room could have the function of hall leading to the burial chambers. Along

the sides of the burial chambers are benches about 75 em above the surfaca

Sometimes they are cut out as niches.

The rock-cut tombs were used over long periods. This implies that it was

sometimes necessary to make room for new interments. Usually the remains

of previous burials were simply pushed aside or piled up. In many tombs,

especially in tombs of the seventh and sixth century B.C., we find circu-

lar pits near one of the corners of the chambers, in which the remains of

earlier burial were collected. It is remarkable that the appearance of

these repository pits coincides with an increase of rock-cut tombs in

Palestine5• So it may be assumed that it is an innovation introduced by

Cf. QUell 1925:14 and Ribar 1973:57.

Cf. Loffreda 1968:277 and Lapp 1968:150.

Cf. O. TUfnell et al., Laahish, III, London 1953, pp.171-174.196.201.
An example of a very simple family grave which even can be called a mass
grave was discovered in Azor of the 10th and 9th century B.C.; cf. M.
Dothan, IEJ 10(1960) ,259-260 and IEJ 11(1961) ,174.

Cf. the survey by Loffreda 1968.

Cf. ibid., p.280.
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the Israelites who by now certainly dominated the region completely. It

may be regarded as a practical measure facilitating the clearance of the

tomb chamberl. Although there hardly seems to be a difference between

pushing remains aside or putting them into a pit, Meyers maintains that

the latter has a special meaning2. In his opinion it has to be interpreted

as a form of secondary burial comparable to the gathering of the bones in

boxes which were specially made for this, the so-called ossuaries, a cus-

tom which is attested in earlier periods and also in the Hellenistic-Roman

period. According to Meyers the well-known phrase "to be gathered to one's

kinsmen" would also refer to a secondary burial. It would have to be taken

literally: one's bones shall be gathered with the bones of the ancestors

in this repository pit. There is no indication, however, of such a meaning

for this phrase in the Old Testament. Moreover, Meyer's theory may be

questioned on the ground that the ossilegium which takes place after a

fixed period can hardly be compared to the occasional practice of clearing

the tomb chamber 3
•

The expression "to be gathered to one's kinsmen" and the related "to

sleep with one's fathers" and "to go to one's fathers,,4 are connected by

most scholars with the burial in the family grave, but the expression "to

be gathered to one's kinsmen" may originally have referred to the union of

the deceased with his ancestors in the world of the dead and not to his

burial, as can be inferred, e.g., from Gen 25:8-95• It should also be re-

marked that the expression "to sleep with one's fathers" developed into an

indication of the peaceful death of the king6
•

The question whether the expected gathering with one's ancestors was

1 Cf. Quell 1925:17 and V. Tzafaris, IEJ 20(1970) ,30.

Meyers 1971; cf. also his "Secondary Burial in Palestine", BA 33 (1970),2-
29 and "The Theological Implications of an Ancient Jewish Burial Custom",
JQR 62(1971-1972) ,95-119.

3 Cf. L.Y. Rahmani, IEJ 23(1973),126 and BA 45(1982),110.

4 See on the meaning of these expressions Alfrink 1943 and 1948; Heidel
1946: 144-146; Schilling 1951: 11-14; G.R. Driver, "Plurima Mortis Imago",
in Studies and Essays in Honor of A.A. Neuman, Philadelphia 1962, pp.
128-143; wachter 1967:71-74; Tromp 1969:168-171; and recently Illmann
1979:43-45.

Cf. Alfrink 1948:128; Tromp 1969:168-169; and Illmann 1979:44.

Cf. Alfrink 1943: 109-110: "L' expression a ete supp rdmee toujours chez
les rois . . . qui etaient morts de mort violente" •
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originally thought to occur in the grave or in the netherworld, is of sec-

ondary importance only. What matters here is the belief in ongoing commu-

nion with one's deceased relatives. The use of family graves and the fact

that the remains of previous burials were not removed but only pushed aside

show that this idea of the lasting family ties was very important, as it

was with Amorites and Canaanites (see pp.142-145 above).

The way the deceased was buried indicates that the state of the dead was

believed to resemble their life before death. This can be inferred from the

custom of burial with one's family, but also from the fact that the rock-

cut chamber tomb is modelled after the houses of the livingl and from the

custom of providing the dead with grave-goods2• Whenever possible the dead

were provided with personal belongings, like jewelry, clothes, weapons,

sometimes furniture, and always pottery. We already noticed the decline in

quantity and quality of the grave-goods in the Iron Age and it was re-

marked that this can be accounted for by the poorer economic situation. It

has also been assumed, however, that this decline may have been caused by

a change in interpretation of these tomb gifts. The original meaning of

making the afterlife bearable would have faded 3. Instead, they would have

been regarded now as a memento of the dead person4• This cannot be con-

cluded, however, from the archaeological facts alone. There is no reason

to assume that the idea of a continued existence after death which re-

sembles life before death was completely lost5• Moreover, Deut 26:14

clearly refers to the idea that the dead still need sustenance.

Cf. Quell 1925:15.20 and A. Mazar, IEJ 26(1976) ,4, n.9; cf. also E. Anati,
"Subterranean Dwellings in the Central Negev", IEJ 5(1955),259-261 who
describes houses which strongly resemble the normal rock-cut tombs of
the Bronze and Iron Age. These houses were still inhabited in the begin-
ning of this century.

A survey of grave-goods found in graves in Palestine is given by M.-B.
von Stritzky, RAC XII, cols.438-441.

Cf. De Vaux, Institutions, I, p.95; Lapp 1968:150; and Von Stritzky,co1.441.

Cf. S. Cavaletti, "La rugiade cibo dei morti", Antonianum 32(1957),71-73;
Campbell 1971:107; Gese 1977:39 remarks with regard to the function of
the Israelite grave-goods: "Grabbeigaben sind nicht aus phantastischen
Vorstellungen uber ein physisches Weiterleben der Toten zu erklaren, son-
dern bringen die vollform des Lebens des Verstorbenen zum Ausdruck".

See for the interpretation of grave-goods as provLsLon for the afterlife,
helping to make the stay in the netherworld bearable, Quell 1925:22;
Wachter 1967:185-186; Kaiser 1977:41; and L.Y. Rahmani, BA 44(1981) ,174.

241
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In a necropolis in Silwan at the east side of the Kidron valley some

very interesting monumental rock-cut tombs have been discovered1• These

free standing funerary monuments with an underground burial chamber were

completely hewn out of the rock. Apparently they were not family graves,

because there is room for two or three bodies on the benches inside. It is

very difficult to date these tombs, because they have been reused for dif-

ferent purposes and there was nothing left from their original contents.

So we have to rely on parallels with regard to the architecture and on the

dating of the two inscriptions on one of the tombs. The first of these in-

scriptions is very mutilated. What can be read is: "(tomb) chamber in the

side (or: slope) of the rock (or: mountain) ,,2.The other inscription,

which was inscribed above the entrance of the tomb, can be translated as

follows:

This is [the sepulchre of •.. Jyahu who is over the house. There is
no silver and no gold here, but [his bones] and the bones of his
slave-wife with him. Cursed be the man who will open this! 3

Until now very few ancient Israelite funerary inscriptions have been

found", but we can compare this inscription from Silwan to many Phoenician

and Aramaic funerary inscriptions5• As usual it begins with the identifi-

Cf. D. Ussishkin, "The Necropolis from the Time of the Kingdom of Judah
at Silwan, Jerusalem", BA 33(1970),34-46; A. Kuschke, BRL, 2nd ed., pp.
127-128; and L.Y. Rahmani, BA 44(1981) ,233-234.

2 Cf. N. Avigad, "The Second Tomb-Inscription of the Royal Steward". IEJ 5
(1955) ,163-166 and D. Ussishkin, "On the Shorter Inscription from the
'Tomb of the Royal Steward"', BASOR 196(1969) ,16-22.

Cf. N. Avigad, "The Epitaph of a Royal Steward from Siloam Village", IEJ
3(1953) ,137-152; KAI 191; and J.C.L. Gibson, Textbook Of Syrian Semitic
Inscriptions, I, Oxford 1971, pp.23-24.

" In Khirbet el-Kom three funerary inscriptions of the 7th or 8th century
B.C. were found. Two of them mention the name of the owner of the tomb,
the third shall be discussed in section 3.5.2.1. below; cf. W.G. Dever,
"Iron Age Epigraphic Material from the Area of Khirbet el-Kom", HUCA 40-
41(1969-1970) ,139-204. Also in Khirbet Beit Lei not far from there a
number of inscriptions were found in a tomb, but these are clearly not
funerary; cf. J. Naveh, "Old Hebrew Inscriptions in a Burial Cave", IEJ
13(1963),74-92; F.M. Cross, "The Cave Inscriptions from Khirbet Beit
Lei", in Near Eastern Archaeology in the Twentieth Century, Fs N. Glueck,
ed. J.A. Sanders, Garden City 1970, pp.299-306; Gibson, Textbook, I, pp.
57-58; and A. Lemaire, "Prieres en temps de crise: les inscriptions de
Khirbet Beit Lei", RB 83(1976),558-568.

5 Cf. Muller 1975B; esp. p.119. He discusses "die Formgeschichte des nord-
westsemitischen Epitaphs" and shows that the Israelite funerary inscrip-
tions are clearly related to those of Israel's neighbours.
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cation of the owner of the grave followed by the
reason not to open it.

The emphasis on the lack of precious grave-goods h
as a clear parallel in

an Aramaic funerary inscription of the d
secon century B.C. (KAI 226:6-7).

The curse on grave-robbers is a common
element of nearly all West-Semitic

funerary inscriptions.

Unfortunately, only the last letters of the name of the owner are leg-

ible. We probably have to do with a theophoric name ending in the name of

YHWH. It is tempting to assume that this is the grave of the royal steward

("who is over the house") Sebna, because b th
o Sebna and his great rock-cut

tomb are mentioned in Isa 22:15-161• The Old Testament would not in that

case have used his full name Sebanyahu, as it is supposed to have been

written in the Silwan inscription. Th's 'd
~ ~ entification would also settle

the question of the date of the tomb. Further evidence for a date of this

and the other Silwan tombs about the eighth century B.C. is derived from

Egyptian and Anatolian parallels with regard to the funerary architecture.

The relation with Isa 22:15-16, however attractive it may be, cannot be

proven. And Loffreda has demonstrated that the main architectural features

point to the Hellenistic-Roman period. An earlier dating would make the

Silwan tombs unique in Palestine2• S h
o we ave to be careful with arguments

derived from these tombs and their inscriptions for the study of the

ancient Israelite beliefs with regard to the afterlife.

It has been assumed that if the monolithic graves of Silwan belonged to

the servants of the king, the royal graves must have surpassed them. This

could also be used, however, as an argument against the date of the Silwan

graves in the period of the kings of Judah, because, as Loffreda remarks,

throughout the Near East the kings of this period were satisfied with much

less pretentious tOmbs3• We cannot say whether this also holds true for

the kings of Judah, because the famous royal tombs of the house of David

in the city of Jerusalem have not been identified with certainty yet".

Cf. Gibson, Textbook, I, p.24; D. Ussishkin, BA 33(1970) 45-46. L Y
Rahmani, BA 44(19~1) ,233; and K.A.D. Smelik, Behouden sehrift: Histori-
eche documenten U1.-thet oude Israel, Baarn 1984, pp.73-75.

Cf. S. Loffreda, "The Late Chronology of Some Rock-Cut Tombs of the
Selwan Necropolis, Jerusalem", SBFLA 23 (1973) ,7-36; cf. also the second
century parallel to the tomb inscription mentioned above.

Ibid., p.35; against D. Ussishkin, BA 33(1970) ,46.

See on this problem J. Simons, Jerusalem in the Old Testament, Leiden
1952, pp.194-215 and L.Y. Rahmani, BA 44(1981) ,231-233.
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All tombs discovered inside the walls of the city in the royal period have

been found empty and usually heavily damaged by quarrying, whereas the

literary evidence is not of much help either (see also p.250 below on

Ezek 43:8).

3.1.2. MOURNING CUSTOMS

The Old Testament contains ample information with regard to ancient Is-

raelite mourning customsl. In general, mourning lasted seven days (cf. Gen

50:10). The deceased was lamented with cries (cf. I Kgs 13:30; Jer 22:18;

and Amos 5:16) and prominent persons also with special mourning songs, the

so-called qina (cf. II Sam 1:17-27 and 3:33-34)2. Grief could also be ex-

pressed through one's clothing: the clothes were torn (cf. Gen 37:34 and

II Sam 1:11), sandals were taken off (cf. II Sam 15:30 and Micah 1:8) and

probably also the turban (cf. Ezek 24:17.23), whereas one put on a sack-

cloth (cf. Gen 37:34 and II Sam 3:31). When mourning one did not care for

the body: people stopped washing and anointing themselves (cf. II Sam 14:

2); instead, one sat or lay on the ground (cf. II Sam 13:31) or even

rolled in ashes and dust (cf. Jer 6:26; Ezek 27:30; and Micah 1:10) and

one put dust upon the head (cf. Josh 7:6 and I Sam 4:12); one let the

hair hang down (cf. Lev 10:6), tore it out (cf. Ezra 9:3) or cut (part of)

the hair and beard (cf. Isa 22:12; Jer 41:5 and Job 1:20). The beard and

the head could also be covered (cf. II Sam 19:5 and Ezek 24:17.23).

Mourners beat themselves (cf. Isa 32:12) and cut themselves (cf. Jer 16:6

and 41:5). During the period of mourning one fasted (cf. I Sam 31:13 and

II Sam 1:12). We also hear, however, of funeral meals (cf. Jer 16:7 and

Ezek 24: 17.22).

The Israelite way of mourning did not differ from that of other peoples

in the ancient Near East 3. In fact, many of the mourning customs recorded

in the Old Testament appear to be universal4. With regard to the ancient

1 Cf. Heinisch 1931B; Martin-Achard 1956:27-31; De Vaux, Institutions, I,
pp.97-98; Kutsch 1965; and De Ward 1972.

Cf. Jahnow 1923; Heinisch 1931A; and E. Jacob, IntDB III, pp.452-454.

Cf. in general Van Selms 1954:134-137; Muller 1978; and Alster 1983B.

Cf. Widengren 1969:394-426.
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Near East we can note the following two illuminating parallels.

In the Gilgamesh Epic Gilgamesh' desperate grief after the death of his

companion Enkidu is described as follows:

Like a lioness deprived of her cubs
he paces to and fro in front and behind him.
He plucks and throws away his curled hair.
He tears off and casts away his fine clothes like an abomination.
(Gilg.VIII.ii.19-22) 1

Even more illustrative is the description of EI's reaction to the message

of the death of Baal according to KTU 1.5:VI.11-22 (cf. 1.5:VI.31-1.6:I.5):

Thereupon the Benevolent, EI the Good-hearted
descended from his chair,

he sat down on the footstool
and from the footstool he sat down on the ground;

he strewed ears of mourning on his head,
dust of wallowing on his skull;

for clothing, he covered himself with a loin-cloth.
He scraped his skin with a stone,

using a flint blade as a razor,
he gashed his cheeks and chin.

Thrice he ploughed his collar bones,
he ploughed his breast like a garden,

thrice he ploughed his chest like a valley. 2

On pp.34-35 above we already noticed the many problems with regard to

the interpretation of these mourning customs. Especially the question

whether or not these customs can be explained as expressions of fear or

even veneration of the dead is much discussed. To prove the assumed orig-

inal connection with veneration of the dead, the mourning customs have

been compared to all kinds of religious ceremonies. This did not lead,

however, to convincing results. It appears to be more fruitful to compare

the mourners with the dead themselves. It was already noted by Wensinck

that the mourners "imitate the dead and take the appearance of the dead"

by neglecting the care for their bodies and by abstaining from all pleas-

ures of life 3. Wensinck explains th1's as a means to be protected against

jealousy on the part of the spirit of the deceased. It is more likely,

however, that it is an act of sympathy of the living with the deceased, an

expression of communion of the living with the dead4• The living act as if

Cf. Alster 1983B:5.

Cf. De Moor 1971:190-194.

Wensinck 1917:51-52.

Cf. Dhorme 1941: 125: an "union qui persiste entre Le mort et Le vivant".
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they are dead and have descended into the land of dust I and as if their

bodies are decaying. In this way the living show how much they are im-

pressed by the invincible power of death. This also explains why the same

customs are practised in situations which have nothing to do with mourn-

ing over sane one who has died (cf. Lev 13:45; II Sam 12:16-17; I Kgs 20:

31-32; 21:27; and Jonah 3:5-8). People acting this way indicate that they

feel themselves threatened by death. In Semitic thinking this is not dis-

tinguished from really being in the netherworld (see p.69 above).

The custom of tearing out or shaving off one's hair and cutting oneself

while mourning can be explained in the same way. It refers to the decanpo-

sition of the body of the dead. The wounds of the mourners point to death

as a monster devouring its victims. These customs in particular are very

interesting, because they are forbidden in Lev 19:27-28; 21:5 and Deut 14:

1. The reason for this can be derived from the Ugaritic parallel quoted

above. In these rituals of mourning over Baal's death laceration clearly

dominates. This may have been a prominent part of the Baal cult, as can

be derived from the behaviour of the Baal priests on mount Karmel who cut

themselves with swords and lances (I Kgs 18:28). The passage in the Ugar-

itic myth of Baal dealing with the mourning for Baal probably reflects a

yearly ritual reflecting his stay in the netherworld2
• So when Elijah

teases the Baal priests with his remark about their god being asleep, he

probably refers to Baal's sleep of death3
• For this reason the rituals

performed by these priests can be regarded as a form of cultic mourning

comparable to the mourning over Hadadrimmon in the vale of Megiddo (Zech

Cf. Ridderbos 1948. Mourning is even explicitly called "going down into
the netherworld" in the following Hittite text: "Because she killed her,
throughout the days of life [my soulJ goes down to the dark netherworld
[on her accountJ"; cf. H.A. Hoffner, JAOS 103(1983) ,188 who also men-
tions in this connection KTU 1.5:VI.24-25 and Gen 37:35.

2 Cf. Habel 1964:103 and De Moor 1971:201; cf. also Alster 1983B:11whoas-
sumes that a passage in the Sumerian myth "Inanna's Descent to the
Netherworld" which describes the mourning of the goddess Ereshkigal may
have been intended to explain the origin of a mourning ritual in the
temple of Inanna.

3 Cf. H.Jagersma," 1l!P in 1. Kon i.qeXVIII 27", VT 25 (1975) ,674-676 against
M.H.E. Weippert, NedThT 37 (1983) ,281 who maintains that "sleep" has to
be taken literally here. Weippert is certainly right when he states
that gods could be thought to be sleeping, but just as sleep can be used
as a metaphor for the death of human beings (see p.99 above) this could
be the case with regard to gods.
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12:11). For Hadadrimmon is probably another name of Baal. So lacerating

and shaving was probably forbidden because of the association with the re-

ligion of Baal
l
. This does not imply, however, that these mourning customs

have always been connected with Baalism. For it is a very common way of

expressing one's grief2
• In many texts in the Old Testament, in which

there can be no doubt about their relation to the normal funeral of human

beings, they are mentioned without comment. In Isa 22:12 to shave off the

hair is even commanded by YHWH as a sign of mourning.

In any case it is clear that if the mourning customs mentioned in the

Old Testament have to be interpreted as sympathetic identifications with

the sorry fate of the deceased, be he man or deity, they also provide us

with some information as to current conceptions about the state of the

dead in the netherworld. Apparently it was far from a happy life they were

condemned to live there. Any hope for some kind of beatific afterlife

would have to be connected, therefore, with the hope to be released from

the netherworld.

3.1.3. CULT OF THE DEAD

By "cult of the dead" we mean here a veneration of the dead which can be

compared to the veneration of deities. Many scholars are of the opinion

that such a cult of the dead also existed in ancient Israel (see section

1.4.2. above). The mourning customs we discussed in the previous section

would originally have been part of the cult of the dead. This is contra-

dicted, however, by the interpretation of these customs given above. It

was demonstrated that they express sympathy with the dead and fear of

death. Only eating and drinking as an act of mourning (cf. Jer 16: 7 and

Ezek 24:17.22) seems to denote a different aspect of the reactions to a

person's death. It can be compared to the Mesopotamian kispu-ritual,

which is a communal meal of the living with the dead3, and to the regular

Cf. H. Cazelles, "Sur un rituel du Deuteronome",RB55(1948) ,54-71; J.
Wijngaards, Deuteronorrriwn, BOT II, Roermond 1971, pp.137-139; and P.C.
Craigie, The Book Of Deuteronomy,NICOT, Grand Rapids 1976,pp.229-230.

2 Cf. Wensinck 1917:96-97; Morgenstern 1966:84-106.135; Widengren 1969:
401-404; Schnaufer 1970:163-164; and De Moor 1971:193-194.

A. Malamat, JAOS 88(1968) ,173, n.29 assumes that the yearly sacrifice
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meals of Palestinian Arabs to commemorate the dead. During these meals

wine or coffee is poured on the gravesl• These parallels make it likely

that the dead were believed to take part in the eating and drinking men-

tioned by Jeremiah and Ezekiel as wel12
• The idea of giving food to the

dead was not unfamiliar to the Israelites (cf. Deut 26:14).

Such food-offerings are often regarded as indications of a cult of the

dead. However, without further information about the state of the dead

there is no reason to assume that offering of food and drink points to some-

thing else than the normal care for the dead, because they were believed to

live on in more or less the same way as before death. For this reason also

the archaeological data which are interpreted as indications of repeated

offerings brought to the grave (see pp.36.47 above) cannot be regarded as

definitive proof of an Israelite cult of the dead3•

It is very interesting to note that in Jer 16: 5-7 "bread of mourning" 4

and the "cup of consolation" (v.7) are associated with the "house of the

Marzeah" (v.5). As was demonstrated in section 2.5.2.2.3. above, the

(house of the) Marzeah was connected in ancient Ugarit with the cult of

the dead. In this institution the drinking of new wine plays an important

role. Jer 16:7 is the only place in the Old Testament where drinking is

mentioned as a part of the reactions to death. Apparently this has to do

with the association with the ~larzeah5. According to Loretz, who also as-

at the ancestral home. mentioned in I Sam 20: 6.19 can be compared to the
well-known Mesopotamian kispu-ritual; cf. also Quell 1925:24 who connects
I Sam 20: 6 with a cult of the dead. However, this cannot be proved.

1 Cf. T. Canaan, ZDPV 75(1959) ,112-113.

Cf. De Ward 1972:161-162.

Against Ribar 1973:45. Such holes can also be interpreted as air shafts
to ventilate the tombs; cf. Tufnell, Laolrieh, III, p.64. Examples of
these ceiling holes in Iron Age tombs are found in Beth Shemesh (cf.
Ribar 1973:57-60), Sahab in Transjordan (cf. R.W. Dajani, ADAJ 15(1970),
29-30), and Jerusalem (cf. B. Mazar, The Excavations in the Old City of
Jerusalem Near the Temple Mount, Jerusalem 1971, p.25 who calls them
"nephesh holes", but this interpretation remains hypothetical).

4 Read onl instead of on/; cf. BHS.

We cannot agree with those scholars who maintain that the Marzeah of
Jer 16:5 has nothing to do with the mourning described in the following
verses; cf. L'HeureUX 1974:266, n.7 who assumes that Marzeah has a simi-
lar meaning as "the house of feasting" mentioned in v.7. According to
H.-J. Fabry, ThWAT V, col.15 we have to separate v.5 from the (in his
opinion) secondary vv.6-7.
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sumes a relation with the Ugaritic cult of the dead, v.7 originally spoke

of food offerings to the dead!. We know, however, from the Ugaritic texts

that the living took part in the meals of the Marzeah. So there is no need

to change the MT here. The Ugaritic mythical text KTU 1.114 also shows

that the physical state which is the result of excessive drinking was seen

as comparable to death. So such a reaction to death is in line with sym-

pathetic rites like sitting in the dust and wounding oneself.

Most scholars assume that Jeremiah took for granted the mourning customs

of gashing and shaVing oneself (v.6), although they were forbidden in Lev

19:27-28; 21:5; and Deut 14:1. It may be assumed, however, that the prophet

also rejected these customs and regarded them as part of the idolatry he

mentions within the same framework (v.11). This would tally with what was

said above about the reason for rejecting certain mourning customs: they

could all be associated with the Canaanite cult of Baal.

Clear evidence of a cult of the dead practised by Israelites is scarce.

In addition to the inconclusive texts mentioned above we can note the fol-

lowing indications.

A veneration of the dead was probably part of the cult of Baal Peor. As

was demonstrated on pp.231-233 above,this god can be regarded as represent-

ing the chthonic aspect of Baal. It may be aSsumed, therefore, that vener-

ation of prominent dead belonged to this cult of Baal Peor as well, just

as in Ugarit the rp'um were venerated together with Baal. This assumption

is supported by the fact that Ps 106:28 speaks in this connection of sac-

rifices to the dead and by the fact that in the Rabbinic tradition the cult

of Baal Peor is connected with the institution of the Marzeah.

Another indication of the existence of a cult of the dead in ancient Is-

rael can be found in Ps 16:3-4:

With regard to the "saints" who are in the earth
and the "mighty" who only have delight in themselves:

their sorrows are many;
they hurry back.

I will not pour out their libations of blood
and I will not take their names upon my lips.

The "saints" and "mighty" are opposed to YHWH (cf. vv.2.5). Next to this,

their names and the way they are venerated make it very likely that the

poet of Ps 16 pOints here to a cult of deified dead persons (see for a

full discussion of this Psalm section 3.5.2.5. below).

1 Loretz 1982B:89.
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There are also traces of a royal cult of the dead. As could be expected

a king was buried with ceremonies which exceed those of the burial of com-

mon people. At the royal funeral spices were burnt and the people kindled

a fire to honour the deceased ruler (cf. Jer 34:5; II Chron 16:14 and 21:

19). At the end of the period before the exile this honouring of the dead

kings seems to have turned into a royal cult of the dead. Ezek 43:7-8

speaks of the defiling the temple "by the harlotry of the Judaean kings

and the corpses of these kings at their death". The MT as it is translated

here can be interpreted as referring to the sins of the kings before and

after their death. The latter concerns the treatment of their corpses.

There is no need to change the text here and read "in their heights" 1 nor

to translate 1'>'!l not as "corpse", which is the normal meaning of this word,

but as "stele"Z, because the philological evidence for this is questionable

(see p.150 above). What seems to have been meant here is that some Judaean

kings, apparently Manasseh and Amon, were buried near the temple (cf. II

Kgs 21:18.26). They were probably posthumously venerated in this holy

place. This assumption is supported by the fact that these kings are known

for their sympathy for the Canaanite religion (cf. II Kgs 21:2.21).

Cf. Albright 1957:247-248.

Z Cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezechiel, BK XIII/2, 2nd ed., Neukirchen-Vluyn 1979,
pp.1082-1083.
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3.2. ISRAELITE BELIEF IN POWERFUL AND WISE DEAD

The ancient Israelite funerary customs point to a belief in some kind of

continued existence of life after death. The living were supposed to be

able to help the dead in this afterlife. There are also indications of an

Israelite belief in the dead being able to help or harm the living. This

phenomenon, which is well-known in the ancient Near East, can be regarded

as an important aspect of the veneration of the dead. We can distinguish

here between belief in powerful and wise dead as helpers and counsellors

and the fear of the malign influence of evil spirits of the dead. So on

the one hand the living could wish to call up the dead (necromancy), on

the other hand they would need to expel them (exorcism). The former im-

plies that the living had a high opinion of the dead as having inSight

into the secrets of life and death, the latter that the living feared the

revenge of the dead who had not received a proper burial or enough grave-

goods to make their stay in the netherworld bearable.

In the Old Testament we find no clear references to the malign influence

of unhappy spirits of the dead. We only hear of demonsl and apotropaic

practices against them2, but the texts about these matters are scarce as

well. The reason for this may be that Yahwism leaves no room for divine

powers next to YHWH, not even for demonic powers 3 • I'lehave to assume, how-

ever, that the belief in hostile powers coming from the netherworld played

a more prominent part in anc~ent Israelite religion than can be inferred

from the Old Testament. For the emergence of the belief in demonic powers

as is attested in the intertestamental literature and the New Testament

cannot be explained as due to foreign influence only. Apparently it was an

element of Israelite folk religion which left few traces in the canonical

1 Cf. H. Kaupel, Die Damonen im Alten Testament, Augsburg 1930; T.H. Gaster,
IntDB I, pp.817-824; Tromp 1969:160-169; H. Haag, Teufe l-eql.auben , Tiibingen
1974, pp.163-180; and Bailey 1979:29-31.

Cf. Haag, Teufelsglauben, pp.175-179; Bailey 1979:32; and H. Wildberger,
Jesaja, BK X/3, Neukirchen-Vluyn 1982, pp.1073-1075.

Cf. E. Noort, "JHWH und das Bose. Bemerkungen zu einer VerhiHtnisbestim-
mung", OTS 23(1984),120-136; esp. p.122 on Deut 32:39.
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writings.

The positive side of the belief in powerful and wise spirits is better

attested in the Old Testament, though all attempts to ask for help from

the dead are condemned. In the description of the consultation of the dead

in the Old Testament the terms nl:lN and D'lYi' play an important part. The

former sometimes appears alone, but the latter is always used in combina-

tion with the former. It is difficult to establish their precise meaning1•

They seem to denote spirits of the dead in Lev 19:31; 20:6; Deut 18;11;

Isa 8:19; 19;3; I Chron 10;13, where it is said that people turn to them

or consult them; Lev 20:27 speaks of "a man or woman in whom is an :llN or

a 'lYi'''; and Isa 29:4 mentions a voice "like the voice of an :llN". But

according to other texts the nl:lN are objects which can be made (cf. II

Kgs 21;6; II Chron 33:6) and can be put out or cut off from the land

(cf. I Sam 28;3.9; II Kgs 23:24).

In Job 32: 19 the word nl:lN has the meaning of "wineskin". It is usually

left out of consideration here, because it seems to have nothing to do

with consultation of the dead and is taken for this reason as a homonym2.

However, it appears to be possible to associate a dead person with an

object like a wineskin. For in the Akkadian myth of the descent of Ishtar

into the netherworld the corpse of the goddess is described as a waterskin

(rev.ll.!8-!9). We can refer in this connection also to a passage in the

Sumerian myth of Inanna and Bilulu, in which Inanna lays the following

curse upon Bilulu; "I have killed you, so is it verily. May you be-

come the waterskin for cold water that (men carry) in the desert" (11.108-

110; cf. 1.121) 3. The corpse being compared to a waterskin probably points

to death by violent means. The skin of the victim is flayed so that it is

turned inside out, just like the skin of an animal when it is used to make

a container of water or Wine". In Job 32;19 this metaphor seems to have

been reversed. Instead of describing a dead person as a waterskin, the

poet refers to a wineskin with a word associated with death.

1 Cf. the survey by H. Wildberger, Jesaja, BK xl!, 2nd ed., Neukirchen-
Vluyn 1980, pp.349-350 and the elaborate discussion of all relevant
texts by Ebach, Rutersworden 1977 and 1980.

Cf. HAL, p.19b.

Cf. T. Jacobsen and S.N. Kramer. JNES 12(1953) ,177.

This metaphor offers a plausible solution for the problem of translating
'1j7l in Job 19;26. It can be te>ken here as "to flay".
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Of course, this highly poetical use of the word nl:lN cannot help us to

find the origin of this word. In their important articles on the etymology

of the word :llN Ebach and RUtersworden have tried to prove that in connec-

tion with necromancy :llN is always "das Mittel der Beschworung womit
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man Zugang zur Unterwelt erlangen kann" 1. This theory is based on an ety-

mology which connects this word with Hittite a-a-bi and Akkadian ap(t)u de-

noting a pit by which it is possible to communicate with the inhabitants

of the netherworld
2

• In most cases Ebach and RUtersworden are certainly

right, but their interpretation of Lev 20;27; Isa 8;19; and 29;4 is not

conVincing, because they seem to be too strict here. It cannot be excluded

that :llN denotes the spirit of a dead person and the object by which the

living could come in contact with this spirit. We can compare this to the

two meanings of Hebrew ~l~N. This is the name of a goddess, but also of a

cultic object associated with the cult of the goddess3• Even more interest-

ing whithin this framework is a comparison with Hebrew and Aramaic ~9l;

alongside its common meaning "soul" or "life" it can refer in Aramaic to a

tomb monument or stele representing the dead". Something similar may be as-

sumed with regard to Hebrew :llN. It probably denotes both the spirit of a

dead person and the object representing this spirit. This object might have

been a statue, because we know that statues of the dead played a prominent

part in the Mesopotamian, Hittite, and Egyptian cults of the dead. It seems

also indicated by II Kgs 23;24 which mentions nl:lN andD'lYi'next to D'91n

and idols to be put away.

With regard to the etymology of the word :llN we suggest a connection with

Hebrew:lN, "father"s, because of all the dead one would first hope to re-

ceive help from one's ancestors. We can also compare it to Ugaritic 'il'ib

Ebach, Rtitersworden 1977:70.

Cf. H.A. Hoffner, ThWAT I, cols.141-142.

Cf. J.C. de Moor, ThWAT I, col.477; see for the comparison of :llN with
~l~N also Wildberger, Jesaja, p.350.

Cf. Gawlikowski 1970;22-24 and C. Westermann, THAT II, col.71.

Cf. Lods 1906:1,248; J. Lust, "On Wizards and Prophets", in Studies in
Ppopheay, VT.S 26, Leiden 1974, pp.133-142. Our interpretation of the
object denoted by :llN as a statue rules out the connection with Hittite
and Akkadian words denoting a pit, as proposed by Hoffner et al. It may
be noted that in Ugarit such a sacrificial pit was called gb which would
result in a Hebrew equivalent :lY. The aleph in :llN renders a connection
with Ugaritic 'il'ib denoting the deified ancestor much more likely.
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denoting the deified ancestors1 and also Yaudic 'b' in KAI 214:16
2

• As an

argument in favour of this interpretation it may be observed that the texts

of Ugarit expressly mention stelae erected for the 'il'ib (see p.149 above).

As an argument against this etymology Ebach and Rutersworden put forward

the observation that the woman3 of Endor who conjured up the spirit of

Samuel was called "mistress of an :111'<"(1Sam 28:7), whereas Samuel probably

did not belong to her family'. It is not certain, however, that in this ex-

pression :111'<refers to the spirit of Samuel. The woman of Endor may have

had contact with one special spirit of the dead who acted as an intermedi-

ary between her and other spirits of the deads• She would in this case have

been the mistress of this particular spirit of one of her ancestors. It is

also possible that :111'<had become a general designation of all spirits of

the dead.

The etymology of D'JY1'is less problematic. It is clearly connected with

the verb Yl', "to know", and qualifies the spirits of the dead as "those

who are knowing,,6. The same idea seems to be expressed in Job 28: whereas

wisdom cannot be found in the land of the living (v.13), Abaddon and Death

say: "We have heard a rumour of it with our ears" (v.18).

The relation between n1:11'<and 0'JY1'may be compared to the relation be-

tween the Ugaritic 'il'ib and rp'um. The first name describes them as an-

cestors of the living, the second name is an indication of the way they

Cf. Dietrich, Loretz, Sanmartin 1974 and Muller 1975A:70, n.32.

2 Reading proposed by De Moor 1973:11,31.

3 The fact that Samuel is conjured up by a woman is regarded by Schwally
as "ein Zeichen des Verfallen des alten Glaubens" (Schwally 1892:70),
because originally all rites connected with the cult of the dead had to
be performed by male descendants of the deceased. There can be no doubt,
however, that with most peoples the contact with the dead is primarily
a matter of women; cf. F. Heiler, Die Frau in den Religionen der Mensch-
heit, Berlin 1977, pp.11-21.42-46; N. Poulssen, TTh 20(1980),136, Hum-
phreys 1981:267; and U. Winter, Frcr.t WId Gatt'in, aBO 53, Gottingen 1983.,
pp.50-51.

• Ebach, Rutersworden 1980:207.

Cf. Heidel 1946:201. A very interesting parallel to the woman of Endor
being called :111'<n7Y:1 is the fact that the famous Ugaritic scribe Ili-
milku calls himself lord (bol) of two minor deities or spirits (KTU 1.6:
VI. 58, as interpreted by J. C. de tloor in a forthcoming study). From them
Ilimilku may have received his insight into the plans of the gods.

6 Cf. HAL, p.375b; Ebach, Rutersworden 1977:58, n.4; 1980:219; and Wild-
berger, Jesaja, p.351.
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can help the living, viz. by their wisdom and power to heal.

This explanation of these two names for the helpful spirits of the dead

makes it possible to understand the difficult text Isa 63:16. In the pre-

vious verses we are told that Israel rebelled against YHWH despite his acts

of unfailing love. Now YHWH does not lead his people anymore and He with-

holds his former compassion (v.15b). The use of the word "compassion" may

have led the prophet to comparing YHWH with a father (cf. Ps 103: 13): "For

Thou art our Father, because Abraham does not know us nor Israel acknowl-

edge us" (v.16a). According to Duhm this text proves that there existed a

belief that the deceased ancestors could help their descendantsl. This is

confirmed by the fact that YHWH is compared with a father2 and by the use

in this connection of the verb Yl'. In this way the prophet is able to re-

fer to the nul'< and 0' JY1' without explicitly associating these disgraceful

beings with the honourable ancestors of Israel. These "fathers" may be

honoured, but real help can only be expected from the Father who is YHWH.

The Israelites were probably familiar with the common conception of the

spirits of the dead as birds (see p.l00 above). For it is said of the n1:11'<

that they squeak like birds and coo like doves (Isa 8:19; cf. 10:14 and

59:11) 3. Another element which the Israelites shared in this matter with

their neighbours is the fact that the invoked spirits of the dead are

called "god (s)", viz. in I Sam 28: 13 and Isa 8: 19. The latter text needs

some further discussion here. After the prophet has announced that he has

to "fasten up the message" of YHWH and that YHWH shall "hide his face from

the house of Jacob" (Isa 8:16-17), he warns the people not to listen to

"Wenn diese Satz nicht reine leere Phrase enthalten soll, so muss eS
manchen Zeitgenossen moglich erschienen sein, bei den Ahnen . . . Hillfe
zu suchen; es muss das nicht eigentlicher Ahnenkult, es kann auch Nekro-
mantie gewesen sein." (B. Duhm, Das Buch Jesaja, 4th ed., GOttingen 1922,
p.438) See for the connection of Isa with the cult of the dead also Oort
1881:359 and Torge 1909:169.

In Trito-Isaiah it only occurs here and in the related 64:7. See in gen-
eral on this metaphor in the Old Testament H. Ringgren, ThWAT I, cols. 17ff.

Cf. especially spell 278 of the Egyptian Coffin texts speaking of the
dead cackling like a goose (CT IV, 23ab); the Akkadian myth of Nergal and
Ereshkigal III. 7 speaking of the dead who "moan like doves"; and Arabic
conceptions of the dead represented by owls as informers (cf. Homerin
1985:168). Perhaps also the comparison in Ps 124:7 of the ~gJ with a bird
is associated with this concept, although this text has nothing to do
with the afterlife (cf. H.W.F. Saggs, "'External Souls' in the Old Testa-
ment", JSSt 19(1974),1-12; esp. p.l0).
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those who say that it is possible to seek help from others. Instead of lis-

tening to the (living) prophet they turn to the spirits of the dead. In v.

19 the prophet quotes his opponents: "They will say to you: 'Consult the

n'~NandD'JYi', who squeak and moan! Would a people not consult its gods;

instead of the living the dead?'''. As in Ugari t the helpful spirits of the

dead are mentioned here as. "gods" and "dead" (cf. KTU 1.6:VI.45-49). The

prophet is certainly a little biased in his rendering of the arguments

used by his opponents when he lets them say that the words of YHWH spoken

by his prophet can be replaced by the squeaking of the spirits of the dead.

The answer of Isaiah is that there is still something more worthwhile to

listen to, viz. "to the teachings and the testimony" (v.20). The context

shows that these words are not an oath, as has been assumed by Muller
l

,

but a call pointing the people to where they can find help from YHWH when

He does not speak through his prophet anymore (cf. vv.16-18).

According to I Sam 28:13 and Isa 29:4 the spirits of the dead come up

from the earth. Isa 65: 4 speaks of people "sitting in tombs and keeping

vigil all night". We can think here of spiritualist seances, because the cem-

etery is a favourite place for necromancers2. Apparently the spirits in-

voked were believed to be residing in the netherworld and in the graves,

which are often hardly distinguished from the common abode of the dead
3
•

The spirits of the dead usually appear at night (cf. I Sam 28:8 and KTU 1.

20:11.5) •

We may conclude that ancient Israelite necromancy did not differ from

the common ancient Near Eastern practices. We noticed many parallels with

the Ugaritic rituals in which the rp'um are invoked. To these parallels

can be added that in Hebrew the term for invoking the spirits of the dead

is the same as in ugaritic, viz. N1V (cf. I Sam 28:15; Prov 9:18; and KTU

1.161:2ff.)4. It is also noteworthy that king Saul converses directly with

the spirit, as did the kings of ugarit (cf. KTU 1.20-22). According to the

transmitted text the spirit of Samuel addressed Saul in the name of YHWH

(I Sam 28: 16ff.) . This implies that the illegal necromancy of the woman of

Endor was of a syncretistic nature. For our investigation it is interest-

1 MUller 1975A:65-68.

Cf. Scheftelowitz 1925:131.

See pp.68-69 above; cf. also Tromp 1969:212 and Jaros 1978:226.

Cf. De Moor 1976:333.
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ing that Samuel appears to have kept his individuality and personal belong-

ings like a mantle (v.14), so that Saul did recognize him immediatelyl. In

this connection it should be observed that there is nothing sinister about

the appearance of Samuel. No rags, no cake of dust, no emaciation are men-

tioned. Samuel does not seem to suffer in the hereafter. Finally, we note

that as in Ugarit the spiritualist ritual is concluded with a sacrificial

meal (n~T)(v.24) in which Samuel, however, does not participate.

From texts like Deut 18:9-22; I Sam 28; and Isa 8:19-20 we learn that

the consultation of the dead takes the place of listening to YHWH and his

prophets. For this reason necromancy seems to be irreconcilable with

Yahwism2• However, it appears that not all Israelites took this condemna-

tion of all contacts with the world of the dead seriously. We may speak

of an under-current in the ancient religion of Israel next to the main-

stream of Yahwism3• This under-current is usually connected with common

people, but it should be noted that also king Saul (I Sam 28) and probably

kings like Manasseh and Amon (see p.250 above) practised necromancy.

The apparent visibility of the spirit of Samuel has a clear parallel in
an ancient Mesopotamian incantation "to enable a man to see a ghost";
cf. Finkel 1983:5.10.

2 Cf. o. Eissfeldt, "Wahrsagung im Alten Testament", in La divination, ed.
A. Caquot and M. Leibovici, Paris 1968, pp.141-146 who maintains that
according to the Old Testament necromancy is "die verwerflichste und mit
Jahwe-Religion schlechter dings unvereinbare Ubung".

Cf. Quell 1925:34; Baumgartel 1932:17; W.O.E. Oesterley and T.H. Robin-
son, Hebrew ReZigion, 2nd ed., London 1937, pp.90-97; Martin-Achard
1956:23; Muller 1975A:76; and Jaros 1978:226.
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3.3. ANCIENT ISRAELITE TRADITIONS ABOUT HEAVENLY BLISS

The Old Testament contains two traditions about human beings who did not

go "the way of all men". They concern Enoch and Elijah, who did not die

and did not descend into the world of the dead, but were "taken (up)" by

YHWH. These traditions are usually regarded as an exception to the rule,

to be compared with what is told about utnapishtim and utuabzu in ancient

Mesopotamia. On the other hand, what happened to Enoch and Elijah has also

been seen as one of the first indications of the belief that the hope in

YHWH cannot be restricted to this life, although there is no direct con-

nection with the different conception of the resurrection of the dead. In or-

der to find out whether Enoch and Elijah were forerunners or "Einzelganger"

within the Israelite conceptions of beatific afterlife, it is necessary to

study the origin of the traditions about these two men and to define the

place of these traditions in the Old Testament as a whole.

3.3.1. THE HEAVENLY ASCENT OF ELIJAB

It has been noted by most scholars discussing II Kgs 2:1-18 that in this

text the history of the ascension of Elijah is subordinate to the story of

Elisha "inheriting"l the spirit of his master (cf. esp. v.15)2. It is

treated as a tale which is familiar to the listener and is mentioned here

as the background of another story: "It happened, when YHWH would take

Elijah up to heaven in the whirlwind, that Elijah and Elisha left Gilgal"

(v.l). What is important here is the journey of Elijah and Elisha. The men-

tion of the ascension of Elijah only functions as its setting. The way in

which Elijah was carried up to heaven, viz. in a whirlwind, is presented

We can speak of "inheriting" because of Elisha's asking a double share
of Elijah's spirit (v.9). According to Deut 21:17 this is what the first-
born inherits. Of course, Elijah's spirit cannot simply be inherited. It
can only be given to Elisha by YHWH (cf. v.l0).

Cf. Galling 1956:138; Haag 1969:18.29-30; Schmitt 1973:129; and Hentschel
1977:9, n.26.
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as a well-known fact, because the text speaks of the whirlwind (vv.l.11).

According to v.l1 Elijah and Elisha were separated by chariots and horses

of fire. It is only logical to suggest that Elijah was carried up by them

(cf. Sirach 48:9) l, but this is nowhere explicitly stated. For this reason

it has been assumed that the element of the chariots and horses of fire was

added to the traditional story of Elijah's ascension and was primarily re-

lated to the story of the succession2

The "departure" of Elijah from this world is described in different ways.

The most clear one is the description of Elijah being carried up to heaven

in a whirlwind3• This can be compared to the way in which the God of Israel

is said to appear (cf. Nah 1:3; Zech 9:14; Ps 18:11 and 50:3)'. According

to a different formula Elijah would have been taken (nv7)from above the

head of Elisha (vv.3.S). This has been interpreted as a reference to his

heavenly ascent, but within the context of II Kgs 2 this expression has to

be connected with v.16 where the same prophets whose words were mentioned

in vv.3.5 suggest that YHWH has lifted up (N~]) Elijah and cast (n7~)him

on some mountain or into some valley. For this reason vv.3.5 are more in

line with Ezek 3:14 and 8:3 where nv7 is used next to N~] (cf. also n7~ in

8:3) to denote being transported by YHWH within and not from this world.

Elijah also uses the verb nv7 when he speaks of his own death in vv.9-10.

This can be compared to Jer 15: 15 where Jeremiah asks of YHWH: "Take me

not away". So Elijah seems to have thought in the first place of his sep-

aration from Elisha and not of a heavenly ascent.

The separation between Elijah and Elisha is effected by chariots and

horses of fire (v.l1). These are mentioned only here and in II Kgs 6:17.

These two texts have much in common. Both belong to the stories about

Elisha and in both the prophet and his servant play a prominent part. The

chariots and horses of fire surround the prophet, whereas it is a preroga-

tive of the servant to see them. The appearance of the chariots and horses

of fire is a sign from heaven (cf. Exod 3:2; Isa 66:15-16; and Hab 3:13-

Cf. Galling 1956:142 and Houtman 1978:284.

Cf. Schmitt 1972:102.

For parallels from outside Israel see J. Assmann, LA II, cols.120-121
and G. Lohfink, Die Himmelfahrt Jesu, Mlinchen 1971, pp.43-44.

Cf. E. Wurthwein, Die Bueher der Konige. 1.Kon.17-2.KBn.25, ATD 11,2,
Gottingen 1984, p.275.
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15) 1 and can be regarded as an indication of the prophet's close relation

to YHWH. The servant allowed to see this is initiated into the mystery of

YHWH working through his prophet. So this element of the story in II Kgs 2

clear fits the context of the succession of Elijah. Apparently it was only

secondarily related to the tradition of Elijah's ascension.

It is now also possible to give a plausible explanation of Elisha's re-

action in v.12. After having seen the chariots and horses of fire and

Elijah's ascent in the whirlwind he calls: "My father, my father, chariots

of Israel and its horses 2". It has been assumed that this title has nothing

to do with the chariots and horses of fire mentioned in the previous verse,

because a different word is used to denote the horses in v.123• This dif-

ference, however, can be explained if we assume that in v.12 Elisha gives

an interpretation of what he saw: the appearance of these war-chariots4

made him realize that Elijah was no less than Israel's mightiest weapons.

It is remarkable that the same title is given to Elisha at the same moment

of his life, viz. when he is on the brink of death (cf. II Kgs 13:14).

This led some scholars to the assumption that this title is an indication

of their state after death: Elijah and Elisha shall become members of the

heavenly host of YHWH6
• This assumption may be less fanciful than Gray

thinks it is', because in II Kgs 6:17 the appearance of the chariots and

horses of fire can be explained as an action of this heavenly host. All

this can be compared to what is said in the ugaritic literature of the

prominent dead called rp'um, who travel on chariots (cf. KTU 1.20:11.2-4)

1 Cf. A. Sanda, Die Bueher der Konige, II, MUnster 1912, pp.11-12; Schmitt
1973:95-96; and Houtman 1978:285.

2 See for this translation of ~'9Galling 1956:131-135 and O.Loretz and W.
Mayer, "Hurrisch pariWs-'trainiertes Pferd"', ZA 69(1980) ,188-191.

3 Cf. Sanda, Die Bueher der Konige, p.12 and Schmitt 1973:116.

4 Cf. Galling 1956: 134-135 who states that ~'9 is a "Fachausdruck" for
"Streitrosse (vor dem Kriegswagen)".

S Cf. Sanda, Die Bueher de» KOnige, p.12; M.A. Beek, "The Chariots and the
Horsemen of Israel (II Kings II 12)", OTS 17(1972) ,1-10; Schmitt 1972:
176; Schmitt 1973:115; Houtman 1978:294; M. Rehm, Das zweite Buch der .
KOnige, Wlirzburg 1982, p.31; Schottroff 1982:222-223; and Wlirthwein, Die
Bucher der Konige, p.365.

6 Cf. I. Benzinger, Die Bueher der KOnige, Freiburg 1899, p.131; Fohrer
1968B:I00; Haag 1969:27; and Greenspoon 1981:301.

, J. Gray, I & II Kings, OTL, 3rd ed., London 1977, p.476.
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and are called "warriors of Baal and Anat" (KTU 1.22:I.8-9). So it is poss-

ible that the title of Elijah and Elisha originates in the hero-cult of

ancient Canaan 1.

In this connection it is tempting to assume that the name YHWH n'N~Yis

related to this conception of the heavenly host as well. It may be trans-

lated as "YHWH of hosts,,2 and can be compared to the epithet of the god

Reshep according to KTU 1.91:15, "Reshep of the Army" (rsp ?b'i). Reshep

is mentioned here in the context of the revivification of the rp'um (see

p.157 above). Just as the "army of Reshep" the "hosts of YHWH" may have

been associated with deified dead persons. This tallies with earlier the-

ories explaining the name YHWH n'N~Y as an adaptation of non-Yahwistic be-

liefs in demons or lower deities3• An additional argument for this theory

is the distribution of the name YHWH n'N~Yin the Old Testament. It is re-

markable that in the book of Kings it is only used by Elijah and Elisha4,

who may have been believed to join the host of YHWH after death. Further-

more, this name of YHWH is lacking in Deuteronomy and Ezekiel and is but

rarely used in Isa 40-55, whereas it frequently appears in the books of

Haggai and Zechariah
S

• In these relatively late books of the Old Testament

the original relation with Canaanite religion, which probably made it un-

acceptable for the stricter among earlier writers, may have been forgotten

or no longer felt to be a problem because of the decline of the ancient

This is much more likely than the theory proposed by Galling 1956: 146-
148 that the title was derived from the northern Syrian deity rkb'Z,
"chariot-rider (or chariot-army) of EI". Galling has to assume that,
though it would have been logical that in the monotheistic religion of
Israel YHWH would have taken over the function of a god who helps in
war, the function of rkb'l was attributed to Elisha. The comparison with
the rp'um evades this problem, because the rp'um are deified human
beings. The theory of Galling was rightly criticized by Schmitt 1972:
112-114 who emphasizes the similarities with Zech 6:1-8 (ibid., pp.114-
115), but these are very superficial and it is unlikely that these
traditions were related.

2 Cf. J.A. Emerton, ZAW 94(1982) ,3-9 and De Moor 1983:83-84, n.264.

Cf. V. Maag, "Jahwas Heerscharen", in his Kul.tnar,Ktulturkontakt und Re-
ligion, GOttingen 1980, pp.1-28 (first published in 1950); esp. pp.17-18.
25 and the survey by B.N. Wambacq, L'epithete divine Jahve seba'ot,
Paris 1947, pp.36-37.

Cf. Wambacq, pp.177-180 and A.S. van der Woude, THAT II, col.499.

See on the problem of the distribution of this epithet T.N.D. Mettinger,
The Dethronement of Sabaoth, Lund 1982.
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religion of the Canaanites.

It can be demonstrated that Elijah and Elisha, whose work is character-

ized by the struggle against Baal worshipl, are particularly active in

matters which among the Canaanites were usually connected with Baal2
• This

is clearly indicated in the story about the healing of Naaman. As the king

of Israel is asked by the king of Aram to rid Naaman of his disease, he

exclaims: "Am I God to kill and to make alive?" (II Kgs 5:7). In Deut 32:

39 the same words are used as a polemic against Baalism to say that only

YHWH kills and makes alive 3. Also the story of the healing of Naaman

through Elisha shows the preeminence of YHWH. For Naaman acknowledges that

there is no god but the god of Israel (II Kgs 5:15). And whereas YHWH

takes the place of Baal, his prophets take the place of the rp'um, the

"healers" in the retinue of Baal, because Elijah and Elisha also act as

healers'. Almost everything they do concerns the giving of life, e.g., by

"healing" water (II Kgs 2: 19-22), providing food (I Kgs 17: 7-16 and II Kgs

4:1-7) and revivifying dead persons (I Kgs 17:17-24 and II Kgs 4:18-37),

even after the death of the prophet himself (II Kgs 13:20-21). The special

state of these two prophets is also indicated by their being called "man

of God" (cf. esp. I Kgs 17:24)5.

Some scholars assume that the story of the ascension of Elijah has to be

understood within this framework of the struggle against Baalism as well6
•

1 Cf. H.H. Rowley, "Elijah on Mount Carmel". BJRL 43(1960-1961) ,190-219;
Fohrer 1968B:87ff.; Hentschel 1977:248-252; and W. Dietrich, Israel und
Kanaan : Vom Ringen zioeier Geeel-l-eehaf'teeueteme , SBS 94, Stuttgart 1979,
pp.65-67; cf. also L. Bronner, The Stories of Elijah and Elisha as Pol-
cmias Against Baal Worship, POS 6, Leiden 1968, but it has to be re-
marked that some of her interpretations are rather strained; cf. also
the critical remarks by Hentschel 1977:251-252.

2 Cf. R. Smend, in Congress Volume Edinburgh 1974, VT.S 28, Leiden 1976,
pp.178-179 who says of Elijah: "der Prophet (ist) machtvoll in Bereichen
tatig • . • die als Domane der Baalsreligion gelten, also dort, wo es um
Natur, Vegetation, Leben geht".

Cf. De Moor 1976:337.

Cf. C. Grottanelli, "Healers and Saviours of the Eastern Mediterranean
in Pre-Classical Times", in La soteriologia dei. cul.id:ox-ientali nell'
impero romano, ed. U. Bianchi and M.J. Vermaseren, Leiden 1982, pp.649-
670; esp. pp.651-654.

Cf. Schottroff 1982: 220-227.

6 With regard to the date of these stories it can be noted that it is gen-
erally acknowledged that they originate in local hagiology and folklore
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According to Bronner it had to show that only God rules over the clouds

and not Baal who is called "rider of the clouds" in Ugaritic mythology.

For the prophet of YHWH ascends to the clouds, whereas the Ugaritic myth

of Baal tells us that Baal was found lying dead on the earthl. Schmitt,

who was at first rather sceptical with regard to this suggestion2, admits

in a later study that the heavenly ascent of Elijah was part of the answer

of Yahwism to the challenge of Baalism3• Bronner's arguments, however, are

far from convf.nc.Lnq, There is no indication that the epithet "rider of the

clouds" was ever connected with the assumption to heaven and it is also

unlikely that Elijah would have been compared to Baal. Bronner's theory

can be better illustrated now by a comparison of the story of Elijah's

heavenly ascent with the conception of the rp'um coming up from the nether-

world and even rising up to heaven. The main difference from the story of

the assumption of Elijah is that the prophet of YHWH is not taken up from

the netherworld, but from the world of the living. In this regard it ex-

ceeds its Canaanite counterpart.

Apart from the reaction against Canaanite conceptions about the reviv-

ification of the dead it is important to note another theological factor

in this tradition about Elijah's assumption. This may be even more import-

ant, because instead of explaining it as a reaction, i.e., emphasizing the

negative factor, it shows that it can be related positively to the close

relation between Elijah and YHWH. This positive theological factor becomes

clear if we note, as is done by a number of scholars, that Elijah is de-

scribed as a "second Moses"'. Now this holds also true for his departure

of the ninth century B.C.; cf. Fohrer 1968B:50; Gray, I & II Kings, p.30
and on this date of the history of Elijah and the history of Elisha o.
Eissfeldt, "Die Komposition von I Reg 16:29-11 Reg 13:25", in Das ferne
und nahe Wort, Fs L. Rost, ed. F. Maass, BZAW 105, Berlin 1967, pp.49-
58; esp. p.58. This may also hold true for the traditions about Elijah's
ascension and for the fact that Elijah and Elisha are described as
healers comparable to the Ugaritic rp'um, because it is unlikely that
these elements were products of later theological reflexion. Cf. Schmitt
1973:132-133 who dates II Kgs 2:1b-15 at the end of the ninth century.

Bronner, The Stories of Elijah and Elisha, p.127.

Schmitt 1973:110, n.130.

Schmitt 1982:45-49.

Cf. Fohrer 1968B:55-58; R.P. Carroll, "The Elijah-Elisha-Sagas: Some Re-
marks on Prophetic Succession in Ancient Israel", VT 19(1969),400-415;
and Hentschel 1977:270.
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frOm this world I. For this explains why Elijah I S ascension takes place on

the other side of the river Jordan, east of Jericho (cf. Deut 34:1ff. and

also what has been said on pp.228-229 above about the connection of this

region with the Canaanite cult of the dead!). According to the description

of Moses' death in Deut 34:5-6 Moses seems to have been buried by YHWH,

but his grave was not found. So his death remains mysterious. The most im-

portant element of Deut 34:5-6 is that apparently YHWH took care of Moses,

who stood so close to Him, even after his death. In fact, the belief in

YHWH carrying up Elijah to heaven is based on the same conviction. It can

be regarded as the utmost consequence Of the belief in the close relation

between men like Moses and Elijah and YHWH
2
•

3.3.2. THE ASSUMPTION OF ENOCH

Gen 5:24 describing the assumption of Enoch is part of a genealogy con-

sisting of ten generations3• The information about the second until the

ninth generation is given according to a fixed pattern: "And NN lived x

years and he begot NN. And·NN lived after the birth of NN y years and he

begot sons and daughters. And all the days of NN were x+y years and he

died". With regard to Enoch who is the seventh in line some phrases are

added to this pattern. In the beginning of v. 22 we read: "and Enoch walked

with God" instead of the usual "and NN lived" 4. So Enoch I s life is char-

acterized as "walking with God" 5 . The same expression is used in v.24 and

Cf. Carroll, pp.ll0-lll; Haag 1969:21-22; Schmitt 1973:136-137; Gese
1977:46; Hentschel 1977:270.317:; and Houtman 1978:302.

Notscher 1926:126 speaks with regard to the traditions about Elijah and
Enoch of "der naiver ursprUngliche Ausdruck fiir eine ganz besondere Aus-
zeichnung hervorragender Frommigkeit". Cf. also Schmitt 1973:110.

3 According to the Priestly writer there were also ten generations between
Noah and Abraham, whereas he has listed ten of these genealogies; cf.
with regard to this phenomenon N. Lohfink, in Congress VoLume GOttingen
1977, VT.S 29, Leiden 1979, p.207.

4 According to BHS we have to correct the MT of v.23 by inserting 11ln 'n'l,
but the textcritical basis for this is weak; cf. against this emendation
also Schmitt 1973:152-153. Because the omitting in the MT of the expected
11ln 'n'l tallies with the omitting of 11ln nn'l in v.24, there is no
reason to add it here.

See on this expression Schmitt 1973:158-162 and F.J. Helfmeyer, ThWAT II,

cols.422-424.

.~---~.----'-"-------"
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(with reversed word order) in Gen 6:9 describing Noah as "righteous man,

blameless in his generation". Noah I s generation has made the earth "corrupt

before Gcd" and has filled it wi.th violence (Gen 6: 11). Noah does not walk

with them (cf. Ps 1:1), but with Gcd. This metaphor, which denotes intimate

companionship with Godl
, is used only with regard to these two persons who

lived before the flood. Apparently the Priestly writer wanted to say that

after the flood it was no longer possible to achieve this2
•

In v.23 we find the following slight difference from the fixed pattern:

instead of the usual plural form l'n'l the singular 'n'l is used. Some

Hebrew manuscripts and the Samaritan Pentateuch have "corrected" this and

changed it into l'n'l. In this they are followed by most commentators. It

must be noted, however, that the same variant occurs in v. 31 and in a simi-

lar context, viz. the mentioning of an age which is clearly lower than the

average age of more than 900 years of the other persons in this chapter3•

Moreover, the 365 years of Enoch and the 777 years of Lamech can be re-

garded as special numbers constituting a distinct unit. This would explain

why the singular form of the verb was used4
• The age of Lamech appears to

be linked with the numbers 7 and 77 in Gen 4:24, where his namesake says:

"If Cain is avenged sevenfold, truly Lamech seventy-sevenfold". The use of

the number 777 by the Priestly writer can be explained as a reaction to

this older tradition (cf. also vv.1-11 with 4:25-26)5. In 5:28-31 Lamech

Cf. J. Skinner, Genesis, ICC, Edinburgh 1910, p.131.

Cf. G. von Rad, Das erste Buch Mose. Genesis, ATD 2-4, 10th ed., Gottin-
gen 1976, p.48. With regard to Abraham we find a more indirect express-
ion: "he walked before God" (Gen 17: 1). In Micah 6: 8 and Mal 2: 6 "to
walk (l'm qal instead of hitp) with God" is used more generally to denote
faithfulness and righteousness.

The extraordinary high age of these men probably denotes that they were
blessed by YHWH; cf. C. Westermann, Genesis, BK 1/1, 2nd ed., Neukirchen-
Vluyn 1976, p.480. According to the Priestly writer the age of human be-
ings was gradually reduced to 200-600 in the period from Noah to Abraham
and then to 100-200 years in the period of the patriarchs. Finally, it
became 70-80 years (cf. Ps 90:10); cf. Von Rad, Genesis, p.47. According
to Gen 5 nobody grew older than 1000 years. This may have been regarded
as the ultimate border of human life (cf. Ps 90:4 and Eccles 6:6), which
not even these famous men before the flood had crossed; cf. E. Jacob,
Das erste Buch der Tara. Genesis, I, Berlin 1934, p.165.

4 Cf. Jacob, Genesis, p.165 and U. Cassuto, A Commentary on the Book of
Genesis, I, Jerusalem 1961, p.285.

Cf. o. Procksch, Die Genesis, Leipzig 1924, p.463; E.A. Speiser, Genesis,
AncB 1, Garden City 1964, p.43; and Schmitt 1973:169.
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is described as the father of Noah by whom God saved mankind from the flood.

In this way he is the positive counterpart of the man crying for revenge.

It is interesting to note that the number 365 is also used, be it in-

directly, by the Priestly writer in the story of the flood: according to

Gen 7:11 and 8:14 the flood lasted exactly 365 daysl. Apparently he re-

garded it as a round number. According to some scholars he used it in Gen

5:23 to indicate that, even though Enoch had not lived as long as his an-

cestors, his life was not abruptly cut off2. But 365 is not a common round

number in the Old Testament. This led many scholars to assume a relation

with the solar year, which lasts 365 days3. The circumstance that Enoch was

related to the sun in this way made it possible to compare Enoch with Enme-

duz ank i., the seventh king on the Babylonian King List, who was king of Sip-

par, a centre of the worship of the solar deity4. This Enmeduranki would

have been allowed a visit to heaven. It has to be noted, however, that such

a visit is not the same as the definitive transfer from this world of

EnochS. A better explanation of the use of the number 365 in this context

is offered by the Old Testament itself. Because it associates Enoch with

the sun, we can connect it with Ps 89:37 in which the reference to the sun

denotes the everlasting duration of the line of the king (cf. also Ps 72:

5.17). The remarkable age of Enoch points in the same direction: whereas

Cf. Cassuto, Genesis, II, Jerusalem 1964, pp.113-114.

Cf. W. Zimmerli, l.Mose 1-11. Die Urgeschichte, ZBKAT 1.1, 3rd ed., Zurich
1967, p.256; Westermann, Genesis, p.485. A remarkable interpretation,
which was probably based on later Jewish traditions about Enoch, is given
by E. Konig, Die Genesis, 3rd ed., Gutersloh 1925, p.314. In his opinion
the number 365 "wurde gewahl t, als man schon angefangen hatte, das 'wan-
deln mit Gott' als einen ausserlichen Aufenthalt im Jenseits anzusehen
und deshalb Henoch einen intimen Einblick in die Sternkunde zuzuschrei-
ben". It has also been assumed that God took Enoch away because of the
sinfulness of this world. This very ancient interpretation (cf. Wisdom
4: 14) has been defended recently by L. Zachmann, "Beobachtungen zur Theo-
logie in Gen 5", ZAW 88(1976) ,272-274. However, this cannot be deduced
from the text itself.

3 Procksch, Die Genesis, p.461 assumes a connection between this reference
to the solar year and the seventh place of Enoch in the genealogy of Gen
5 as the number of the days in one week.

, See for this opinion, which was prevalent for a long peri~d, Skinner,
Genesis, p.132; Martin-Achard 1956:58; and Speiser, Genes~s, p.43.
H. Gunkel, Genesis, 3rd ed., Gottingen 1910, p.135 and Sellin 1919:262
even assumed a connection with a solar deity.

S Cf. Schmitt 1973:173-174 and Westermann, Genesis, p.485.
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the other persons mentioned in Gen 5 may have become very old but ultimate-

ly could not cross the limits set to mankind, Enoch has transcended these

limits. Just like the sunset shall be followed by sunrise Enoch's life

shall not end wi th 365. This can be compared with what is said in the Gilga-

mesh Epic about the eternal life of Utnapishtim living in Dilmun and also

with Gilgamesh' description of the victory over death as "living forever

with the sun-god", in Egypt the dead person who overcomes all the horrors

of the netherworld is united with Re; in Ugarit it is the sun-goddess who

liberates Baal from the realm of death (cf. KTU 1.6:IV.17ff. and also 1.17:

VI. 28-29) (see pp. 88.123.154 above).

The last and most important change in the fixed pattern of Gen 5 is found

in v. 24. This whole verse replaces the words "and NN died" 1. Usually only

v.24b is regarded as its replacement, because only this part of the verse

clearly speaks of the end of Enoch's life on earth, whereas the originality

of v.24a, which repeats v.22aA, has been questioned2. Verse 24a mentions

again Enoch's walking with God. This could be explained as giving the

reason for what follows3. But it has to be doubted whether the strict pat-

tern of these verses left room for such explanatory remarks. For this

reason we have to assume that not just the second part of v.24 but the

whole verse was meant as a variant of "and NN died". This offers an import-

ant clue for the interpretation of this verse, because it means that also

the repeated "Enoch walked with God" refers to his death. In fact, v.24

seems to speak in three different ways of the end of Enoch's life on earth.

The most clear one is "he was no more"'. This expression is often used in

connection with someone's death (cf. Ps 39:14; 103:16; and Job 7:21). This

led Cassuto to the conclusion that it is used here as a euphemism for "he

died"s. This cannot, however, be deduced from the context. The following

clause indicates that it has to be taken literally. It simply denotes that

Enoch had disappeared (cf. Gen 37:30; I Kgs 20:40; and also II Kgs 2:12:

"and he (Elisha) saw him (Elijah) no more"). Apparently Enoch no longer

Cf. Cassuto, Genesis, I, p.285 and Miller 1977:40.

2 See on this issue Schmitt 1973:156-158 who maintains that the repetition
is intended as emphasis.

Cf. W.H. Gispen, Genesis, I, Kampen 1974, p.209.

See on this expression Schmitt 1973:163-165.

Cassuto, Genesis, I, p.285.
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belonged to this world. The same idea is expressed by "he walked with God"

and by "God took him". "To walk with God" is used in v.22 to denote Enoch's

way of life. Now we hear that this walking with God does not stop at death.

Verse 24a is not merely a repetition of v.22. It denotes a different aspect

of walking with God: v.22 concerns this life, v.24 the afterlife1•

The belief that walking with God does not stop with death also explains

the use of this expression with regard to Noah. The remark that Noah

walked with God has to be seen within the framework of his part in the

story of the flood. The flood is the return of chaos, the victory of death

over life. Only Noah, who walked with God, could survive.

With regard to Gen 5:24a most attention has been paid to the question

of the precise meaning of the verb nv7. Many scholars regard it as a ter-

minus teahniaus of the taking away of a human being before death from this

world to live on in a blissful state2
• It is clear, however, that the text

is very reticent here and leaves room for all kinds of speCUlations. It

"conceals more than it reveals" 3. What it reveals is that Enoch is taken

by God from this world. This "taking" has two aspects: it is the separation

from this world, but it is also an indication of God taking Enoch to Him-

self by which He confirms on his part their intimate companionship'.

It is remarkable that like the comparable tradition about Elijah this

story of Enoch transcending death is only found in one place in the Old

Testament. The assumption of Enoch is only mentioned by the Priestly writer

We agree with Schmitt 1973:159 that v.24a must have the same meaning as
v.22aA; against Cassuto, Genesis, I, p.285. This does not exclude, how-
ever, the fact that the different context emphasizes a different aspect.

2 Cf. Gunkel, Genesis, p.135; Procksch, Die Genesis, p.462; Notscher 1926:
123; De Bondt 1938:145; Martin-Achard 1956:59; Von Rad, Genesis, p.49.
Cf. against this Houtman 1979:179-181. Schmitt 1973:165-167 is reserved
in this matter. He rightly observes that the use of Akkadian lequ in
Gilg.XI.196 cannot be adduced as an argument here, because it is used
literally in this text (ibid., pp.312-313).

Cassuto, Genesis, I, p.285; cf. also Kroon 1939 who states that there is
no clear evidence of Henoch being taken to heaven. This reticence has
been explained in different ways. Gunkel, Genesis, p.135 speaks of
"echte, jiidische Scheu vor dem Mythologischen"; Schmitt 1973: 166 ex-
plains it as a "verhaltene (n) Redeweise gegeniiber den detaillierten Ent-
riickungsberichten aus dem altorientalischen Raum"; and Houtman 1979:186-
187 thinks that the author deliberately left room for the diverging
traditions about Enoch.

• Cf. G.Ch. Aalders, Het boek Genesis, KVHS, 2nd ed., Kampen 1949, p.179.
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and left no traces in the Yahwistic source (cf. Gen 4:17-18). In the inter-

testamental literature, however, the tradition about Enoch takes a very

prominent part. This different valuation may be due to the fact that Gen

5:24 is based on a non-Israelite source, viz. the Mesopotamian story of

the heavenly ascent of utuabzu, the counsellor of the seventh king before

the flood
1

• In the apocalyptic writings of the last centuries B.C. this

formerly strange element was not only accepted but even emphasized as it

fitted the new beliefs very well.

It may seem unlikely that the Priestly writer, who is very strict with

regard to religious matters, used foreign mythological elements here. An

interesting but also rather speculative explanation for this is offered by

SChmitt
2

• He points to the fact that the Priestly writer divided the his-

tory he described into four periods: the period before the flood, the per-

iod shortly after the flood, the period of the patriarchs, and the period

of Moses. In each period one person takes a very prominent place. In the

last three periods these are Noah, Abraham and Moses. As the exceptional

person of the first period the Priestly writer would have chosen Enoch and

by describing him like his counterpart of the Mesopotamian King List (or,

strictly speaking, like the counsellor of this king) he could also show

the Israelites that their predecessors were not inferior to those of the

mighty people of Babylon. Schmitt emphasizes the fact that the Akkadian

text speaking of Utuabzu "der zum Himmel emporgestiegen ist" and Gen 5: 24

speaking of God taking Enoch have different subjects. However, this should

not be stressed too much, because the data about Utuabzu appear in the

very different context of a ritual text. More important is the observation

that the comparison with Utuabzu makes it all the more remarkable that the

Priestly writer does not give us further information about what happened

to Enoch. We are not told to which place he was taken. All speculations

about heavenly bliss and places like Dilmun are avoided. In this regard

the "priestly" Gen 5:24 appears to be more reticent than the "popular" II

Kgs 2.

Cf. Borger 1974 and Schmitt 1982:38-41. An important common element in
the traditions about Enoch and Utuabzu is the connection of their vic-
tory over death with the sun (-god) : Enoch lives as many years as the
solar year has days; utuabzu was the counsellor of the king of Sippar,
a centre of the cult of Shamash. See pp.123-124 above.

2 Schmitt 1982:41-44.
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3.4. THE CRI'l'ICAL REACTION TO SOME FOREIGN CONCEPTIONS

It has been demonstrated that the Old Testament traditions about Elijah

and Enoch have much in common with some Canaanite and Mesopotamian ideas

about the afterlife and were probably influenced by them. This tallies

with what has been said in section 2.5.3.2. above about the familiarity of

the Israelites with some foreign conceptions about the afterlife. However,

this process of assimilation did not go unchallenged. For instance, in Isa

14 the prophet scorns the Canaanite royal ideology with its ideas about the

eternal life of the king. This rejection in the Old Testament of certain

foreign conceptions of the afterlife shall be discussed now more fully to

find out whether it has influenced Israel's own belief in this matter, as

is assumed by a number of scholars (see p.71 above).

3.4.1. REVIVIFICATION WITH BAAL

There can be no doubt about the rejection of the worship of Baal by

Yahwism. This does not imply, however, that all elements of Baalism were

rejected. Some functions which were ascribed to Baal were taken over by

YHWH after the Israelites had settled in Canaan!. As has been stated be-

fore, this offers a plausible background of Deut 32:39. In the Ugaritic

texts it is said of Baal that he is a healer and that he revivifies the

rp own. Deut 32: 39 appears to be a reaction to this belief, because in. this

text YHWH states that only He has the power over life and death2
:

See now that I, I am He,
and there is no god beside Me.

Cf. G. Fohrer, Geschichte del' israelitischen Religion, Berlin 1969, pp.
95-96.

See on this and other polemic remarks against Baalism in Deut 32 Habel
1964:39-49 and De Moor 1973:1,15-16. The Song of Moses is us~ally da~ed
in the period after the exile, but most scholars agree that It contalns
many earlier, partly Canaanite traditions; cf. E. Noort, OTS 23(1984),
121 and H.D. Preuss, Deuteronomiwn, EdF, Darmstadt 1982, p.167 who also
gives a survey of previous research.
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I kill and I revivify;
I wound and I heal;

there is no rescue from by grasp.

A reference to the polemic with Baal worship in this matter Can also be

found in Hos 11:2-3 where the Israelites are reproached for their sacrific-

ing to the Baals without realizing that it is YHWH who had healed them!.

Probably Deuteronomy is dependent upon Hosea in 32:39 as it is in many

other places
2

• It is interesting to note that like Elijah and Elisha the

prophet Hosea worked in northern Palestine. The fact that traditions about

the confrontation with Baalism and also the adoption of elements of the re-

ligion of Baal primarily come from this part of Palestine seems to point

to a relatively strong influence of Baal worship in this area. This comes

as no surprise when we realize that the roots of belief in YHWH, who may

have been related from the very beginning with the Canaanite El, lie in

southern Palestine3•

The prophets testify that it is not Baal who is the healer, but YHWH and

that the rp'um can have no part in any of the healing power of the god of

fertility. The prophets of YHWH themselves, however, can act as healers on

behalf of YHWH. So they are able to offer the people an alternative to the

advantages of Baal worship. For something like the positive conceptions of

afterlife connected with Baal, however, there appears to be no place in

! Cf. A.D.H. Mays, Deuteronomy, NCeB, Grand Rapids 1979, p.392. Exod 15:26,
"I, YHWH, am your (Le. Israel's) healer", seems not to belong whithin
this framework of anti-Baalism, because unlike Deut 32:39 and Hos 11:2-3
the context gives no references to the belief in other gods. Lohfink may
be right in assuming that the origin of the metaphor in Exod 15:26 lies
in Common personal piety (N. Lohfink, in N. Lohfink et al., "Ech will
euel' Gott sein":Beispiele biblischen Redens von Gott, SBS 100, Stuttgart
1981, pp.41-49).

Cf. H.W. Wolff, Hosea, BK XIV/l, 3rd ed., Neukirchen-Vluyn 1976, p.XXVI,
although he does not mention this text. It would go too far to infer from
texts like this that the origin of Deuteronomy lies in northern Palestine
as has been assumed by Alt and others; cf. the critical remarks on this
theory by R. Smend, Die Entstehung des Alten Testaments, Stuttgart 1980,
pp.80-81 and C. Houtman, Inleiding in de Pentateuch, Kampen 1980, pp. 178-
179.

Cf. De Moor 1983:49-55. It should be noted that the god El as we know him
from the literature of Ugarit cannot simply be identified with the El of
the religion of southern Palestine. De Moor suggests that originally the
latter was closely related to YHWH or even identical with Him. The name
YHWH may be regarded as a short form of '71< il1i17 , "El is" (cf. ibid .•
p.69) .
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Yahwism. Unlike the Ugaritic rp'um the Old Testament D'N91 are only de-

scribed as weak (cf. Isa 14:9-10 and Ps 88:5) and in Ezek 39:11-16 the

Oberim who are described in KTU 1.22:1.15 as participants in a banquet

for which the important dead had been revivified are the victims of God's

wrath and are buried forever. We can notice in this connection also the

rhetorical question of Ps 88:11:

Dost Thou work wonders for the dead,
shall shades (D'N91) rise up and praise Thee?

The context of this verse shows that the answer can only be: no! The way

the question is formulated indicates that it is intended as a polemic

against the opposite viewl, against something like what is said about the

dead in KTU 1.22:1.5, "El made (the dead) stand up". There are two import-

ant parallels between Ps 88: 11 and this Ugari tic text. In the first place the

use of the verb Dl~/qym, but also the fact that Ps 88 is the only Psalm

which mentions the D'N91. Its scepticism with regard to the power of God

to raise the dead can be compared to Eccles 3:19 and 12:7, which seem to

criticize the belief in the immortality of the sou12
• In the same way Ps

88:11 might have criticized the hope for rescue from the netherworld. Un-

fortunately, it is very difficult to date this Psalm. However, the polemic

in v.11 is an indication of a date before the exile (cf. Isa 14).

Another text in which the verb Dl~ is used in connection with the idea

of the resurrection of the dead is Hos 6:2. As the context shows, this

idea is used here as a metaphor for the rescue of the people of Israel.

Hos 6:2 is part of the reaction of the people (vv.1~3) to what has been

said in the previous chapter, whereas Hos 6: 4-6 is YHWH' s answer to the

people. A similar reaction can be found in Hos 8:2 and 11:7. Most scholars

agree that the pericope ends in 6:6, but with regard to its beginning many

different proposals have been made. The Massoretes have marked a separ-

tion between 5:7 and 5:8. The beginning of a new peri cope in 5:8 with the

call to blow the trumpet would have a parallel in 8:1. This demarcation is

also defended by Alt3 and a number of scholars following him4. It is sup-

Cf. Hoffken 1981:'314, n.25.

Cf. Kellermann 1976:279-280 and Schoors 1983:156-157.

Alt 1953.

Cf. D. Deden, De kleine profeten, BOT XII, Roermond 1953, p.45; Hentschke
1957:89; J.L. Mays, Hosea, OTL, 2nd ed., London 1975, pp.85-86; J. Jere-
mias, Der Prophet Hosea, ATD 24,1, GOttingen 1983, p.80; and M.C. Lind,
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ported by our structural analysis. We propose the follOWing translation:

Ia 8 Blow the ram's horn in Gibeah,
the trumpet in Ramah;

raise a cry in Beth-Awen:
"after you, Benjamin!ltl

9 Ephraim shall become a desolation
on the day of punishment.

On the tribes of Israel
I have proclaimed what is sure.

10 The rulers of Judah are
like those who remove the landmark;

upon them I will pour out
like water my wrath.

11 Oppressed is Ephraim
crushed by judgement,

because he was intent of going
after nonsense2•

Ib 12 And I became like a moth to Efraim
and like rottenness to the house of Judah.

13 When Ephraim saw his sickness
and Judah his boil,

Ephraim went to Assyria
and he sent to the Great King3•

But he cannot heal you
nor take your boil from you.

14 Because I am like a lion to Ephraim
and like a young lion to the house of Judah

I, yes I will tear in pieces and go;
I will carry off and there is no one who rescues.

15 I will go and return to my place
untill they realize that they are guilty.

And they will seek my face,
in their distress they will search hard for Me:

"Hosea 5:8-6:6", Interpretation 38(1984) ,398-403.

The meaning of the expression l'lnN is not clear. It occurs in a similar
context in Judg 5:14 and we can also note the external parallelism with
'lnN in v.~lb within the first substanza. The passage should probably be
compared w~th Isa 10:28-32 and Micah 1:8-16, because there too we have the
short confused cries of fleeing armies associated with certain villages.

2 For l~ as an indication of nonsense cf. Isa 28:10.13 where it is used
together with l~. These words are no more than letters of the alphabet.

3 l"J'711 can be explained as the Hebrew equivalent of Akkadian sarru rabu;
cf. F.I. Andersen and D.N. Freedman, Hosea, AncB 24, Garden City 1980,
p.414.
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IIa 6: 1 "Come, let us return to YHWH!

Because He has torn to pieces and He will heal us;
He has struck and He will bind up (our wounds).

2 He will revive us after two days;
on the third day He will raise us up.

We will live before Him (3) and know;
we will pursue to know YHWH:

his coming out is as sure as the dawn;
He will come to us like the rain,

like spring rains that water the earth."

lIb 4 How shall I deal with you, Ephraim;
how shall I deal with you, Judah?

Your loyalty is like the morning mist,
like the dew that goes away early.

5 Therefore I hacked (them) through the prophets,
I killed them with the words of my mouth.

And my judgements are a light coming out
l
.

6 For I desire loyalty and not sacrifice
and knowledge of God rather than offerings.

It appears that Hos 5:8-6:6 has a well-balanced strophical structure con-
sisting of two stanzas, each divided into two substanzas of equal length.
The first two substanzas consist of four strophes, the last two substanzas
of three strophes. Also the number of verses is regular: 2.2.2.2/1.3.2.2//
1.2.2/2.2.1 (8.8/5.5). We can notice the following formal markers: the be-
ginning of the first stanza (5:8-15) is marked by an imperative, just as
the beginning of the second stanza (6:1-6). A clear case of external par-
allelism in substanza is the repetition of 'lnN (vv.8b.llb). The beginning
of substanza Ib is marked by 'JN12• This word is characteristic of this
part of the text (cf. v.14). Another example of external parallelism in Ib
is indicated by 11Tn (vv.13a.13b) and we can also mention the parallel
structure of v.12 and v.14a. The most important markers of the last two
substanzas are the words separating them from previous units, viz. the im-
perative in 6:1 and on in 6:43•

Substanza Ia is connected with substanza IIa by D1' (5:9a; 6:2a), but
especially with substanza lIb by D9~n (5:11a; 6:5b) and Yl'/nYl (5:9b; 6:6;
cf. also 6:3 in IIa). substanza Ib is connected with IIa by the repetition
of N91 (5:13b; 6: la), qlD (5:14b; 6: la), :l1~ (5:15a; 6: la), D'J9 (5:15a;
6:2b) , and J (5:12.14a; 6:3b). Substanza lIb is connected with substanza
IIa by N~' ... J (6:3a.5b). Finally, it should be noted that the verb
170 is used in all substanzas (5:11b.13a.14b.15a; 6:1a.4b).

With BHS and most commentators we assume that in the MT the preposition
J before 11N was wrongly interpreted as a pronominal suffix belonging to
'D9~n.The original text is retained in the LXX, the Syriac Version and
in the Targum. A similar expression can be found in Ps 37:6.

For examples of this word marking the beginning of strophes and (sub)-
stanzas see Van der Lugt 1980:513.

3 Cf. Van der Lugt 1980:516-517.
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Now the contents of Hos 5:8-6:6 can be described as follows:
Ia Judgement over Ephraim and Judah;
Ib Punishment with sickness and death;

IIa Hope for healing and revivification by YHWH;
lIb Judgement over Ephraim and Judah.

The formal analysis shows that substanza lIb, which is a reaction to IIal,
takes up la, just as Ib is connected with IIa. The central theme of this
pericope is the disturbed relation between YHWH and his people. The use of
the verb 170 beautifully illustrates this: in vv.llb.13a it is part of the
description of Ephraim's going astray; in vv.14b-15a it denotes YHWH's go-
ing when He punishes his people; in 6:1a it is the beginning of the ex-
clamation of the repentant people and, finally, in 6:4b it is used in
YHWH's answer that this conversion is not wholehearted.

The strophical structure, which offers some insight into the relation of

Hos 6:1-3 to its context, may help us to find the reason why the words

spoken in 6:1-3 expressing the people's trust in YHWH were not acceptable

to YHWH2. According to Harper Israel is represented as wanting to come

back to YHWH, "but with a conception of YHWH so false and an idea of re-

pentance so inadequate as to make the whole action a farce" 3. It has been

remarked by other commentators that a confession of sins is missing here'

and that YHWH's mercy is described in terms derived from the Canaanite

fertility cultS. Only this last remark is probably to the point here, be-

Some scholars want to place 6:5b after 6:3aC (cf. BHS; K. Marti, Das Do-
dekapropheton, TUbingen 1904, p.54; and T.H. Robinson, in T.H. Robinson
and F. Horst, Die zwalt kleine Prop he ten , HAT 14, 3rd ed., TUbingen 1964,
pp.24-25). Apparently they disregard the fact that v.5b can be regarded
as an answer to the words of v.3aC: whereas the people are convinced of
YHWH com+nq to heal them, YHWH states that He will come to judge them.

Scholars denying that YHWH rejects Israel's repentance have great diffi-
culties in explaining the relation between 6:1-3 and 6:4-6. Marti, Das
Dodekaprophe ton , p.52 takes 5:15-6:3 as a "trostlicher spaterer Anhang".
According to W. Rudolph, Hosea, KAT 13.1, Gutersloh 1966, p.138 Hos 6:
4-6 is a reaction to the people speaking of repentance, but not acting
according to their words. He assumes that something must have happened
after the words spoken in vv.1-3 having caused the answer of vv.4-6. Ac-
cording to Andersen, Freedman, Hosea, p.426 "6:4-6 goes with 5: 12-15 in
mood, and 5:12-15 and 6:4-6 together come before 6:1-3 logically, and in
time". They do not explain why they are separated in the present text.

W.R. Harper, Amos and Hosea, ICC, Edinburgh 1910, p.281; cf. also Alt
1953: 185 who speaks of a "fluchtige Aufwellung zum Guten"; and Green-
spoon 1981: 308: "a gross misunderstanding of the ways of God and what
ought to be the ways of man".

, Cf. Deden, De kleine proteten, p.49 and A. Deissler, Zwalt Propheten:
Hosea. Joel. Amos, Echter Bibel, Wurzburg 1981, p.31.

Cf. E. Sellin, Das Zwoljprophetenbuch, I, 3rd ed., Leipzig 1929, pp.71-
72; Hentschke 1957:89-91; Wolff, Hosea, pp.149.151; H. Ringgren, ThWAT
II, col. 890; and Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea, p.86.
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cause the text itself gives no reason to question the sincerity of the

people speaking here. Moreover, as has been remarked by Rudolph!, they use

words of the prophet himself. When they say that they want to return to

YHWH and that they want to know Him, this is no less than a positive answer

to Hos 5: 4.

The key to the right interpretation of Hos 6:1-3 and the negative reac-

tion to this in vv.4-6 lies in v.3aC, which is taken up in v.5b. In v.3aC

YHWH is compared to the sun which "comes out" every morning (cf. Ps 19:7)

and the parallel stichoi refer to the coming of the early rain in the same

period every year. YHWH's answer to this confession is that all that can

be said of Him is that his judgement will "come out like the light" (v.5b)

and that this has nothing to do with the cycle of nature, but only with the

coming of his prophets transmitting his words (v.5a). So the problem with

the repenting answer of the people is that it shows that they disregard

the freedom of YHWH to act in his time and in his own way. He is not bound

by any rule 2 •

Now the first part of the speech of the people becomes clear as well.

The expectation of YHWH healing and revivifying on the third day must have

been derived from belief in Baal leaving the netherworld every year and

taking with him the prominent dead (see p.170 above). The ugaritic texts

about the rp'um confirm the relation of this text with the concept of the

dying and rising god of fertility, as was proposed already before the dis-

covery of ancient Ugarit by Baudissin3 and after him by many others4• The

new information offered by the Ugaritic literature also solves the problem

noticed by many scholars that the revivification of Israel can hardly be

compared with the belief in the dying and rising god of nature. For now we

know that Baal was believed to take some of the dead with him. So the meta-

phor in Hos 6:1-3 is derived from the belief in real liberation from the

world of the dead as part of a cyclical conception of beatific afterlife

and does not refer to the healing of sickness. The use of this metaphor

Rudolph, Hosea, p.134.

2 Cf. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea, p.86 who remarks that Israel speaks of
YHWH "als von einem Naturgott, dessen Heil sicher und berechenbar ist".

Baudissin 1911:403-416; esp. pp.408ff.

4 Cf. Sellin 1919:243-246 and Das Zwolfprophetenbuch, pp.71-72; Martin-
Achard 1956:70-71; Hentschke 1957:90; Sternberger 1972:284-285; H. Ring-
gren, ThWAT II, col. 890; and Healey 1977A:29.
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for YHWH helping his people shows that the Israelites were influenced by

Canaanite religion in this regard. The criticism of the prophet concerns

not so much the belief in YHWH's ability to heal and make alive (cf. Deut

32:39) or to bring rain (cf. Joel 2:23), but in the first place the idea

that YHWH's actions would be predictable like the coming of the seasons.

This interpretation is further illustrated and confirmed by Hos 13:14

14:2ff. Hos 13:14,

Shall I redeem them from Sheol,
shall I ransom them from death?

also implies that YHWH is stronger than death. The point is whether He

shall use his power or not!. Apparently the people mentioned here do not

deserve it. And in Hos 14:2ff. we hear what YHWH really expects of his

people and what his people can expect of Him. These verses are clearly re-

lated to 5:8ff. and for this reason very helpful with regard to the inter-

pretation of that passage. If Israel wants to return to Y1fi~ (14:2; cf.

6:1), it shall have to stop trusting in the power of Assyria (14:4; cf.

5:13) and in other gods. Then YHWH shall heal them (14:5; cf. 6:1) and

"love them freely" (14:5). This last word expresses exactly what was miss-

ing in 6: 1-3.

3.4.2. THE ETERNAL LIFE OF THE KING

As we saw earlier the hope of a foreign ruler to live forever was criti-

cized in Isa 14 as an inadmissible attempt to transcend the boundaries set

to man (cf. also Isa 26:13-14; Ezek 28:1-10; and Ps 82). On the other hand

we can find such a wish also in the Old Testament (cf. I Kgs 1:31) next to

the belief that YHWH has given to the king "length of days for ever and

ever" (Ps 21:S}2. So the question arises how these positive statements

about the king's eternal life can be related to what has been said by the

prophet about the pride of the foreign ruler. This issue becomes all the

more interesting if we take into account the fact that some scholars con-

nect these texts about the eternal life of the king with a belief in bea-

Cf. Rudolph, Hosea, p.245.

The Old Testament texts speaking of the eternal life of the king are
listed and discussed by E. Jenni, THAT II, cols.237-238 and s. Springer,
Neuinterpretationen im Alten Testament, Stuttgart 1979, pp.169-172.
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tific afterlife (see pp.80-81 above). The basic argument for this is com-

parison with ugaritic texts about the deification of the king after his

death. One has to be careful, however, in equating the eternal life as-

cribed to the living king with belief in heavenly bliss awaiting him after

death. In the typical hyperbolic language of the royal ideology of the

ancient Orient "millions of years", "eternal kingship", "life as long as

sun and moon exist" describe a quality rather than a quantity of time (see

pp.116-117 above). The Gilgamesh Epic is a clear illustration of the fact

that people realized that no man, not even a king, can avoid death (cf.

also KTU 1.16: 1.14-23 about the impending death of the "immortal" king

Keret). It can be safely assumed that the eternal life ascribed to the

king does not refer in the first place to the length of his life, but is

a qualification of his state as a ruler. Because eternal life is commonly

accepted as a prerogative of the gods, it qualifies the king as represent-

ing the gods in this world. For this reason we prefer to interpret the

passage of Ps 21 speaking of the eternal life bestowed upon the king as an

indication of his special relation with YHWH who gives the king eternal

life, splendour and majesty (vv.5ff.). These are qualities which are all

attributed to YHWB as well (cf. Ps 92:9 and 96:6). So YHWB gives the king

the power to rule strongly and fruitfully, to be able to act as his repre-

sentative. In this connection "eternal life" refers to the king's power

and not to immortalityl. Ps 45:3.7 belongs within the same framework. The

king is called "god" here, because as a king he is like the god he repre-

sents (cf. also Ps 2:7 and 58:2) •

The eternal life of the king Can also be taken more literally as denoting

the length of his life (cf. Ps 61:7-8 and 72:5), the eternity of his name

(cf. Ps 72:17) and of his throne and his family occupying it (cf. Ps 18:51;

89:5.30.37-38)2. All these texts clearly refer to this life and there is no

reason to assume that they have ever been related to some kind of beatific

afterlife.

As Ps 2:7; 45:3.7; 58:2 and also Isa 9:5 show, the idea that the king be-

longs to the sphere of the divine was not rejected in itself by Yahwism.

1 Cf. Jenni 1953:60: "Die 'Ewigkeit' des Lebens bezieht sich in erster Li-
nie auf das Leben als gottliche Lebenskraft, nicht auf die empirische
Lebenszeit des Menschen".

2 Cf. Jenni 1953:61 and THAT II, col.238.
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The plain reason why Isa 14; Ezek 28:1-10; and Ps 82 are more critical in

this regard is that it could easily lead to pride and abuse of power. When

a king misuses his high state in this way, it becomes necessary to remind

him of the fact that he is no more than a mortal man.

The ancient Israelites appear to have been famili.ar with the Canaanite

idea of the deceased kings becoming minor deities in the netherworld. How-

ever, as was demonstrated above, Isa 14 can be seen as a rejection of this

belief and from Gen 6:1-4 we learn that it was unacceptable to Yahwism.

3.4.3. GENESIS 6:1-4 AND THE HEROES OF CANAAN

In Gen 6:1-4, which describes the climax of sinful practices on earth in

the period before the flood, we find an explanation of the origin of the

Nephilim and "mighty men of old" mentioned in v , 41• Like the Rephaim the

Nephilim are known as the giant ancient inhabitants of Canaan (cf. Num 13:

33). The relation to the Rephaim makes it likely that the name Nephilim

can be translated as "those who have fallen", because this marks them as

the heroes of the battle field (see p.227 above). This interpretation is

confirmed by Ezek 32:27 which speaks of "the fallen mighty men of old"

(D71yn D'79J D'll~A; cf. BHS), using almost exactly the same words as Gen

6:4 in a context which points to their high state in the world of the dead

and which also indicates that the Nephilim and the "mighty men of old" be-

long to the same group of persons2. Gen 6:2 suggests that they were born

as the children of human women and divine fathers 3. This element of the

text has led a number of scholars to the idea that this tradition is part

of the royal ideology tracing back the roots of the dynasty to the inter-

course between a deity and a human being". Taking this into account YHWH's

Cf. Gese 1973:84.

2 Cf. Von Rad, Genesis, p.85; w. Vij fwinkel , Theologia Reformata 17(1974),
194; and D.J.A. Clines, JSOT 13(1979) ,37. A distinction between terrify-
ing giants (Nephi lim) and their heroic opponents, as proposed by Bartel-
mus 1979:23, cannot be based on the text itself.

See on the much disputed identity of the D'o7No-'J~ W. Schlisske, Gottes-
sohne und Gottessohn im Alten Testament, BWANT 97, Stuttgart 1973; H.-J.
Fabry, BiLe 15(1974) ,136-140; Westermann, Genesis, pp.501-503; and W.
Herrmann, UF 14(1982) ,101-102.

4 Cf. W. Wifall, "Gen 6: 1-4 - A Pre-Davidic Royal Myth?", Bibl.ioal: TheoZogy
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to restrict the age of man to a hundred and twenty years (v.3b)

compared to what is said about the "divine" kings in Ps 82: even

kings who believe they descend from the gods are no more than mortal menlo

To this it is added in Gen 6:3a that YHWH will not let his spirit "be

strong"Z in man forever. Usually this spirit of YHWH is regarded as the

spirit of life, but we can also assume that the possession of the spirit

of YHWH denotes in the first place the possession of superhuman power, as

in the Samson stories3• In this way it would explain the might of the for-

mer inhabitants of Canaan.

Interpreted in this way Gen 6:1-4 is not only critical with regard to

the common royal ideology; it also wants to make clear that the power as-

cribed to the ancient Canaanite heroes is limited by YHWH
4

• In this regard

it can be compared to Isa 14, which mentions the same two elements next to

each others. The differences between these two texts can be explained as

due to their very different contexts. The prophecy concerns one particular

proud ki.ng; Gen 6: 1-4 is part of the primeval history explaining the world

as it is. Because Gen 6:4 refers to a well-known tradition about ancient

giants it has to concede that these heroes, although they lost their power,

obtained immortal fame, because their name is still remembered
6

, Isa 14:22

takes even this last comfort from the deceased oppressor.

Bulletin 5(1975) ,294-301 and CBQ 37(1975) ,332-334.337 and Bartelmus
1979:146-149.

I Cf. Schreiner 1981:71: "Weder ein Lebenskraut, bzw. Lebensbaum noch
eine G6tterzeugung k6nnen dem Menschen ewiges Leben geben".

The difficult 11.' can be connected with Akkadian daniinu , "be strong";
cf. K. Vollers, ZA 14(1899) ,349-356; Gese 1973:85; and Bartelmus 1979:19.

cf. R. Albertz and C. Westermann, THAT II, col. 745.

Cf. Gese 1973:84-85. In his opinion v.3a is no more than an explanatory
remark indicating that we have to do with the dead, because the vener-
ated heroes are always dead heroes. It is more likely, however, that
such extra information would have cane after it was said that the power
of these heroes was restricted; cf. against this interpretation of Gese
also Bartelmus 1979:22, n.6.

According to Westermann, Genesis, p.516 the common theme of Gen 6:1-4
and Isa 14 is "Der Verkundigung des Herrseins Jahwes tiber die Feinde
Israels gerade dort wo diese Uberhohung ins Ubermenschliche wahrzu-

nehmen Lst;" ..

6 other examples of the idea of overcoming death by obtaining an immortal
name, which is quite common in the ancient Near East, in the Old Testa-
ment are Gen 48:16; Isa 56:5; and Ps 72:17; cf. Kellermann 1976:268-269
and A.S. van der Woude, THAT, cols.939.948-949.
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3.5. DEATH AND THE TRUST IN YHWH

The ancient Israelites have often been praised for their renunciation of

any comfort that could have been derived from the expectation of a beatific

afterlife. Instead, they emphasize the worth of this life. However, this

attitude is not as unique as is sometimes assumed. For even the Egyptians,

who are known for their elaborate provisions for the dead and complicated

conceptions of the afterlife with the gods, clearly preferred this life to

anything which could come after death. And we can also refer to the famous

words spoken by the. ale-wife to Gilgamesh urging him to enjoy life before

death. Nevertheless, compared to Canaanite religion Yahwism is remarkably

silent with regard to the afterlife. The discussion of Ps 88:11 and Hos 6

has made it clear that this phenomenon is due to a reaction to the Canaan-

ite conceptions in this matter. The belief in YHWH helping and even reviv-

ifying the dead, as may have been popular with some groups of the Israel-

ites, could too easily be confused or identified with Canaanite beliefs

concerning the yearly resurrection of Baal. Such beliefs are rejected in

Hos 6, because they threaten to exchange the freedom of YHWH for the regu-

larity of the seasons. For the same reason Yahwism condemned all forms of

consulting the dead. This kind of solicited information about the secrets

of life could never replace the revelation given by YHWH in his way and in

his time.

on the other hand Deut 32:39 ascribes to YHWH the same power as Baal, viz.

to heal and to make alive. The belief that YHWH has the power over life

and death can also be found in I Sam 2:6, which is part of the so-called

Song of Hannah that may be dated in the early monarchic period 1 These

texts express the belief that only YHWH decides in matters of life and

deathz. This implies that YHWH was held to be stronger than death3• It is

also said that YHWH's power reaches into the world of the dead (cf. Amos

Cf. J.T. Willis, "The Song of Hannah and Psalm 113", CBQ 35(1974) ,139-
154 and P.K. McCarter, I Samuel, AncB 8, Garden City 1980, p.76.

2 Cf. E. Noort, OTS 23(1984) ,122.

Cf. N6tscher 1926:213 and H. Ringgren, ThWAT II, col. 890.
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9:2; Ps 139:8), which according to Ps 22:30 is acknowledged by those who

"go down to the dust":

Even all the anointed onesl of the earth
will bow for Him2

;

before Him shall bow down
all who go down to the dust3•

We can also mention in this connection the fact that Elijah and Elisha are

said to have brought dead persons to life again (I Kgs 17:17-24; II Kgs 4:

18-37; cf. also 13:20-21), which characterizes them as "men of God"'.

It is important to note that this belief in YHWH's power over death has

different aspects. It not only concerns the afterlife, but also this life.

The healing of a very ill person could be regarded as a rescue from death

(see p.69 above). As a matter of fact the stories about Elijah and Elisha

revivifying dead persons also belong within this frameworks. We should not,

however, relate the belief expressed in Deut 32:39 and I Sam 2:6 to this

one aspect of YHWH's power over death only. It is much better to interpret

these texts in a more general way as expressing the idea of YHWH's un-

limited power6. This implies that one cannot simply assume a chronological

development from the belief in YHWH as the Lord of this life to the belief

in YHWH who also raises the dead. Confronted with the beliefs on the Egypt-

ians and Canaanites the Israelites would probably always have affirmed

that YHWH could do the same as Re and Baal. In fact, we found clear traces

of a belief of some of the Israelites in YHWH comparable to the Canaanite

belief in Baal (see pp.276-277 above). But it is also clear that this be-

Just as the parallel expression "all who go down to the dust", we can
interpret Yl~-'J~I-7Jas denoting the inhabitants of the netherworld; cf.
the expression mrqdm dsn , "the anointed dancers", in KTU 1.108:5 referr-
ing to the rp'um. So it is not necessary to change 'J~,into 'J~',"those
who are asleep (in the earth)", as proposed by many scholars.

2 Read ...' 17 l~ instead of ...'1 17J~;cf. BHS.

According to H. ~se, ZThK 65(1968) ,13 this verse is no less than apoca-
lyptic theology suggesting a connection with belief in the resurrection
of the dead. It is more likely, however, that v.30 is the reaction to v.
16 speaking of God having laid down the poet in the dust. Moreover, vv.
30c-31a seem to contradict the hope for resurrection: "and whose soul
He does not make alive, (his) seed shall serve Him". So after death only
the posterity can continue to praise the Lord.

Cf. Schmitt 1975 and 1977.

Cf. E. Jacob, IntDB, Suppl., p.689.

Cf. Martin-Achard 1956:47-51.
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lief did not become the prevailing and authoritative view on these matters.

The prime reason for emphasizing some and disregarding other aspects of

YHWH's limitless power must have been the wish to safeguard the distinct-

ness of Yahwism1•

3.5. 1. THE RESCUE FR0!1 DEATH BY YHWH

There is no need to discuss here the repeatedly observed phenomenon that

threatened life is regarded as being in (the power of) Sheol and rescue

from this danger as being brought back into the sphere of life again. What

interests us whithin the framework of this study is the relation of this

aspect of YHWH's power over death to hopes with regard to the afterlife.

Whereas Barth maintains that belief in YHWH who rescues from death, as it

is attested in many of the Psalms, has nothing to do with belief in bea-

tific afterlife2
, Dahood is of the "opa.ni.on that the "obvious meaning" of

these Psalm texts is belief in resurrection and immortality 3 • Both posi-

tions Can be criticized for being too static. As the title of Barth's the-

sis indicates, the belief that YHWH rescues from death and Sheol is primar-

ily found in a certain genre of Psalms, viz. the individual songs of lament

and of thanksgiving. All these Psalms belong to a specific situation of

distress. What matters here is the threat to life. In the Psalms life is

always life in relation to YHWH4. For this reason "to live" can be re-

garded as the same as to praise YHWH (cf. Ps 118:17; 119:175). This im-

plies that death is in the first place seen as the end of this praise (cf.

Ps 6:6; 30:10; 88:11-12; 115:17; and also Isa 38:18-19). According to the

songs of lament and thanksgiving the prime reason for YHWH to rescue a

person from death is to restore the possibility of praising Him (cf. Ps 9:

14-15; 30:4.10; 40:3-4; 56:13-14; 71:20-24; 107:20-22; 116:8-10.17-19; Isa

38:17-19; Jonah 2:7-10). So Barth is certainly right when he states that

rescue from death in this special context has nothing to do with belief in

Cf. Noort 1984:23-24.

Barth 1947:166.

M. Dahood, Psalms, III, AncB 17A, Garden City 1970, p.XLV.

Cf. H.-J. Kraus, Theologie der Psalmen, BK XV/3, Neukirchen-Vluyn 1979,
pp.205-206.
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a beatific afterlife. He goes too far, however, when he wants to prove his

point in all Psalms speaking of life and deathl In the individual songs

of lament and thanksgiving the starting-point is the desolate situation of

man and the question whether he will be able to continue to praise the

Lord. These are songs about the power of death threatening life with YHWH.

In other Psalms, however, the problem of life and death can be described

from a different point of view, e.g., by taking as a starting-point not

threatened life but communion with YHWH as the Lord of life and death (cf.

Ps 16; 49; and 73). In these more contemplative Psalms rescue from death

has a different meaning. This is indicated by the use of verbs which are

not used in the individual songs of lament and thanksgiving, viz. J.TY,

nl~17 lnJ ~7 (Ps 16:10) and nv7 (Ps 49:16 and 73:24). Especially the verb

nv7 points to the fact that the emphasis is not on man praising his Lord,

but on YHWH maintaining the covenant relation with the faithful. This must

have had implications for expectations concerning life after death: just

as the power of death can throw a shadow over this life, the might of the

Lord of life and death can bring light into the darkness of the afterlife2•

It is clear, however, that this element does not take a prominent place

in the Psalms. Dahood certainly goes too far when he states that belief in

resurrection and immortality is attested in some forty texts (see pp.77-80

above). He derives most of his evidence from dubious new meanings of words

and sentences based on West-Semitic grammar, often disregarding the immedi-

ate context. Dahood's comparison with the Ugaritic literature is not con-

vincing either, because he pays too little attention to the distinctive

nature of the Ugaritic conceptions of afterlife. In this regard Healey has

corrected Dahood's theory be restricting the assumed ancient Israelite

hopes for beatific afterlife to the afterlife of the kings. This is cer-

tainly more in accordance with the Ugaritic conceptions, because, as was

demonstrated above, the possibility of being revivified together with Baal

as one of the rp'um or of being with El after death appears to be a royal

prerogative. On the other hand the assumed royal context of the Psalms men-

tioned in this connection by Healey is rather vague. In fact, only Ps 21,

1 Barth 1947:152-166.

Cf. Von Rad 1971:245, n.28 who remarks on the study of Barth: "Er hat
uns den alttestamentlichen Todesbegriff in der Psalmen in seiner Weite
so trefflich verstehen gelehrt; aber er zieht nicht die Konsequenz fur
den Lebensbegriff".
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which is his "prime example" l, is generally regarded as a royal Psalm. But

even in this Psalm it cannot be derived from the text itself that the eter-

nal life given to the king (v.5) is more than the common hyperbolic lan-

guage of the ~yal ideology. We can compare it to king Keret being called

immortal, but as we saw earlier this has nothing to do with hope for eter-

nal life after death. For in the literature of Ugarit beatific afterlife

is associated with the revivification of Baal. As we do not find in the

Psalms mentioned by Healey any reference to the concept of the rp'um com-

ing up from the netherworld together with Baal, these Psalms can hardly be

related to the Ugaritic conceptions of beatific afterlife.

3.5.1.1. PSALM 103

When the life of the faithful was regarded as being in close communion

with YHWH this must have had implications for hopes with regard to the

afterlife. It is also possible that a Psalm speaking of reSCue from death

in this life contains references to the afterlife. An interesting example

of this is Ps 103. This Psalm describes the mercy of the eternal and just

God for sinful and mortal man. Kraus qualifies it as a "zum Hymnus tendie-

rendes Danklied"
2

• Especially vv.3-5 would seem to mark it as an individ-

ual song of thanksgiving, because these verses can be interpreted as a

reference to the help of YHWH in a particular situation of distress3• It

must be noted, however, that only the most general expressions are used to

describe this situation and that in the description of the blessings by

YHWH the poet did not use the common perfect tense (cf. Ps 6:9; 30:2 etc.),

but, more generally, participles".

This stropheS Can be translated as follows:

Healey 1984:252-253; cf. also Quintens 1978.

2 H.-J. Kraus, Die Psalmen , BK XV/2, 5th ed., Neukirchen-Vluyn 1978, p.871.

Cf. also J.P.M. van der Ploeg, PsaZmen, II, BOT Vllb, Roermond 1974, p.
179.

For a thorough S',tudyof this form of participial predicate see Dijkstra
1980:16.282-283.291-294.

For a strophical analysis of this Psalm see Van der Lugt 1980:374-378.
He arrives at the following structure: Ia: vv.1-2.3-5; Ib: vv.6-7.8-9;
IIa: vv.10-11.12-14; lIb: vv.15-16.17-18; III: vv.19.20-22a.22b.
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who forgives all your guilt;
who heals all your diseases;

ransoms your life from the Pit;
who surrounds you with loyalty and mercy;

who satisfies you with good as long as you livel
;

your youth is renewed like an eagle.

Verses 3 and 4 show a chiastic structure in which the reference to rescue

from the Pit, i.e., the netherworld (cf. Hos 13:14), by YHWH is paralleled

by the words calling YHWH a healer of sickness. This indicates that the

rescue from death concerns life before death. Verse 5 describes life as it

is rescued from death as a good life in which one's needs are satisfied

(cf. Ps 145:14-16) and the strength of youth has returned (cf. Job 33:24-

25) .

What interests us here most is the metaphor used to denote this renewal

of youthful strength: "like an eagle" (l~J:l). To explain this it is not

enough, as most commentators do, to refer to the strength and swiftness of

this bird. This may be the tertium aomparationis in Isa 40:31, which also

mentions an eagle in the context of the renewal of strength, in Ps 103:5

the comparison concerns the renewal itself and not the strength of youth2•

It is usually assumed that it has something to do with the moulting of

this bird, but this is in no sense an exclusive characteristic of the

eagle3• A rather far-fetched explanation is offered by Tur-Sinai who ex-

plains Ps 103:5 as a popular etymology of the word l~J connecting it with

the falling of the leaves from the trees (cf. the meaning of the verb l~J

in Talmudic Hebrew). So the renewal would have been compared to the grow-

ing of fresh leaves every year4. The most plausible explanation of the

comparison with the eagle is still to be found in the connection with the

phoenix, a bird which is a symbol of rejuvenations. The identification of

the dead with the phoenix, which is a well-known element in the Egyptian

Read ':l,y instead of l',y in the MT; cf. Kraus, Die Psalmen, p.871 and
Dahood, Psalms, III, p.25. Apparently ,y was not recognized as a defec-
tive form of '1Y. This emendation is supported by the use of the suffix
':l in this strophe and by Ps 104:33 and 146:2 where it also occurs in
the same context as D"n (cf. v.4a).

2 Cf. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja, BK XI/I, Neukirchen-Vluyn 1978, p.l0l.

Rightly remarked by A.A. Anderson, The Book of Psalms, II, NCeB, London
1972, p.714.

4 N.H. Tur-Sinai, The Book of Job, rev. ed., Jerusalem 1967, p.415, n.l.

Cf. R. Kittel, Die Psalmen, Leipzig 1914, p.369 and Dahood, Psalms, III,
p.27.
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death-literaturel, denotes the victory over death. Because v.5 is clearly

associated with v.4a speaking of rescue from death, it is very likely that

the metaphor of v.5b also belongs in this context. The main problem of this

interpretation is that the text does not mention a phoenix (Hebrew 71n; cf.

Job 29:18), but an eagle. This difficulty can be surmounted, however, if we

take into account the fact that in the Egyptian death-literature the phoe-

nix is closely associated with birds of the hawk family, especially the

falcon. A very interesting text in this connection is a spell in the Egyp-

tian Coffin Texts according to which the deceased says, while speaking of

his beatific life: "I have gone in as a falcon and I have come out as a

phoenix" 2. The comparison with an eagle in Ps 103: 5 can also be compared

to the Ugaritic text KTU 1.108:8 speaking of the revivified dead as kites.

These birds were not clearly distinguished from eagles (cf. the parallelism

between d'iy, "kite", and ne» in KTU l.18:IV.17-18.20-21 and 1.19:1.32-33).

It may be assumed, therefore, that the concept of the rejuvenation of an

eagle denoting victory over death in Ps 103:5 has its origin in Egypt and

was mediated by the Canaanites (see also pp.167 and 184ff. above).

In this respect Ps 103 can be compared to Ps 104. It is generally acknow-

ledged that a significant part of Ps 104 has been derive d from an Egyptian

hymn to the god Aton. At the same time it betrays Canaanite influence 3 • Ac-

cording to most scholars a close relation between Ps 103 and Ps 104 is im-

possible, because Ps 103 would be much younger than Ps 104. Whereas Ps 104

is usually dated before the exile, Ps 103 would have been written long

after that period. An important argument for this date is the resemblance

of Ps 103 with some texts from Deutero- and Trito-Isaiah (cf. vv.5.14-17

with Isa 40:7-8.28-31 and v.9 with Isa 57:16)4. However, instead of assum-

ing dependance upon these prophetic texts one may defend the view that the

texts in the book of Isaiah are more or less quotations from this Psalm,

because there are many examples of the use of Psalm texts in Deutero-

Isaiah
S

• It is also much easier to explain the difference between Isa 40:31

Cf. L. Kasoky, LA IV, cols.l034-1036.

2 Coffin Texts Spell 340; cf. R.O. Faulkner, The Anaient Egyptian Coffin
Texts, Oxford 1969, p.275.

Cf. Kraus, Die Peal.men, p. 880; Dahood, Psalms, III, p. 33; and De l~oor 1983: 22.

Cf. Kraus, Die Psalmen, p.872 and Van der Ploeg, Psalmen, II, p.180.

Cf. J. Begrich, Studien zu Deuterojesaja, TB 20, MUnchen 1963, pp.91-
92.100.
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and Ps 103:5 when the former has been derived from the latter than viae

versa: whereas the comparison of the eagle with the strength of youth in

Isa 40:31 could hardly have led to the idea of the eagle as a symbol of

rejuvenation, the reverse is certainly possible.

A second argument put forward in favour of a postexilic date of Ps 103

is the use of the suffix '::1 in vv.3-5, because this would be an Aramaic

element. However, Dahood has rightly remarked that this suffix is not

necessarily an Aramaism. Feminine '::1 might just as well be a Canaanite

archaism, because this is the normal form in ugaritic1• The proposed ori-

gin of this grammatical feature supports our interpretation of v.5; es-

pecially when we take into account the fact that v.5 is part of the

strophe which is characterized by this archaism.

Ps 103:4a has a parallel in Hos 13:14, "Shall I ransom him from death?".

From the context in Hos 13 it is clear that this is what Ephraim expects

of YHWH. But YHWH answers that He has no mercy to them (v.15). In this re-

spect Hos 13:14 can be compared to Hos 6:1-3, because both texts express

false hope for YHWH. Like Hos 6:1-3 the words of 13:14 can be regarded as

too closely connected with Canaanite Baal worship2. So this parallel of

Ps 103 can be used as another argument in favour of the proposed Canaanite

origin of vv.3-5.

With this in mind it is very remarkable that in Ps 103:20-21 the angels

are called "mighty ones" and "hosts" of YHWH, because such a description

of the heavenly beings surrounding YHWH can also be attributed to Canaan-

ite influence. For it is certainly not the usual way to describe the di-

vine council in the Old Testament. It has much more in common with the

Canaanite conceptions of lower deities and the deified dead as mighty

warriors. It will be hardly a coincidence that vv.20-22 are clearly dis-

tinguished from the context by their form, just like vv.3-5. They too may

have been adapted from a Canaanite hymn.

The assumed close connection of Ps 103 with Ps 104 is also supported by

the fact that both psalms use the same exhortation in their first and last

lines: "Bless YHWH, my soul!". This is all the more remarkable if we take

into account the fact that this expression occurs only in these two psalms.

Dahood, Psalms, III, p.25; cf. also E. Konig, Die Psalmen, Gutersloh
1927, p.192 questioning this argument for a late date.

Cf. Wolff, Hosea, p.297.
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In addition to this an impressive number of other similarities may be no-

ticed: ~in (103:5; 104:30), man being compared to dust (103:14; 104:29),

YHWH residing in heaven (103:19; 104:2), and the angels as servants (103:20-

21; 104:4). It is noteworthy that same of these common elements also have

parallels in the Canaanite religious literature.

We come to the conclusion that both in Ps 104 and in Ps 103 Canaanite

material with Egyptian elements has been used. In Ps 103 this concerns

especially the second and the last strophe (vv.3-5 and 20-22a). Originally

these verses may have been part of a Canaanite hymn devoted to Baal; cf.

II!!' in v.3b with Baal's title Rapiu. The comparison with the rejuvenation

of the eagle and the mention of the mighty warriors in v.20 would fit the

proposed original context very well. In the context of the Psalms, however,

the meaning has changed. Without further information the verses about res-

cue from death cannot be distinguished from comparable expressions in the

individual songs of lament and thanksgiving. And also the thoughts about

death in the middle part of Ps 103 (vv.6-18) point to an approach which is

fundamentally different from the originally Canaanite ideas. Man is pic-

tured as perishable in contrast to the eternity of YHWH. This is a common

Yahwistic elementl emphasizing the total dependence of man upon YHWH.

Whereas man is restricted both in age and possibilities, there are no

limits to YHWH's power and ability to provide justice. This may comfort

the faithful man even with regard to his death, because he can be certain

that his posterity will be safe with YHWH(v.17b). The middle part of Ps

103 does not speak of the individual afterlife. The idea, however, of the

lasting loyalty of YHWH towards those who fear Him (v.17a) is the prin-

ciple behind Yahwistic hopes concerning the afterlife of every individual.

Ps 103 shows that belief in YHWH being able to rescue man from death in

this life cannot be separated from hopes with regard to the afterlife.

Again we detected Canaanite influence on the development of the Israelite

conceptions about these matters.

1 Cf. Wachter 1967:102-106.
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3.5.1.2. ISAIAH 52:13-53:12

The interpretation of the fourth so-called Servant Song in the book of

Isaiah is a famous orux. Within the framework of this study it is imposs-

ible to deal satisfactorily with all problems involved. What matters here,

is the question whether the long life given to the Servant according to v.

10 refers to life after deathl or has to be regarded as a metaphor for

rescue from death as in the individual songs of lament and thanksgiving2•

Before attempting to answer this question it is necessary to pay atten-

tion to the problem of the identification of the Servant and, therefore,

to the interpretation of this song as a whole and the place of this song

within the book of Deutero-Isaiah. Among many modern scholars we find the

opinion that this fourth Servant Song can only be understood rightly as

part of a larger context. Recently Steck has demonstrated that the song

builds on elements of the previous Servant Songs explaining why the Ser-

vant had ended in this way3. Perhaps we should go even further and relate

these songs to the rest of the book of Deutero-Isaiah as being only for-

mally separated from their immediate context", because the same develop-

ment which is noticed by Steck with regard to the Servant Songs can be

discerned in the whole of Isa 40-555• We can describe Isa 40-55 together

with the Servant Songs as the vision of the exile coming to an end because

YHWH takes action. We are told that Israel's reaction is unbelieving at

first, but that finally it is willing to accept the promise of the return

and that it wants to co-operate.

Israel as YHWH would like it to be is called "servant of YHWH" in Isa

41:8-10. Now the songs of the Servant seem to describe this faithful

Cf. N6tscher 1926:153-154; Schilling 1951:60-61; and Greenspoon 1981:295.

Cf. Begrich, Studien zu Deuterojesaja, p.151; Botterweck 1957:4; J.A.
Soggin, "Tod und Auferstehung des leidenden Gottesknechtes", ZAW 87 (1975),
346-355; and R.N. Whybray, Thanksgiving for a Liberated Prophet: An Inter-
pretation of Isaiah 53, JSOT Suppl.4, Sheffield 1978, pp.92-105.

O.H. Steck, "Aspekte des Gottesknechtes in Jes 52,13-53,12", ZAW 97 (1985),
36-58.

Cf. De Moor 1978A:135-136.

Cf. W.A.M. Beuken, Jesaja, lIB, POT, Nijkerk 1983, p.185.
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Israel as one personl, an individual representing the best of his suffering

people, a so-called "corporate personality,,2. The Servant Songs tell us of

the difficulties of keeping faith in the situation of the exile. In this

situation the Servant is contrasted to those of Israel who refuse to accept

the promise given by YHWH through his prophet that they shall return from

the exile to their homeland.

Against this background Isa 52:13ff. can be interpreted as a prophecy to

Israel in the exile explaining its present situation and giving hope for

the future. It is clear that the exile has to be regarded as caused by

Israel's sins against YHWH. So the suffering of the people appears to be

justified. Now the last Servant Song seems to deal with the problem of the

undeserved suffering of the young Israelites who could not be held respon-

sible for the exile. That the Servant represents especially the young

people of exiled Israel here can be concluded also from Isa 53:2 speaking

of the Servant as a young plant (j7J,,). The primary subject of this

metaphor may be understood as" child" (cf. Lam 2: 11 and 4:4 on the suffer-

ing of the children in the exile) 3.

We are told in the next verses what had become of the Servant, i.e., of

the young Israelites in the exile. They appear to have suffered for the

sins of the people who are speaking in this song ("we", "us" etc.) and who

probably are their parents (vv.2b-7; cf. Lam 5:7 and also Jer 31:29-30 and

Ezek 18:1-4). Some of them had even been killed (v.8)". This undeserved

suffering of Israel's youth is explained now as a sacrifice for sin (v.l0),

which brings peace to Israel (v.5). According to vv.l0aC-ll the Servant

himself receives compensation for his suffering:

He shall see seed, prolong his days
and the will of YHWH shall prosper in his hand.

11 After the travail of his soul he shall see,
he shall be satisfied with his knowledge. 5

Cf. Martin-Achard 1956:88 and Beuken, Jesaja, lIB, p.320.

See on this phenomenon J. de Fraine, Adam et son lignage, Louvain 1959, pp.
158-171.

Cf. De Moor 1978A: 137 and J. Renkema, "Missohien is er hoop . . .": De
theologisohe vooronderstellingen van het boek Klaagliederen, Franeker
1983, p.329.

" The verb nj7~ points in this context to a violent death (cf. Ezek 33:4.6;
Prov 24:11), not to a heavenly ascent; cf. Schmitt 1973:86-87.

See on the different reading of the LXX and lQIsa pp.19-20 above.
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The promise of seeing offspring and of a long life clearly refers to this

life and not to life after death. It is the promise of a future for Israel,

of life after the exile. With regard to the promise of retribution in v.l1

it has been noted that this has clear parallels in the Psalms of thanks-

giving!. In those Psalms similar expressions are used to describe the situ-

ation of the person who is rescued by YHWH from death. In Ps 69:33 this

salvation from the netherworld (cf. vv.15-16) is described as "seeing" and

Ps 103:4 praises the Lord for rescuing the life of the faithful from the

Pit and satisfying his soul. This would imply that also the promise to the

Servant concerns this life and not some sort of afterlife.

In this connection we should also note the relation between v.lla and

52:13. The absolute "to see" in v.ll clearly refers to the insight gained by

the Servant into the ways of YHWH. This insight is more clearly formulated

in Isa 41:20 and 44:18. In these texts the verb m'{1, "to see", is used in

parallelism with '7JI!I, "to understand", and precisely this word returns in

the heading of the fourth Servant Song: "Behold, my Servant shall under-

stand, he shall be exalted". For this reason it is not necessary to assume,

as most scholars do, that '7JI!I hif. has the uncommon meaning "to prosper"

here. If we translate '7JI!I as "to understand", Isa 52:13 can be compared

to Prov 4:7-8 which says that wisdom "exalts" man. Now this remark that

the Servant of YHWH has understanding can also be connected with the prom-

ise of a long life in 53:10, because according to Israelite wisdom litera-

ture understanding and life are closely related (cf. Prov 15:24; 16:22;

and 21:16).

However, the fourth Servant Song may have gone further than the promise

of renewed life in this world, because such a promise would have offered

no solution to the problem of the undeserved death of some of the young

Israelites (v.8). It is very likely that this prophecy gave rise to the

hope of some kind of retribution after death. This assumption is supported

by the fact that the first text which explicitly speaks of retribution in

the hereafter, Dan 12:1-3, can be regarded as an exegesis of this song of

the Servant (see p.341 below).

Cf. C. Westermann, Das Buch Jesaja. Kap.40-66, ATD 19, 3rd ed., Gottingen
1976, p.215 and Beuken, Jesaja, lIB, pp.229-230.
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3.5.1.3. EZEKIEL 37:1-14

Hos 6:1-3 shows that the idea of the revivification of the dead as part

of the conceptions of afterlife could be used as a metaphor denoting the

recovery of the people of Israel from the set-back caused by the judgement

of YHWH. As we saw, t.he prophet Hosea denounce d the use of this metaphor

because of its manifest association with Baalism. The negative reaction to

the pious words of Hos 6:1-3 indicates that the belief in YHWH as having

power over life and death does not imply that He is a god like Baal ih this

regard. Nevertheless, this metaphorical use of the idea of the resurrection

of the dead by YHWH recurs without further comment in Ezek 37:1-14 and Isa

26:19. We will have to try to find out what made the use of this metaphor

acceptable. We start with Ezek 37:1-14:

The hand of YHWH was upon me and He brought me out by the spirit of
YHWH and set me down in the midst of the valley. This was full of
bones. (2) And He led me through them, all around (the valley): be-
hold, there were many upon the valley; behold, they were very dry.

(3) And He said to me: "Son of man, can these bones live again?"
And I said: "0 lord YHWH, Thou knowest." (4) And He said to me: "Proph-
esy over these bones and say to them: '0 dry bones, hear the word of
YHWH! (5) Thus says the lord YHWH to these bones: behold, I will cause
spirit to enter you and you shall live again. (6) And I will give
sinews upon you, and I will bring flesh upon you, and I will lay skin
over you, and I will give spirit in you, and you shall live again; and
you shall know that I am YHWH'."

(7) And I prophesied as I was commanded. And as I prophesied there
was a noise and, behold, rustling; and the bones came together, bone
to its bone. (8) And I saw, behold, upon them were sinews and flesh
came upon (them) and skin overlaid them above. But there was no spirit
in th.em.

(9) And He said to me: "Prophesy over the spirit, prophesy, son of
man, and say'to the spirit: 'Thus says the lord YHWH: come from the
four winds, 0 spirit, and breathe upon these slain that they may come
to life!'."

(10) And I prophesied as I was commanded and the spirit came into
them. And they came to life and they stood upon their feet, a very,
very great host.

(11) And He said to me: "Son of man, these bones, they are the whole
house of Israel. Behold they say: 'Our bones are dried up and our hope
has perished; we are cut off completely.' (12) Therefore, prophesy and
say tothem: 'Thus says the lord YHWH: behold, I will open your graves
and I will raise you from your graves, 0 my people, and I will bring
you to the land of Israel. (13) And you will know that I am YHWH, when
I open your graves and raise you from your graves, my people. (14) And
I will give my spirit in you and you shall live again; and I will
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place you in your land. And you shall know that I YHWH have said it
and done it, says YHWH1 .. 11

In this impressive vision of the prophet Ezekiel the national restoration

of Israel after the exile is described as the turning of dry bones into

living people of flesh and blood (vv.l-l0) and as being led out of the

graves (vv.12-13). The second prophecy is part of the explanation of the

vision in vv.l-l0. It uses a different and less grotesque picture to eluci-

date the meaning of this vision. The use of the metaphor in vv.12-13 is

dependent upon the vision in vv.l-l0. The differences between vv.1-10 and

vv.12-13 are due to the fact that in vv.12-13 one special aspect of Israers

restoration is emphasized. We can compare vv.12-13 to traditions describing

the Exodus as a victory over the powers of chaos and, therefore, as being

led out of the world of the dead (cf. Ps 77:16-20 and Isa 51:9-10).

In comparing the national restoration with a victory over death Ezek 37:

1-14 is related to Hos 6:21. A closer look at the text will show that Ezek

37 can be regarded as a reaction to the belief formulated in Hos 6. A strik-

ing difference from Hos 6:2 is the role of the dry bones in Ezek 37. But

this can be explained from the context: the metaphor is derived from the

lament of Israel ment.i.oned in v. 11: "Our bones are dried up and our hope

has perished,,2. The astonishing idea, however, of these bones become living

persons again is more than just a manner of speaking, because answering

this complaint by simply stating the reverse would not have been very con-

vincing'. Apparently Ezekiel and his listeners were familiar with the idea

1 Cf. Harper, Amos and Hosea, p.283; Notscher 1926:149; and Martin-Achard
1956:83-84.

2 Hossfeld 1977:399 argues against this theory about the origin of the vi-
sion of Ezekiel that all references to the dry bones are secondary (cf.
also ibid., p.369). The idea of the revivification of the bones would
have been based on Ezek 6:4-5 speaking of the bones of killed Israelites
(p.396). The words of the Israelites in 37:11b should then be interpreted
as a negative reaction to this vision and have caused the prophet to re-
peat his message in other words (vv.12-14) (pp.399-401). Although this
theory would solve the problem of the relation between vv.l-l0 and vv.12-
14, it does not offer a plausible explanation for the re-working of an
otherwise perfectly understandable text. Hoffken 1981:311 also regards
v.l1 as a later addition, but he does not exclude the possibility that
v.llb represents the idea which led to the vision of vv.l-l0.

Cf. Hoffken 1981:312 and Koenig 1983:167 against amongst others Fohrer
1968A:259 and B. Lang, Ezechiel, EdF 153, Darmstadt 1981, p.113. Meyers
1971: 13 speaks of "the realization of the potential which the bones of
Israel possessed in Sheol". The picture of the dry bones, however, seems
to denote precisely the total absence of power.
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of a resurrection of the dead. Moreover, the use of this metaphor can hard-

ly be distinguished from the belief that YHWH is really able to raise the

dead 1.

It is interesting to note the reversed roles of the prophet and the

people when the passage is compared to Hos 6. Whereas Hos 6:1-3 shows that

the Israelites were confident that YHWH would "revive" his people, they

appear to be desperate according to Ezek 37:11. And, reacting to the words

of the people, the prophets have taken opposite positions. To this can be

added the fact that not only in Hos 6:3 but also according to Ezek 37:11

the people use expressions which have to do with the wilting and revival

of nature. The verb 1!I::l', "to dry up", is normally used in the book of

Ezekiel.in connection with plants (cf. 17:9-10.24; 19:12) and the saying

that one is "cut off" is to be understood as a metaphor derived from the

cutting of flowers and grass2
• So the wording used by the people can be

regarded as an indication that it has lost all hope and has not even re-

turned to the popular ideas associated with Baal worship as in Hos 6:1-3.

This makes it possible to speak of YHWH's power to raise the dead without

taking the risk of describing Him as a god like Baal. A basic difference

from Hos 6:1-3 is that the revivification is not seen anymore as something

which comes automatically like the revival of nature. EspeCially the re-

served answer of the prophet to the question whether these bones can come

to life again shows that he is well aware of the theological problems in

this respect. He can only leave it to YHWH's free will: "0 lord YHWH, Thou

knowest" (v,3) 3. Likewise, the description of the revivification by YHWH

is not connected with the revival of nature, but with creation". Thevision

Cf. De Bondt 1938:176; Martin~Achard 1956:83; Konig 1964:230; Stemberger
1972:283; Haag 1973:78-79; and Hoffken 1981:314.

2 Cf. Zimmerli, Ezechiel, p.897. At the same time the use of the term 1TA
reveals a connection with Isa 53:8; cf. also the gift of the spirit (v.
14) with the gift of the spirit to the Servant of YHWH (Isa 42:1-4).

This difference from Hos 6 was noticed by Sellin 1919:253; W. Zimmer Ii ,
Gottes Offenbarung, TB 19, Mfulchen 1963, pp.190-191; and Martin-Achard
1956:85. It is an important argument against a connection with the New
Year Festival as proposed by Riesenfeld 1948:5-6.13ff.; Cf. Martin-
Achard 1956:84 and Zimmerli, Ezechiel, p.900.

4 cf. Zimmerli, Ezechiel, p.900 and Gese 1977:50. In his attempt to inter-
pret Ezek 37 within the framework of the concept of the Divine Warrior,
"whose victorious return leads to fertility and joyous productive activ-
ity throughout nature" Greenspoon 1981:292 disregards this difference.
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of Ezek 37:1-10 describes YHWH as creator, not as a god of nature overcom-

ing death.

According to Koenig this reference to the creative power of YHWH is not

enough to explain the miracle of the revivification of the dry bones. He

emphasizes that the conception of revivification in Ezek 37 has nothing to

do with the common ideas of the existence of the dead as shades in Sheol!.

Because the element of the recomposition of the bones appears not to be

based on the common ancient Israelite anthropology, Koenig assumes foreign

influence. The best parallel is offered in his opinion by the Egyptian myth

of Osiris describing how the god was killed and cut to pieces, but came to

life again after all parts of his body were gathered and put together.

Koenig maintains that Ezekiel's vision derived its basic idea from this

story (see p.56 above). Against this theory we can repeat that the element

of the recomposition of the bones is clearly derived from the words of the

Israelites in v.ll. The metaphor in the complaint of the people is probably

based on the idea of the bones as the seat of perceptions (cf. Ps 6:3)2.

A much more illuminating parallel with regard to the e'lement of creation

in Ezek 37 is offered by the Ugaritic text KTU 1.22:1.6-7. In this text

about the revivification of the rp'wn EI acts as a creator who calls the

dead into existence (see p.173 above).

The changed attitude towards the Canaanite conceptions of death and the

dead is also apparent in Ezek 39:11-16. It has been pointed out on p.230

above that this pericope can be regarded as the negative counterpart of ch.

37. Ezek 39:11-16 deals with the Canaanite hero-cult in describing how the

bones of these alleged heroes are buried forever. Their pretensions proved

to be false. Instead, Ezek 37 gives hope to those who had lost all confi-

dence comparing themselves to a powerless heap of bones.

Ezek 37:14 describes the life of the people of Israel after it will have

gone back to its homeland. This life will be different from what is thought

to be normal and possible. This is indicated by the promise that YHWH shall

give his spirit. This is more than just the spirit of life which was men-

tioned in vv.5.9-10, because v.14 speaks of "my spirit,,3. In this respect

! Koenig 1983: 169-171; cf. also Rost 1974:65 andZimmerli, Ezectrie l., p.900 (so
Zimmerli did not ignore this point as is stated by Koenig!).

Cf. HAL, p.823a and Zimmerli, Ezechiel, p.897.

Cf. Zimmerli, Ezechiel, p.898.
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it may be compared to Isa 42:1; Jer 31:31-34; and Joel 3. It is very like-

ly that this element together with the disappointing experiences after the

return from the exile led the people to postpone the high expectations as

they were formulated by Ezekiel! to the future2•

3.5.1.4. ISAIAH 26:7-19

Isa 26:19, which speaks of the revivification of the dead and the resur-

rection of the body, is part of the so-called Isaiah-apocalypse (Isa 24-

27). The interpretation of these chapters, which were almost certainly not

written by the prophet Isaiah himself and which actually do not belong to

the apocalyptic literature proper3, is very difficult4• The prevalent view

among modern scholars is that it consists of a groundwork written shortly

after the exile, to which a number of later prophecies have been added.

But there is much difference of opinion with regard to the demarcation of

the different layers. According to Wildberger 26:19 belongs to the ground-

work (24:1-6.14-20; 26:7-21)5, but Millar maintains that it is part of the

"mixed matter" (26: 11-27:6) dating from the sixth century B.C. which was

added to the earliest material (24:1-25:9; 26:1-8)6. Kaiser assumes that

26: 19 was added together wi th 25: 8aA in the second half of the second century

B.C., whereas the earliest material would have been written at the end of

the fourth century B.C. 7. On the other hand there are also scholars who

Cf. C. Barth, "Ezechiel 37 als Einheit", in Beitrage zur alttestament-
liche Theologie, Fs W. Zimmerli, ed. H. Donner et al., Gottingen 1977,
pp.37-52 who has demonstrated that the expectation of the coming of
the spirit of YHlVH (37: 14) has been worked out in 37:25-28 (cf. esp.
pp.50-52) •

Cf. Haag 1973:83-84 and Gese 1977:50.

Cf. J.P.M. van der Ploeg, in Esahatologie im Alten Testament, WdF 480,
Darmstadt 1978, pp.391-392 and J.M. Ward, IntDB, Suppl., p.458.

See the surveys by H. Wildberger, Jesaja, BK X/2, Ne~~irchen-Vluyn 1978,
pp.893-896.905-906 and Hasel 1980:268-270.

Wildberger, Jesaja, pp.902.904.

W.R. Millar, Isaiah 24-27 and the Origin of Apoaalyptic, HSM 11, Missoula
1976, pp.l03-104.119-120.

O. Kaiser, Der Prophet Jesaja. Kap.1J-J9, ATD 18, 2nd ed., Gottingen
1976, pp.144-145. See on this date of 25:8aA also Martin-Achard 1985.
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defend the literary unity of Isa 24-27
1

•

It is impossible within the limits of this study to deal satisfactorily

with the very complex problem of the structure of these chapters. We have

to restrict ourselves to the direct context of 26:19. In the present text

it belongs to the larger unit of vv.7-19 (cf. BHS). This is clearly dis-

tinguished from 26:4-6 and 26:20-21 by the fact that YHWH is addressed

here in the second person. We propose the following translation and struc-

ture of this pericope:

I 7 The path of the righteoos is level,
level is the way of the righteous, which Thou dost make smooth.

8 Also on the path of thy judgements,
a YHWH, we wait for Thee.

Thy name and thy memory
are the desire of the soul.

9 My soul longs for Thee in the night;
also my spirit within me yearns for Thee.

For when thy judgements are upon the earth,
the inhabitants of the whole earth learn righteousness.

10 The wicked is shown compassion,
(but) he does not learn righteousness:

in the land of uprightness he acts wrongly
and he does not see the majesty of YHWH.

II 11 0 YHWH, thy hand is lifted up,
but they see it not.

They will see and be ashamed of the zeal for the people;
also the fire for thy adversaries shall consume them.

12 0 YHWH, Thou wilt ordain peace for us,
for also all our works hast Thou wrought for us.

13 YHWH is our God;
other lords besides Thee have ruled over us;

alone Thee, thy name we acknowledge.
14 Dead will not live again,

shades will not rise.

Therefore, Thou hast punished and destroyed them
and wiped out all remembrance of them.

15 Thou hast enlarged the nation, 0 YHWH,
enlarged the nation, let Thouself be honoured;

Thou hast enlarged all the borders of the land.

Cf. J. Lindblom, Die Jesaja-Apokalypse, Lund 1938; G.W. Anderson,
"Isaiah XXIV-XXVII Reconsidered", VT.S 9(1963),118-126; G. Fahrer, "Der
Aufbau der Apokalypse des Jesajabuches (Is 24-27)", CBQ 25 (1963) ,34-45;
and H. Ringgren, "Some Observations on Style and Structure in the
Isaiah Apocalypse", ASTI 9(1973) ,107-115.
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III 16 0 YHWH, in distress one seeks Thee;
they pour out incantations! when thy chastening is upon them.

17 Like a woman with child when her time is near,
she is in labour and cries in her pains,

so were we before thy face, a YHWH.

18 We were with child, we were in labour;
as it were we brought forth wind.

We wrought no deliverance on earth
and no inhabitants of the world were born.

19 Thy dead shall live again;
my bodies2 shall rise.

Awake and shout with joy,
o dwellers in the dust!

For thy dew is honey-dew)
and the earth shall bring forth the shades.

The proposed demarcation of the pericope is confirmed by the regular
strophical structure of vv.7-19. It appears to consist of three stanzas
which can be divided into three strophes and seven verses. The first stan-
za (vv.7-10) shows many examples of external parallelism and is clearly
marked by the keyword ~(')IY (vv.7.9-10). The second and third stanza both
begin with a vocative YHWH (vv.ll.16). The theme of the second stanza is
the judgement of YHWH which brings destruction to the wicked, but peace to
the faithful. The third stanza describes the hope for YHWH in a situation
of distress. It is characterized by its metaphorical language.

The stanzas are clearly interrelated. This is formally indicated by the
repetition of similar expressions (cf. v.8b with v.13bA and v.9bB with v.
18bB) •

This uncertain, but literal translation of vn7 Jl~Y is based on the par-
allelism with 111~9.

2 We take 'n7~J as a singular noun with a collective sense (cf. the LXX).
As a rule this is connected with the plural of the predicate, also when
the gender is different; cf. GK § 145b-c.

3 The expression nl11N 7v presents many difficulties to the interpreter of
this verse; cf. Day 1978. Some scholars have proposed to emend the MT;
cf. M. Dahood, Psalms, I, AncB 16, Garden City 1965, pp.222-223: n;l~N,
"Elysian fields" and G. Schwarz, ZAW 88(1976) ,280-281: nl~N 71J, "dew of
the deceased". It is usually translated "dew of lights", taking nl11N
as an uncommon plural form of l1N (cf. also ~11N in Ps 139:12 and Esther
8:16). We tentatively suggest a translation which is based on the occur-
rence of the word 'al', "honey-dew" in ugaritic (cf. De Moor 1971:83 and
UF 7 (1975) ,590) . It is corroborated by the fact that it is now also possible
to explain the parallel pair 7V and 11N in Isa 18:4. The last part of
this verse can be translated as "like a cloud of dew in the heat of har-
vest". The parallel line can now be translated as "like vibrating heat
with honey-dew above". The grammatical construction is admittedly rare,
but it can hardly be denied that l1N-'7y is parallel to 71J ~y. Another
argument in favour of an interpretation of nl11N 71J in 26:19 as honey-
dew is the fact that in the Ugaritic myth of Baal the return of honey-
dew coincides with Baal's return from the netherworld (cf. KTU 1.3:1.24).
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to his people by increasing its population and enlarging its land (v.15).

Compared to vv.11-15 things are reversed in vv.16-19. Here the poet does

not begin with an expression of trust in YHWH. Instead, stanza III starts

with a description of the relation with YHWH in a situation of distress

which is caused by YHWH Himself. Because of vv.17b-18 it would seem pre-

ferable to read "we sought Thee" and "for us" in v.16 (cf. BHS) r but the

textcritical evidence for this is meagre. We have to assume that this part

of the text begins with a general statement about the reactions of the

people mentioned in v.15, who are chastened by YHWH. The use of the verb

IP9 is very remarkable. In vv.14.21 and 27:1 it is used of YHWH calling to

account the wicked and punishing them. But in 26:16 the same verb indi-

cates that now the people who are punished are seeking YHWH. This rare use

of IP9 in v.16 can be compared to Jer 3:16 where it is used of the people

seeking the ark of the covenant. It is used there together with the verb

1JT (cf. Isa 26:13b!). This different use of the verb IP9 in v.16 compared

to v.l4b clearly shows the change in point of view.

The distress is compared to the pains of childbirth (v.17; cf. Isa 13:8;

21:3). Even the hope for joy connected with childbirth was falsified (v.

18). The answer to the complaint that "no inhabitants of the world were

born ('79J gal)" (v.18bB) is that the earth shall give birth ('79J hif.) to

the dead residing in the netherworld (v.19bB) 1. The context makes it clear

that this answer too can only have been meant metaphorically. It tells the

people who are fearing for their future that YHWH shall keep to his prom-

ises of the past. The difference between these two metaphors is not as

great as it seems if we take into account the fact that it is also poss-

ible to speak of a child being wrought in the netherworld (cf. Ps 139:13-

15) •

It has already been remarked that v.19 takes up what is said in v.14a

by stating the opposite. All words of v.14a except the negative particle

~~ are used again. The words 1'n' and O'nn/l'nn have changed places. In

this way the verb "to live" is emphasized. The word 0'1<91 is replaced in

the beginning by 'n'7~J, but reappears at the end of v.19.

The word 'n'7~J, which parallels l'nn presents many problems to the exe-

Because v.19 appears to fit the context very well, there is no reason
to assume that it is part of a later version, as is assumed by Kaiser,
Der Prophet Jesaja, p.145. Moreover, if this verse is left out, the
balance between vv.12-15 and vv.16-19 would be lost.
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With regard to the interpretation of v.19 it is important to note that

it is the answer to the complaint which begins in v.16 and that it clearly

takes up v.14a by stating the opposite of what is said there. This phenom-

enon of antithesis appears to be charactistic of the style of the poet of

this text, because we find something similar in v.ll.

At first glance the relation of v.14a to its context is not clear. Ac-

cording to the proposed structure it is part of vv.12-14 which begin with

the statement that YHWH shall bring peace to the faithful. This is fol-

lowed by a confession of faith: "YHWH is our God" (v.13aA), whichisworked

out in the rest of v.13 by rejecting the belief in other lords, be it

heathen gods or political overlords1, who try to take the place of the

Lord of Israel. This rejection is indicated by the wordplay '7Y9/~Y~ and by

lJl'7y~ being placed next to lJ'~'7I<. It can be compared to other texts in

the Old Testament speaking of foreign kings pretending to be like the gods.

And just as in Isa 14; Ezek 28:1-10; and Ps 82 it is said in Isa 26:14a,

as a reaction to this part of the royal ideology, that these kings are no

more than mortal men. The simple observation of v.14a is the appropriate

answer to the Canaanite royal ideology, because it not only says that these

lords have died, but also that they shall not be able to return to life

again. So it denies the possibility, as attested in the Ugaritic litera-

ture, of the revivification of the prominent dead called rp'um. It even

uses the same verbs (cf. KTU 1.17:VI.30.32 and 1.22:I.5). And also the use

of the term 0'1<91 is probably not accidental, because it does not occur

anywhere else in the book of Isaiah except in 14:9 where it is used in a

similar context.

The closest parallel to Isa 26:14a is found in Ps 88:11. As was remarked

on p.272 above, this verse can be regarded as a rejection of the conception

of YHWH as a god like Baal who takes the prominent dead with him when he

leaves the netherworld. In Isa 26:14b YHWH is described more explicitly as

the one who destroys these overlords and wipes out all remembrance of them,

leaving them no afterlife (cf. Isa 14:22). Instead, He gives a future

1 Most commentators assume that we have to do with political overlords (cf.
Wildberger, Jesaja, p.992). It cannot be excluded, however, that the
prophet may also have had in mind gods like Baal (cf. o. Procksch, Jesaja,
I, Leipzig 1930, pp.327-328). This can be derived from the terms used
here and from the fact that these "lords" are put on the same level as
YHWH. Cf. also Isa 24:21-23 speaking of YHWH visiting (IP9; cf. 26:14)
both the host of heaven and the kings of the earth.
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gete. Because of the following plural form of the verb 01v we have to as-

sume that it is meant collectively here (cf. Deut 28:26; Isa 5:25 etc.). A

translation "my bodies", however, seems to be nonsense. For this reason

many scholars propose to read with the Syriac Version "their bodies" (cf.

BHS) or even to regard it as a gloss1. Against these emendations it can be

argued that the text-critical evidence is insufficient, whereas they would

disturb the clear relation of v.19 with v.14a. As a matter of fact the

correction based on the Syriac Version does not offer a clearly understand-

able text either, because it remains obscure whose bodies would have been

meant then.

The interpretation of the suffixes in v.19aA is an important, but also

very difficult issue. In v.14a no suffixes are used. This difference from

v.19 might offer an indication of the reason why the negative statement of

v.14 could be reversed in v.19. Host scholars assume a change of subject

in v.19. This verse is regarded as a divine oracle giving the answer to

the complaint of vv.17-182
• So YHWH would speak to Israel of its dead.

This implies that in v.19b "thy dew" has to be interpreted as "the dew

upon you,,3, although it is more likely that it refers to YHWH's dew. This

problem could be solved by assuming a new change of subject. After the

promise of YHWH, "Your dead shall live", the people would have answered by

faithfully repeating this: "my bodies shall rise"'. None of these proposed

interpretations is convincing or gives decisive arguments against the most

simple interpretation of these suffixes as referring to YHWH ("thy dead")

and the people ("our/my bodies") 5 according to the consistent use of these

suffixes in vv.7-19. "My bodies" has a clear parallel in v.9 speaking of

"my soul II and ".myapa r i.t;" after the use of the first person plural tlwe

wait" in v.8. This alternating of the singular and plural of the first

person is quite common in Hebrew poetry (cf. Ps 44:5 and 74:9.12).

Cf. Wildberger, Jesaja, p.985.

Cf. Preuss 1972:119; wildberger, Jesaja, p.994; and Hasel 1980:271.

Cf. E.S. Mulder, Die teologie van die Jesaja-apokalipse, Groningen 1954,
p.50 and wildberger, Jesaja, p.995.

, Cf. Kaiser, Der Prophet Jesaja, p.173 and Helfmeyer 1977:248 who com-
pares this to Isa 44:1-5.6-8; 49:7-12; Hos 6:1-3; Ps 20:2-6; 28:5-6 etc.
which all mention the acceptation of a previous oracle (ibid., pp ,248-250) .

5 Cf. De Bondt 1938:220; Heidel 1946:219; and A. Schoors, Jesaja, BOT IX,
Roermond 1972, p.158.
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In v.19 the relation between YHWH and the nation represented as one per-

son is described as Israel's dead being the dead of YHWH, "thy dead" 1.

This is the basic difference from v.14a: only because the dead of Israel

can be regarded as YHWH's dead do they have a future. This insight which

caused the sudden change of mood is a denial of the common idea, as is

found in many songs of lament, that the dead are forever separated from

YHWH. And instead of the complaint that the dead can no longer praise YHWH

(cf. Isa 38:18 and Ps 30:10), the dead who are described as dwellers in

the dust
2

are called up to shout with joy (v.19aB). In the present context

this is not just an indication of their happiness after revivification,

but also a reaction to YHWH's faithfulness even to the dead (cf. the use

of lJ' (v.19aB) in Isa 24:14; Ps 30:4-6; and 59:17). Compared to the indi-

vidual songs of lament and thanksgiving speaking of YHWH who rescues the

living from death Isa 26:19 goes one step further by speaking of the res-

cue of the dead.

A threefold imagery is used to describe this extraordinary occasion of

the revivification of the dead. In v.19aB the poet uses the well-known

metaphor of death as sleep (see p.99 above). The third metaphor in v.19bB

is also easy to explain. It compares the revivification of the dead to the

birth of a child and shows in this way that v.19 is the appropriate answer

to vv.17-18. The precise meaning of the second simile is less clear. It

speaks of YHWH's dew. One could think here of dew as a life-giving power

(cf. Hos 13:6)3 or, if one prefers a translation of the word nl'11< as

"lights", of dew as the marker of the transition from darkness (of the

netherworld) to light at dawn'. The imagery derived from nature has also

led a number of scholars to the assumption that the belief in the resur-

rection of the the dead as it is expressed here was influenced by or as-

sociated with Canaanite belief in Baal's victory over death5 or with the

W.H. Irwin, CBQ 41(1979) ,252.261 takes the suffix as a dative of agent:
"May the dead by You revive", but this interpretation forces him to
change "mybodies" into "bodily".

See for ,~yas an indication of the netherworld Ridderbos 1948 and
Tromp 1969:85-91.

Cf. Wildberger, Jesaja, pp.996-997 and R.E. Clements, Isaiah 1-39, NCeB,
Grand Rapids 1980, p.217.

Cf. Day 1978 and Clements, Isaiah, p.217.

Cf. Baudissin 1911:432; Sellin 1919:257-258; and Sternberger 1972:279.
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Canaanite New Year Festivall. A strong argument in favour of the latter

interpretation is the fact that according to Ugaritic mythology Baal is

resurrected together with his daughters Pidray, "the girl of the honey-dew"

tbt: oar) and Tallay (ply; cf. Hebrew '7IJ), "the daughter of showers". To-

gether with Baal, who is the bringer of rain, these minor goddesses had to

descend into the netherworld (KTU 1.5:V.I0-11) and remain there for the

summer to be raised again with Baal at the turning of the year (cf. KTU 1.

3:I.24). This offers a very plausible background for Isa 26:19 speaking of

nl'1M '7IJ within the context of resurrection2 and supports our translation

of this term as "honey-dew". The given interpretation is corroborated by

the fact that now v.19bA appears to be perfectly parallel to v.19bB, be-

cause we know that at the New Year Festival the rp'um were believed to

come up from the netherworld'.

Isa 26:19b is not the only text in the apocalypse of Isaiah with clear

parallels in the religious literature of ancient ugarit·. In 27:1 the poet

seems to quote the myth of Baal according to the version found in Ras

Shamra (cf. KTU 1.3:III.41)5. And Isa 25:8 speaking of YHWH swallowing up

death forever is a clear allusion to the role of the god of death as a

swallower in the Ugaritic mythology6. It can be regarded as a reversal of

the traditional role of death. But now also the difference becomes appar-

ent: YHWH shall beat death once and for all? So the concept of the vic-

1 Cf. Riesenfeld 1948:10. Cf. also Day 1978:267 who speaks of "imagery
from the Feast of Tabernacles".

2 Some scholars have noticed Egyptian parallels to the association of dew
and resurrection; cf. Wildberger, Jesaja, p.997 and De Savignac 1983:
194-195, but these parallels are rather vague.

3 The parallel with the Ugaritic texts about the rp'um was also noticed by
Koenig 1983:167, but he bases this on the assumption that Isa 26:19 and
the Ugaritic tradition about these deified dead do not speak of a cor-
poreal revivification like Ezek 37. This distinction is not correct, be-
cause Koenig disregards the fact that Isa 26:19 speaks of the resurrec-
tion of bodies and that KTU 1.22:I.6-7 speaks of substantiation by El.

• Cf. De Moor 1971:224, n.8 and 1973:I,28+n.353. These Canaanite elements
were probably mediated by Israelite folk religion. So they cannot be
used as an argument for an early date of these chapters, as is done by
H. Ringgren, ASTI 9(1973) ,114 and De Savignac 1983:194.

5 Cf. J. Day, God's Confliot with the Dragon and the Sea: Eohoes Of a
Canaanite MYth in the Old Testament, Cambridge 1985, pp.141-145.

Cf. Tromp 1969:172 and Healey 1977A:51.

Cf. Birkeland 1949:72-73; Schoors, Jesaja, p.152; and Delcor 1979:129.
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tory over death was no longer related to the cycle of nature, as in Canaan-

ite religion, but placed within the framework of eschatological expecta-

tions.

This explains why the concept of YHWH as a God who revivifies the dead,

an idea rejected in Hos 6, is accepted in Isa 26. In both texts it is connected

with the return of life in nature, but only in the context of Isa 26 is it

acceptable, because within the new framework it does not impair the char-

acter of YHWH
l
. It was already indicated by vv.13-14 that this revivifica-

tion is not a matter of course, but a matter of free will. In this regard

one could maintain that Isa 26:19 is a combination of Hos 6:1-3 and Ezek

37:1-14.

The hope for YHWH as it is expressed in Isa 26:19 seems to have arisen

out of the disappointing experiences after the return from the exile. The

prophecies of Deutero-Isaiah and Ezekiel had only partly been fulfilled.

This may have led the people to believe that the fulfilment of their hopes

was postponed
2

• It has already been noted that Ezek 37 has an eschatologi-

cal aspect. Apparently this was taken up and developed in this later

prophecy.

The immediate context of Isa 26:19 and also the relation with Hos 6 in-

dicate that Isa 26:19 refers to a promise of national restoration. On the

other hand the eschatological aspect and, related to this, the universal

tendency in these chapters bring it close to the belief expressed in Dan

12:1-3 where a real resurrection of the dead is envisaged. This prophecy

in the book of Daniel even appears to have been influenced by Isa 26:19.

However, Dan 12:2-3 is the answer to a different question, viz. the prob-

lem of the untimely death of faithful Jews. So Isa 26:19 can be regarded

as an intermediate between the apocalyptic vision of Dan 12 and the belief

expressed in Ezek 37
3
• For this reason the dilemma national restoration or

real resurrection is not appropriate here'.

Cf. Preuss 1972:120 and Martin-Achard 1981A:452.

Cf. M.-L. Henry, Gl.aubenekx-iee und Gl-aubenebeiadhrunq in den Diohtungen
del' Jesajaapokalypse, BWANT 86, Stuttgart 1967, pp.113-114 and Preuss
1972: 111.

Cf. Botterweck 1957:6; G.N.M. Habets, Die grosse Jesaja-Apokalypse, Bonn
1974, p.267; Gese 1977:52; Greenspoon 1981:284; and Martin-Achard 1981A:
452.

• Cf. Wildberger, Jesaja, p.996. Although he is one of the advocates of a
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3.5.2. THE HOPE OF THE INDIVIDUAL FOR YHWH AFTER DEATH

It is often assumed that in ancient Israelite mentality before the exile

the individual interest was completely subordinate to the welfare of the

group. This would have made the death of the individual acceptable, because

all that mattered was the survival of the groupl. With regard to the after-

life they only would have hoped for the communion of the deceased person

wi th his group being main.tained. The afterlife of the individual would have

been restricted to his family remembering him. In the words of Pedersen:

"That which happens through normal death is • . • that a kinsman passes

from one department of the family to another . • • As long as his memory

lives, his personality is not wiped out. But it generally dwindles more and

more, and at last he is merged entirely in the great stock of life, which

upholds the family, that which is called the fathers. From them he has

sprung, and to them he returns"Z.

However, this picture of the feelings in ancient Israel towards individ-

ual death probably does not exactly mirror the thoughts of the Israelites

on this subject. One should not be too strict with regard to the separation

of collectivism and individualism in ancient Israelite thought (see pp.73-

74 above). Especially with regard to prominent men and women who are more

than just part of the community, people may have speculated about their

state after death. The Old Testament is admittedly silent in this matter.

The only clear examples in the Old Testament of such speculations concern

metaphorical interpretation (ibid., p.995) , he admits that we are here
"an der Schwelle des Glaubens an ein tatsachlicher Wiederbelebung nach
dem Tode". See for a survey of the two different interpretations of Isa
26:19 Hasel 1980:272-273 (Hasel himself speaks of "the apocalyptic rev-
elation of the physical resurrection of the faithful", ibid., p.275) and
Martin-Achard 1981A:450-451 (Martin-Achard also defends a literal inter-
pretation, cf. Martin-Achard 1981B:314). The interpretation as a pr~mise
of national restoration has been defended recently by Clements, Isa~ah,
p.216; Helfmeyer 1977:258 who speaks of a promise of a numerous poster-
ity; and Day 1978:268.

1 See for this opinion, e.g., Martin-Achard 1956:25; Rost 1974:64; and
Bailey 1979: 58.

Z Pedersen 1926:496; cf. also L. Kohler, Der hebraische Mensch, TUbingen
1953, p.100.
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foreign rulers (cf. Isa 14 and Ezek 28). This reticence of the Old Testa-

ment has to do with the fact that it cannot speak about the dead and their

situation in the afterlife without touching upon the subject of their re-

lation with YHWH and for reasons outlined above YHWH is primarily pictured

as a god of the living. The emphasis upon the character of YHWH as a god

of the living is best illustrated by the prayer in the individual(!) songs

of lament to YHWH to rescue the suppliant from premature death. The nega-

tive picture these songs give of the state of the dead as being outside

communion with YHWH and as being unable to praise Him is no more than an

indication of the fact that if a person died too soon he did not take part

in the worship of YHWH as long as he could have been expected to. This

does not exclude some kind of relation to YHWH after death, nor does it

imply that the individual hope for YHWH after death could only be a late

development in the faith of Israell.

3.5.2.1. THE INSCRIPTION OF URIYAHU

The first indication in Israel of belief in some kind of continuance of

the relationship with YHWH after death apart from the traditions about

Enoch and Elijah is found in one of the inscriptions in the tombs dis-

covered in Khirbet el-K6m (see p.242, n.4 above) 2. Unfortunately, it is

very difficult to date the inscription and the tomb in which it was found.

Because the tomb was cleared before the first serious excavation had begun,

we can only rely on the type of the tomb and on the paleographical features

of the inscription. The excavator proposes a date for the inscription in

the middle of the eighth century B.C. 3. This is accepted by most scholars.

With regard to the text and the translation of the inscription, however,

there is much difference of opinion. The following interpretation is based

Cf. Von Rad 1974:245; Nicacci 1983:8; and Noort 1984:22-23.

See on this inscription W.G. Dever, HUCA 40-41(1969-1970) ,159ff.; A. Le-
maire, "Les inscriptions de Khirbet el-Q6m et L'Ashez ah de Yhwh" , RB 84
(1977) ,595-608; G. Garbini, "Su un' iscrizione de Khirbet el-K6m" AION
38(1978),191-193; Mittmann 1981; and Z. Zevit, "The Khirbet el-Q6m In-
scription Mentioning a Goddess", BASOR 255 (1984) ,39-47.

W.G. Dever, HUCA 39-40(1969-1970) ,165. In his opinion the tomb type
points to a date between the 8th and 6th century B.C. (ibid., p.150).
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saved me (''7 Yl erlil'); and v. 8, "You have rescued me from death". The tomb

inscription of Uriyahu shows that this metaphorical language of the Psalms

could also be interpreted literally. This can be illustrated by the clear

parallel with Ps 138:7:

If I go in the midst of distress (nlX),
Thou willst revive me in spite of the wrath of my foes,

Thou willst stretch out thy hand
and thy right hand will deliver me ('Jy'erln).

As in other cases the Psalmist apparently meant this to refer to a deliver-

ance from distress at this side of the grave. In the inscription of Uriyahu,

however, the same words were used as a declaration of confidence in the

continuing assistance of YHWH, even against the dark forces of the nether-

worldl. It is even possible to assume that Uriyahu quotes this or a re-

lated Psalro2• The last verse of Ps 138 might have suggested such an inter-

pretation to him: "thy love, YHWH, endures forever". If we take into ac-

count the fact that the dead could be called "gods" (see p.163 and 256

above), v.t, "in the presence of the gods I shall sing to Thee", can be

mentioned as a possible source of inspiration for Uriyahu as well.

Beneath the inscription of Uriyahu we see a picture representing a hand

which reaches downward. This is hardly meant as the hand of somebody ven-

erating his god, as assumed by Mittmann3
• A hand pictured in this way

usually has a magical or apotropaic function'. Since this picture is an

illustration alongside the inscription, it can only be the hand of YHWH

"stretched out from on high to rescue" (Ps 144:7; cf. also Ps 138:7)5.

"My foes" could also be understood in a different context as a reference
to the evil demons of the netherworld. In Egypt they were called bfty,
"enemy" I in Babylonia ayabu, "enemy", or nakx-u, "foe". See for the fury
of evil demons J.C. de Moor, UF 12(1980) ,431-432.

This Psalm is often held to be post-exilic, because it would presuppose
the message of Deutero-Isaiah (cf. Kraus, PsaZmen, p.1088 and Van der
Ploeg, PsaZmen, II, p.429). It is unlikely, however, that v.1 speaking
of "the presence of the gods" would have been composed in a time when
strict monotheism was becoming dogma.

Mittmann 1981:149-152.

4 Cf. O. Keel, in Monotheismus im aZten Israel und seiner Umwelt, ed. O.
Keel, Biblische Beitrage 14, Fribourg 1980, p.172; S. Schroer, "Zur Deu-
tung der Hand unter der Grabinschrift von Chirbet el QOm", UF 15 (1983) ,
191-199; and also F. Dolger, ICHTHU8, II, MUnster 1922, p.276 who inter-
prets the pictures of hands on stelae found in Carthage as "Sinnbild der
gottliche Macht und des himmlischen Schiitzes".

Cf. also Riesenfeld 1948:33-34 on the pictures of the hand of YHWH in
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on the drawing and precise description of the text by Mittmann, although

we do not always follow his transcription and translation:

'ryhw. hsrl. ktbh Uriyahu, the singer, wrote this:

brk. 'ryhw.lyhwh Blessed be Uriyahu by YHWH

wmm?r2 dyh hl' lsrth hws< lh and from the distress as much as comes

l'r(! )yhw3 to him' over there5 may He deliver him6
,

uriyahu, because of his service7
•

In the tomb inscriptions of ancient Syria and Palestine such a prayer

for blessings from one's god is uncommon. A similar formula appears only

in two Aramaic tomb inscriptions of the fifth or fourth century B.C. dis-

covered in Egypt (KAI 267:1 and 269:1) B. But these inscriptions which

speak of the relation between the deceased and Osiris who is residing in

the netherworld cannot explain the blessing formula in Uriyahu's inscrip-

tion. A better parallel is the Hadad inscription of Panammuwa of Samal

(KAI 214), because in both texts the writer speaks of his own afterlife

and of his relationship with his god there. We can also compare the in-

scription of Uriyahu to Ps 116: 3, "The snares of death bound me, the pangs

of Sheol held me; I suffered distress (nlX) and anguish"; v.6, "He has

1 With Mittmann 1981:141 we assume that the illegible sign between Ihl and
lsi is a correction of the scribe: a Irl was wrongly written before in-
stead of after the lsi and afterwards erased.

Apparently the scribe had forgotten the second Iml of this word and cor-
rected his fault by adding it below.

We assume a scribal error: Inl instead of Ir/. In ancient Hebrew script,
which is employed here, these signs are much alike.

, Cf. Hebrew", "what is sufficient, one's due". So there is no need to
change the text here as proposed by Mittmann 1981: 143.

5 hl:" can be interpreted as a defective form of hZ'h, "(over)there", used
as a euphemism for the netherworld; cf. our "beyond".

6 Cf. the use of '7 y'erli1 in Josh 10:6; Ezek 34:22; Ps 86:16; and 98:1.

In the Old Testament nler is a terminus teahniaus for the service in the
cult at the sanctuary; cf. Deut 10:8; 21:5; Ezek 40:46 etc. It perfectly
fits Uriyahu who is called a singer, because in I Chron 6:17 the same
verb is used of the singers in the temple. So the reading and transla-
tion by Lemaire, l'srth, "par son ashdz'ah" and by Zevit, hZ'Zsrtth, "0
Asherata" cannot be sustained. The copy of Mittmann leaves no doubt
about the reading Zsrth and, as we saw, the use of this word fits the
context very well.

Cf. Muller 1975B:124 and Mittmann 1981:148.
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We do not know what precisely Uriyahu expected of life after death, but

it may be assumed that he himself did not have a clear picture of the

afterlife either. All we can say is that staying in the netherworld was

not a happy prospect for him and that he hoped for YHWH to rescue him from

the distress which necessarily comes to everybody there. The text does not

say whether Uriyahu hoped that YHWH would help him by making life bearable

in the netherworld 1 or that he expected to be freed from there as the

rp'um who are able to follow Baal on his return to the world of the liv-

ing. The demonstrated fact that Canaanite belief in the revivification of

royal dead was familiar to the Israelites is an important argument for the

second possibility. We have to assume in that case a democratization of

this originally royal privilege as was the case with Egyptian beliefs in

beatific afterlife2
.

It is worth noting that this democratization is coupled with a belief in

some kind of divine retribution in the hereafter. There everybody will

have to pay his due in the form of suffering, but one's merits can func-

tion as a plea for the alleviation of the bitter fate of the netherworld.

The inscription of uriyahu probably represents an aspect of the folk re-

ligion of ancient Israel. In the Old Testament literature of this period

before the exile a belief such as it is expressed here is not explicitly men-

tioned. This may have to do with the affinities ·of this belief with Canaan-

ite re ligion 3 •

3.5.2.2. JOB 19:25-27

The Old Testament appears to be very reluctant in speaking of any hope

in YHWH after death for the individual. Only in situations of utter dis-

tress do we hear that faith in YHWH is not restricted to the hope of being

the Dura-Europos paintings.

1 Cf. the text from Susa quoted on p.109 above.

Z Cf. Healey 1984:254. See also p.91 above.

For the assumption of a difference between the official and the folk re-
ligion with regard to conceptions of afterlife see the theories about an
ancient Israelite cult of the dead discussed in sections 1.4.2. and 3.1.
3. above, as well as Martin-Achard 1981B:308 and the literature men-

tioned on p.257, n.3 above.
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rescued from death in this life, but concerns the afterlife as well. In

this regard texts like Job 19:25-27 do not differ from the texts which

speak metaphorically of the resurrection of the dead.

Job 19:25-27 and especially v.26 is a very difficult text. It is hardly

possible to translate it into understandable English. So it comes as no

surprise that many scholars have proposed to emend the MT at this point.

As was demonstrated on pp.17~18 above already the translation of the LXX

may be regarded as an attempt to improve the original text. We also saw

that the Hebrew text used by the Greek translator probably did not differ

from the MT. Because neither the other versions nor the Hebrew manuscripts

offer any plausible arguments for emendations, scholars who want to change

the MT are forced to assume a very early corruption or re-reading of the

text (see p.22 above). In this situation the danger of emending the text

to say more clearly what one wants it to say can hardly be avoided. For

this reason it is better to assume as a starting-point that the obscurity

of the Hebrew text may be intentionall and try to explain it from the con-

text.

According to Job's friends his suffering implies that he has been unjust

and is now punished for that reason by God. Job, who is convinced of his

innocence, appeals to God. Only He can show to Job's friends that Job can

not be blamed for his present situation (13:3). Job, who states that there

is no hope for him after death (14:14), cries to God to help him and main-

tain his right before he goes along the path-of-no-return (16:19-22), be-

fore his hope shall go down with him into the netherworld (17:15-16). The

only thing his friends can say to this, is to stop protesting. They stick

to the traditional wisdom that a premature death only comes to the wicked,

to the ungodly "who do not know God" (18:21). For it is generally accepted

that as a rule those who do not fear God are fools for whom there is no

future (n71nN, cf. Prov 24:20). The future belongs to the one who accepts

that the beginning of all wisdom is the fear of God (cf. Prov 23:17-18,

24: 14; and Job 8:5-7). In the ancient Israelite wisdom literature this con-

trast between future and no-future has also been formulated as a differ-

ence between life and death. In this connection "death" usually means pr.e-

mature death and "life" long and blessed life before death (cf. Prov 9).

In some short proverbs, however, it may be possible to find references to

1 Cf. Gese 1982:169 and also BHS.
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life (cf. Prov 12:28; 14:32;
a hope in YHWH which is not restricted to this

and 15:24)1.
speak of the future in this life

lost all hope (19:10), cannot aC-
Be this as it may, Job's friends clearly

b 8,5-7) Job who may seem to have
(cf. Jo . . , an ungodly fool. He does

t that he would have no future as if he were
cep release from his sufferings (cf.
not want to give in. Death may come as a

for justice. This thought was al-
Job 3) r but it should not stop his cry

not my blood, let my cry not find
mentioned in 16:18, "0 earth, cover ,

readY, lace" Whereas this was meant metaphorically, because accord1ng
a rest1ng P . ", his lifetime, he

t'll have hoped for JUst1ce dur1ng
to 16·22 Job may s 1 h'

. period after his death in 19:23-24: Job wishes 1S
clearly envisages the 'n 16·.18ff. the

th ck forever. As ~
complaint to be engraved in e ro

testimony of innocence is followed by an

intercede on his behalf (19:25-27):

words of

wish for the prolongation of his

expression of hope that someone will

I know my avenger lives:
afterwards he shall stand upon ~e dust;

after my skin has thus been flayed
and without my flesh I shall see God,

whom 1 shall see for myself (th of) a stranger
d (whom) my own eyes will see, not ose

an lafter) my kidneys have perished in my bosom.
bl f the ident-

to discuss here the difficult pro em 0
It is not necessary little rel-

, function of the "avenger" 3, because this is of
ity and prec1se d'd J b

most important to us, viz. what 1 0
evance to the question which is
expect for himself. According to v.25b he seems to have hope for thedfu-

ab t having no future an
ture. So he contradicts earlier statements ou Y '7y. 17.15-

th 'th him in the dust (19 t •

about his hopes descending toge er W1
into the future: he may de-

looking forward to something
16). Now he is but that shall not be the end,
scend into the dust, i.e., the netherworld,

, 1970' and Nicacci 1981 and 1983:12.14.
Cf Dahood 1960; van der We1den t''on Prov 16.2 (Psalms, III, pp.

• , d' n this connec 1 ' f
Dahood also ment10ne 1 od' the interoretation 0 Prov

t' , 1984 follows tiano r.n • th'
XLIII-XLV). Cot 1n1 23,17-18 and 24:19-20. See against 1S
12:28; 14:32; 15:24 and adds . _ h 1926.245-248' sutcliffe 1947:

, f these proverbs Notsc er . r 70 468
interpretat10n 0 b . A New Approaoh, OTL, London 19 ,pp. .
119-120; W. McKane, Prover s. t t by Tournay to explain the MT
475; Vawter 1972:166-169; and th~ at em~, (see pp.22-24 above).
of these proverbs as interpretat1ve rea 1ngs

2 See on this translation of ~Vl p.252, n.4 above.
Habel, The Book of Job, OTL, London 1985, pp.

3 See on this issue now N.C.
303-307.
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of all hope, because upon the dust (19Y '7y) his avenger shall standI. The

parallel with 17:16 shows that Job speaks here of the time after his death2.

This is confirmed by 19:26-27, where the situation indicated by the ex-

pression 19Y '7':/ is worked out by describing Job's unfortunate fate. His

death is sketched as the loss of his skin, his flesh, and his inner parts 3.

Nevertheless, Job is certain that he will see God. He repeats it three

times: "I shall see God" (v.26bB), "I shall see for myself" (v.27aA), and

"my own eyes will see, not (those of) a stranger" (v.27aB).Apparently this

is all he can say. All he knows is that he will see God. He does notspecu-

late about his own situation in the hereafter4
• The hope of seeing God can

be compared to what is said in Ps 17:15. The communion with YHWH is de-

scribed here as "seeing (ilTn)Him". This is more than anything one can

find in this world (cf. Exod 24:11; Ps 11:7; 27:4; and 63:3). What is said

in Ps 17:15 of this lifes is now used by Job to denote the hope in his God

"To stand 'up" is often interpreted here as a reference to the lawyer
rising at court; cf. G. Fohrer, Das Buoh Hiob, KAT 16, Gutersloh 1963,
pp.321-322; ~I.H.Pope, Job, AncB 15, 3rd ed., Garden City 1980, p.146;
and Habel, The Book of Job, p.292. It is much better, however, to re-
gard Dlv in this verse as the counterpart of the way it is used in v.18:
whereas Job cannot hold his foothold, his avenger shall stand firm.
According to M.L. Barre, "A Note on Job 19:25", VT 29(1979),107-109 the
wordpair n'njD1F is used here, as in many other texts, metaphorically
expressing the healing from sickness, but to prove his point Barre has
to emend the MT. Morever, he seems to disregard the context.

2 Cf. Habel, The Book of Job, p.307.

With Gese 1977:44 and 1982:169 we take Job 19:27b literally. In this way
it fits the context best. We see a clear chiastic structure in vv.26-27.
So there is no reason to speak of "a rather limp conclusion to what pre-
cedes" (Pope, Job, p.147). Note also the parallel in the Ugaritic text
KTU 1.82:3 speaking of Reshep shooting arrows at the kidneys of his
victims; cf. De Moor, Spronk 1984:239.

4 He leaves this to biblical scholars. Cf., e.g., Notscher 1924:159-160:
"Von einer Auferstehung ist im Buche Hiob nicht die Rede. Wenn Hiob
freilich Uberzeugt ist, trotz der Todesgewissheit Gott zu sehen, so
muss er doch irgendwie ein Leben voraussetzen, das durch den Tod nicht
zerstort werden kann, das also Uberzeitlich oder Uberweltlich sein muss,
jedenfalls von dem rein physischen Dasein unterscheidet".

S According to some scholars Ps 17:15 refers to the afterlife (see p.74,
n.3 above). The most important argument against this interpretation is
that the rest of this Psalm describes the hope of being rescued from
the enemies in this life (cf. v.13). So the awakening mentioned in v.1S
probably refers not to the sleep of death, but has to be connected with
v.3, which speaks of YHWH probing one by night. See for the interpreta-
tion of Ps 17:15 as referring to this life amongst others Tournay 1949:
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which does not go down forever with him into the grave.

It is important to note that though Job speaks of the period after his

death he says nothing about the afterlife itself. He does not deny the

things he said before about the netherworld as a place of darkness (cf.10:

21-22 and 17:13) and death as an irrevocable fact (cf. 14:12 and 16:22).

But he seems to have lost all interest in his personal state, his belong-

ings and even his physical appearance. The only thing what matters is the

lasting relationship with his God who knows him better than his friends do.

Only this and the firm conviction that there has to be some kind of compen-

sation for undeserved suffering could bring him to believe that death is

not the end of all hope.

It has been suggested that this hope for a vindication after death was

derived by Job from the Canaanite belief in the resurrection of Baal!.

This theory is primarily based on the comparison of Job 19:25a with KTU 1.

6:111.8-9. In this passage of the myth of Baal EI announces the return of

Baal from the netherworld saying: "I know that almighty Baal is alive".

We could add now that it might be possible for Job to relate his hope to

the revivification of the rp'um together with Baal. It has been demon-

strated, however, that the way v.25a is formulated can be explained from

the context and is based on the idea of the living God rescuing his

people2
• We have to assume, therefore, that the similarity with the pas-

sage in the myth of Baal is coincidental3• If Job 19:25a had been a quo-

tation from the myth of Baal, it would have been in line with the metaphor

of Hos 6:1-3 which also speaks of the hope in YHWH after death. When we

compare these texts, however, we note some basic differences with regard

to the way this matter is treated. According to Hos 6 the people of Israel

frankly speak of their hope of being revivified by YHWH, whereas Job only

489-490; Coppens 1957:5-6; N.H. Ridderbos, De Psalmen, I, KVHS, Kampen
1962, p.185; Kraus, Psalmen, p.279; and Dorn 1980:192-214.

Cf. E.G. Kraeling, The Book of the Ways of God, London 1939, p.89; S.
Terrien, in Interpreters's Bible, III, Ne>l York 1954, p.1053 and Job,
CAT XIII, Neuchatel 1963, p.151-152; and G. Widengren, Sakrales Konigtum
im alten Testament und im Judentum, Stuttgart 1955, p.73.

2 Cf. H.-J. Kraus, "Der lebendige Gott", in his Biblisch-theologische Auf-
satze, Neukirchen-Vluyn 1972, pp.1-36.

3 Cf. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob, p.321, n.46 and in general on Widengren's
theory about the Canaanite background of the formula "YHWH is alive" the
critical remarks of Kraus, pp.13ff. and H. Ringgren, ThWAT II, col.891.
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speaks of communion w· th h.i
J. J.S God and does not specify what kind of afterlife

he expects. Because of this reluctance Job 19:25-27
stands closer to Ezek

37 than to Hos 6. Job cannot be blamed, as were the Israelites in Hos 6,

for having a superficial belief. For his belief is based on his ultimate

trust in God and is the result of a long and hard struggle with the tradi-

tional views put forward by his friends. We might call it a deeper inSight

into the character of Israel's God 1.

An argument often used against any interpretation of Job 19:25-27 as re-

ferring to the afterlife is that the idea of postmortal vindication would

certainly have had its repercussJ.·ons .
J.n the rest of the book of Job2• In

ch.21 Job speaks of the prosperity of the wicked
as opposed to the pre-

mature death of the righteous. Nothing here remJ.·nds
us of his trust in the

lasting fellowship with God as expressed in h 19
c. . It should be taken into

account, however, that the discussion of Job and hJ.·sfro d
1en s concerns here

Job's (negative) experiences. It is impossible for Job to connect these

with positive expectations (cf. 23:8-9 and 24
:1 with 19:26-27!), because

this is preCisely the problem for which he stands and which he cannot

solve with the help of the traditional answers. For
this reason Job ques-

tions the validity of traditional
wisdom, but he cannot offer a fully de-

veloped alternative. Job 16:18-21 and 19:25-27
are, in fact, no more than

cries for help based on trust in God. They are
not dogmas which could help

Job to accept or comprehend the world he lives in. They only stimulated

him to be even more critical.

3.5.2.3. PSALM 73

The problem of the prosperity of the wicked is also discussed in the

book of Psalms. Ps 37; 49; and 73 are devoted to this theme and are for

this reason usually characterized as wisdom Psalms3• Although this quali-

fication may be too gene 1 b
ra, ecause Ps 49 and 73 also contain elements of

Cf. Gese 1977:44 and 1982:172.

2 Cf. Fohrer, Das Buch Hioh, pp.318-319; C. Epping and J T N 1· J h
BOT VIla, Roermond 1968, p.94; and F. Hesse Hioh .. e J.S, 0,
1978, p.127. r , ZBKAT 14, Zurich

Cf. G. von Rad, Weisheit . I 7"n sraev, Neukirchen-Vluyn 1970, pp.263-266
and Luyten 1979:59-64.
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songs of lament and trust l, it cannot be denied that in the way this prob-

lem is handled these Psalms are closely related to traditional wisdom: in

the end the wicked appear to have no future (cf. Ps 37:37-40; 49:14-16;

73:1~-20.23-28). The future as it is promised to the just in Ps 37 con-

cerns this life, or else, their offspring. The hope expressed in Ps 49

and 73 seems to go beyond that. Given the fact that these Psalms have very

much in Common with Ps 37 it is remarkable that they do not mention the

hope attached to posterity. It shows that the same subject is treated now

as an individual problem2
• In this respect Ps 49 and 73 can be compared to

the book of Job, although what the poets of these Psalms say of themselves

is often meant more generally, as something that concerns every faithful

person3• Of these Psalms Ps 73 has most in common with the book of Job.

Whereas Ps 49 describes things more or less at a distance, the poet of Ps

73 seems to be personally involved, like Job, when he speaks of the pros-

perity and pride of the wicked as contrasted to his own situation of un-

deserved misery and his inability to explain all this.

We propose the following translation and strophical structure of Ps 73:

Truly, God is good to Israe14
,

to those who are pure in heart.

Ia 2 But as for me, my feet had almost stumbled;
my steps had well nigh slipped.

3 For I was envious of the arrogant;

1 Cf. C. Westermann, Ausgewahlte Psalmen, Gottingen 1984, pp.101.106;
Kraus, Theologie der Psalmen, p.212; and the elaborate discussions of
the "Gattung" of Ps 49 and 73 by Schmitt 1973:200-212.263-282; Luyten
1979:64-73; Casetti 1982:279-283; Irsigler 1984:353-364; and Schelling
1985:30-32.

2 Cf. J.F. Ross, "Psalm 73", in Israelite Wisdom, Fs S. Terrien, ed. J.G.
Gammie, Missoula 1978, pp.161-175; esp. pp.162-163 and Casetti 1982:62.
According to B. Renaud, "Le Psaume 73, meditation individuelle au priere
collective", RHPhR 59 (1979) ,541-550 vv.l and 10 are a collective adaptation
of this originally individual song; cf. also Irsigler 1984:100-105.345-
349 and R.J. Tournay, "Le Psaume LXXIII: relectures et interpretation",
RB 92(1985) ,187-199; esp.189-191.

3 Cf. Kraus, Theologie der Psalmen, p.213 and Irsigler 1984:347.

4 Many scholars propose to read here 'IN 11!1''1 :111], "God is good to the up-
right" (cf. BHS). The MT would represent the tendency to a collective
interpretation (see n.2 above). The most important argument used for
this emendation is that it would offer a better parallelism than the MT:
"God is good to the upright/God to those who are pure in heart". This
argument, however, is not decisive. As Ps 24:4-6 shows, the rare ex-
pression ~'1 '1~ can be used to denote the ideal Israel.
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I saw the prosperity of the wicked.

4 For they are not in the chains of deathl;
their body is fat.

5 They are not in trouble as other men are;
they are not stricken as other men.

Ib 6 Therefore, pride is their necklace,
violence the robe that covers them.

7 Their guilt2 comes from the fat;
their follies overflow the heart.

8 They scoff and speak with malice;
from above they threaten oppression.

9 They put their mouth in heaven
and their tongue moves on earth 3 •

Ic 10 Therefore, they satisfy themselves with their glory
and find no fault in themselves'.

The difficult first part of v.4 (cf. BHS) can be regarded as a reference
to the expression of being "in the snares of death" (cf. Ps 18:5; 116:3)
and to the use of nl~X'n in Isa 58:6. The final mem of Cnlc'I can be re-
garded as enclitic.

2 Read with BHS lOllY instead of 10l'Y. In this way we get a completely
synonymous parallelism. The change of the original text may have been
caused by the fact that the parallel between "heart" and "fat", both de-
noting the inner part of man (cf. Exod 29:13.22), was not understood
anymore. The wordpair heart/fat is an indication of the insensibility of
the wicked with regard to justice (cf. Ps 119:70).

Many scholars point to similar lines in Ugaritic mythological texts. KTU
1.5:II.2-3 describes the gaping jaws of the god of death, Hot, as "a lip
to the earth, a lip to heaven ••• a tongue to the stars". In the same
way the voracious gods Shahar and Shalim are described in KTU 1.23:61-
62: "one lip to the earth, one lip to heaven and there did enter their
mouths ••. ". However, the relation between these Ugaritic texts and Ps
73:9, as assumed, e.g., by H. Ringgren, VT 3(1953),267-277 and M. Manat-
ti, "Les adorateurs de Mot dans Le psaume LXXIII, VT 22 (1972) ,420-425,
is probably just formal; cf. H. Donner, ZAW 79 (1967) ,336-338 and Irsig-
ler 1984: 252-253. On the other hand these Ugari tic parallels do help us
in so far as they show that v.9 speaks metaphorically of the gluttony
of the wicked; cf. A. Caquot, Semitiaa 21(1971) ,40. To this is added the
element of pride (cf. v.8 and Job 20:6). It is interesting to note that
a combination of both elements is also found in a Babylonian wisdom
text describing the vicissitudes of life and men's reactions towards
them: "When starving they become like corpses, when full they oppose
their god. In good times they speak of scaling heaven, when they are
troubled they talk of going down to hell" tEudl-ul: bel nemeqi. II,44-47).
Krasovec 1984:49-51 rightly points to the antithetic parallel between
v.9 and v.2S: the absolute surrender to one's god as opposed to the
arrogance of the wicked (cf. also v.ll).

4 Read with Irsigler 1984: 24-27 10'1 no' N'I 01D1 C'I'IilO lY~I!I'1J'I (laken
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11 And they say: "How can God know;
would the Most High have anyJcnow.Ledqe>''

12 Behold, thus are the wicked:
always at ease, they increase their riches.

II 13 However, it was in vain that I kept my heart pure
and washed my hands in innocence.

14 I am stricken all day long;
I am punished every morning.

15 If I had said: "I will speak like them I " ,

behold, I should have betrayed the generation of thy sons.
16 And I thought how to understand this;

it was a wearysome task in my eyes.
17 Until I went into the sanctuary of God:

I perceived their future2.

IlIa 18 Truly, Thou dost set them in slippery places;
Thou dost make them fall to ruins.

19 How dreadful they are in a moment:
they disappear, perish, are wiped out!

20 They are like a dream after awakening, 0 Lord;
on awakening Thou dost despise their image.

lIIb 21 When my heart was embittered
and I felt sharply stabbed in my kidneys,

22 I was stupid like cattle, ignorant,
like a beast; I am with Thee! 3

yiSba<u mahal:iiZCmi wenrCimtz yim,;a'u Zamo. The most important change of
the consonant text is the addition of a lamed in D770D. We have to as-
sume a scribal error (haplography), which was probably caused by the
rarity of this word, that only occurs here and in Prov 27:21. This ad-
mittedly hypothetical reading fits the context very well, when we take
into account the fact that v.l0 is clearly parallel to v.6 which has the
same beginning (lJ7) and end (lJ7). As v.6, v.l0 introduces the proud
reaction of the rich to their welfare described in the previous strophe.

I The verb 19D pi. is the common term for telling of (the deeds of) YHWH
(cf. also v.28). It is very likely, therefore, that v.15a refers to v.
11 which describes the wicked as speaking of YHWH. This implies that
1nJ has to be interpreted as "like them", viz. the wicked. The use of
this uncommon form may have been influenced by the repeated 1D7 in the
previous verses.

2 Cf. the use of 'ubryt in KTU 1.17:VI.35; see p.79, n.8 and p.152 above.

3 n1no~ is usually taken together with the last two words of this verse:
"I was a beast with Thee", i.e., in the sight of YHWH. However, as was
rightly remarked by M. Hanatti, "Sur le quadruple avec toi de Ps.LXXIII
21-26", VT 21 (1971) ,59-67, it is very likely that this exceptional ex-
pression has the same meaning in vv.22.23 and 25b (it is not necessary
to assume a fourth occurence in v.25a as proposed by Manatti). Because
"I am with you" parallels "I did not know" in v.25a we regard it as the
formulation of the sudden break through of a new and better understanding.
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23 I am always with Thee;
Thou dost seize my right hand.

24 Thou dost guide me by your counsel
and afterwards there is glory: Thou wilt take me.

IIIc 25 Who is there for me in heaven?
I am with Thee; I desire nothing upon earth.

26 Would my flesh and my heart fail,
the rock of my heart,

my portion is God forever.

27 For, behold, they who are far from from Thee perish;
Thou destroyst all who wantonly turn from Thee.

28 But as for me, to be near God is good for me;
I make the lord YHWH my refuge

I shall tell of all thy works.

Ps 73 has a clearly marked and well-balanced strophical structurel.
After the heading (v.l) come three stanzas. The first and the last stanza
are built up of three substanzas. The middle stanza as well as the sub-
stanzas with exception of Ic and IlIa contain two strophes. There is also
a remarkable regularity in length; when we count the verses we come to the
following pattern: 1//2.2/2.2/3//2.3//3/2.2/2.2. So stanza III mirrors
stanza I.

All stanzas are clearly marked by IN (vv.l.13.18) and the end of stanzas
I and III by oJo (vv.12.27). The sub stanzas of stanza I are indicated by
1J7 (vv.6.10). A clear marker of strophes in Ps 73 is 'J (vv.4.21.27).
Characteristic of the form of this Psalm is the fact that many important
words are repeated, whereas this repetition often indicates a contrast
(cf: v. 2 agai~st v.28; v. 9 against v. 25; v.15 against v. 28; and v.17
aga~nst v.24) . We can finally notice the inclusion of the complete poem
by v.2 and v.28 (cf. also 'JM1 in vv.2 and 23), the inclusion of stanza I
by U7Y~1 (vv.3.12) and of stanza III by the repetition of the idea formu-
lated in the first substanza (vv.18-20) in the last strophe (vv.27-28).

This formal structure perfectly corresponds with the contents of Ps 73.

There appears to be a great amount of agreement in recent stUdies of the
strophical str,:cture of Ps 73. Cf. L.C. Allen, "Psalm 73: An Analysis",
TyndaZe BuZZet~n 33(1982),93-118 with a survey of earlier research (pp.
93-100). Allen proposes the following structure: vv.1-4.5-12.13-17.18-
20.21-28; cf. also B. Renaud, RHPhR 59(1979),543-544: vv.l.2-3.4-12.13-
17.18-26.27-28; K.J. Illmann, SEA 41-42(1976-1977) ,123-124: vv.1-2.3-12.
13-17.18-20.21-26.27-28; Krasovec 1984:39-40: vv.l.2-12.13-17.18-22.23-
28; Schelling 1985:31: vv.l/2-3.4-12.13-17/18-26/27-28. The structure of
Ps 73 was also elaborately discussed by Irsigler 1984:84-90.140-352. In
his opinion, however, the study of a strophical structure is of minor
importance for the interpretation of this Psalm, because it would not
lead to a better understanding of the way it is built up (pp.291-293).
He even maintains that a well-balanced strophical structure can only be
forced upon the text (cf. p.292, n.7). Instead, he restricts his study
of "mehrzeilige Einhei ten" to a "Gliederung in Ein-, Zwei- und Dreizei-
ler": vv.l.2-3.4-5.6-7.8-9.10-11.12.13-14.15-17.18.19_20.21_22.23-24.25-
26.27-28 (p.292).

Cf. Schmitt 1973:292; Irsigler 1984:287-288; and esp. Krasovec 1984:38-59.
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It begins with an axiom derived from traditional wisdom. This is ques-
tioned by the poet's observation of the prosperity and pride of the wicked
(stanza I) opposed to his own undeserved suffering (stanza II). According
to the last stanza the problem is solved by the poet's insight into the
real situation of the wicked and the faithful. Now he really understands,
by personal experience (cf. the use of ~lD in v. 28a with v.la!).

As was stated above, Ps 73 shows many similarities to the book of Jobl.

Ps 73:2-12 has a parallel in Job 21:7-34 and vv.13-16 describe in short

Job's struggle for justice and truth. At first glance the answer given in

Ps 73 might also have been given by one of Job's friends, who represent

the traditional wisdom. For it seeks the solution in paying attention to

the people's future (v.17; mark the use of the conventional words l'~ and

n'lnN). Like Job's friends the poet is convinced of the fact that the

wicked shall end badly (vv.18-20.27; cf. Job 18; 20 etc.). However, to

this solution, which was rejected by Job (ch.20), the poet of Ps 73 adds

a confession of trust in lasting communion with YHWH (vv.21-26.28). In its

turn this confession is very similar to what is said by Job in 19:25-272•

The assumed parallel with Job 19 is best illustrated by vv.25-26 in

which the poet states that all that matters is this lasting communion with

his god: "My portion is God forever" 3. As stated in Job 19: 26-27 a person's

physical state cannot be decisive here' (cf. the use of the verb ~7J in Ps

73:26 and Job 19:275). Like Job, the poet of Ps 73 had only come to this

relieving insight after a hard and painful struggle (vv.21-22). The main

difference from Job is that the poet of Ps 73 apparently had the possibil-

ity of thinking things over6. This may explain why he came to some sort of

compromise between the traditional statements of Job's friends and Job's

daring unconventional words. The poet of Ps 73 contemplates longer on the

hope for a lasting communion with his god formulated here as "being with

Thee". It is first contrasted with all other human desires (vv.25-26) and,

Cf. Luyten 1979:73-80.

Cf. Luyten 1979:77-80 and Gese 1982:172-174.

Cf. Von Rad 1971:241ff. and his TheoZogie des AZten Testaments, I,3rd ed.,
Mfrnchen 1960, pp.416ff. who sees a development of this expression from
Num 18:20, "YHWH is my part" expressing the economical state of the
Levite to the deep religious feeling of Ps 16:5 and 73:26.

, Cf. the remark of Gese 1982: 174, "Die Transzendenz der Gottesbeziehung
iiliersteigt die Grenzen physischen Existierens".

Cf. Luyten 1979:79 and Irsigler 1984:249.

Cf. Luyten 1979:81 calling Ps 73 a commentary on the book of Job.
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finally, the difference from the fate of the ungodly is noted (vv.27-28).

Like Job, the Psalmist primarily concerns himself with the relation to

his God and not with ideas about the afterlife. There can be no doubt,

however, that the latter are
influenced by the formerl. There are clear

references to the hope for a beatific afterlife. They
are prepared by the

descriptions of the way the Wicked wl."ll d
en . According to vv.18-19 their

death is dreadful and in v.20a they ar d
e compare to a dream fading away

(cf. Job 20:8). To this
description of their death as it can be seen by

the living v.20b adds a new element: "on ak "
aw enl.ng God shall despise their

image,,2. This has a clear parallel
in Ps 49:15, "In the morning their stat-

ure shall be devoured" 3. This parallel shows that Ps 73: 20b refers to the

expected desperate Situation of the wicked in th
ie world of the dead. They

cannot hope for God's help in the netherworld (cf. Ps 69:34 and 102:18

speaking of God who does not despise the prisoners and the poor). It is

important to note that this verse ascribes to God an actl."ve
role towards

the dead.

The idea of God "awakening" is not uncommon in the Old Testament (cf. Ps

7:7; 35:23; 44:24; and Job 8:6) and can be seen against the background of

the ancient Near Eastern anthropomorphic conceptl."on f do go s sleeping now
and then ", The connection of thl."s metaphor

with the netherworld in Ps 73:
20b, however, also associates it with the sun leaving the dark world of

the dead (cf. Ps 84:12 and Isa 60:1-2). It's• very interesting to note

that in Hos 6:3 the Israelites using the metaphor of revivification of the

dead by YHWH speak of YHWH's coming out which is as SUre as dawn. This

leads us to the assumption that the h 1
e p of God according to Ps 73:20b,

which is missed by the wicked dead, concerns a rescue from the miserable

situation in the netherworld. So this verse can be regarded as the nega-

tive counterpart of the hope as expressed in the inscription of Uriyahu.

Cf. Westermann, AusgewahZte PsaZmen, p.l05: "Der Gegensatz Diesseits-
Jenseits wird hier als solcher verneint und an seine Stelle tritt der
Gegensatz mit Gott-ohne Gott".

2 For D7Y denoting the shadowy state of the dead fc . Ps 39: 7.

So there is no need to emend the MT; against BHS and R J T 92
(1985),191-194 who translates "tu meprises leur stUPid~ ~pp~~:~~:.. RB

M.H.E. ~eipp~:t, NedThT 37(1983) ,284-287 refers in this connection to
Atrahasl.s I.1.l..~7-84; Enuma EZis I:59-69; V:125-130; VI;51-52.54 and to
an old BabYl~nl.an prayer to the gods of the night. Cf. also the Hittite
myth of Telepl.nus (cf. ANET, p.127a).
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sub stanza IlIa (vv.18-20) describes the end of the wicked as it is per-

ceived by the psalmist. The consistent antithetic structure of this psalm

that
'n substanza IIIb this is contrasted by the positive situ-

indicates ~
tion of the faithful who do have a future. This hope is based on the cov-

W'th YHWH: "I am with Thee". The twice repeated ex-
enantal relationship ~

" "" th Thee" 'e wi th YHWH, is very exceptional in the Old Tes-pressl.on W~ , ...... .,

f th belief in YHWH being
tament. Whereas the Old Testament 0 ten expresses e

1 attested only in Gen 5:22.24; 6:9; Exod 33:21;
with man , the reverse is

Zech 14:5·, and Ps 139:182
• It appears to be said

34:28; I Sam 2:21; 25:29;
ah Moses, Samuel, David, and even the

of very prominent people: Enoch, No ,

heavenly saints. The closest parallel to Ps 73 speaking of being with God

th 1 e relation to his God
is Ps 139:18b, in which the poet expresses e cos

with the words "when I awake 3 I am still with Thee". We may compare this

"I shall see thy face in righteousness, on awakening I shall
to Ps 17:15,

llIl
"age". We already saw that something similar is

be satisfied with thy

26 27 All four texts (Ps 17:15; 73:23; 139:18; and Job 19:
said in Job 19: - .
26-27) describe the .close relation between the faithful and YHWH which is

characteristic of Israel's heroes of faith as they are described in the

Old Testament. An important element of this close relation between the

faithful and YHWH is that it cannot be easily broken.

I Sam 25:29 speaks of being "in the bundle of the living with God". The

that th's blessing primarily concerns protection against
context shows ~
enemies, but it is understandable that this expression has been used in

later Jewish and Christian traditions as an indication of afterlife with

and the old Latin translation of Sirach 6: 16).
God (cf. Talmud Shabbat 152b

of the relation with YHWH reaching beyond the
Gen 5:24 explicitly speaks

border of death (see pp.267-268 above). YHWH's taking Enoch from this

of the fact that Enoch "walked with Him". It is
world is the consequence

th th's combination of "being with God" and God
hardly coinCidental at ~

cols.325-
Religion,cr. H.D. Preuss, ThWAT I, cols.485-500;. D ..vetter, T~A~ II,

328; and R. Albertz, Personliche Fro~gke~t und off~z~elle
stuttgart 1978, pp.81-87.

2 Cf. W. Grundmann, ThWAT VII, pp.779-780; H.D. Preuss, ThWA"T II, col.490;
- D eu RSR 51 (1977),

R. winling, "Une maniere de dire le salut: etre avec ~ ,
89-139; and A. Meinhold, ThLZ 107(1982) ,253.

3 There is no need to emend the MT (cf. BHS) because of the cle~r p~~~~~l
in Ps 17:15 (see below). The psalmist pr~bablY refers3~~ ~2;.~)
tion against dangers symbolized by the n~ght (cf. Ps . an ••
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"taking" the faithful also appears in Ps 73:23-241; especially if we take

into account the fact that v.23 emphasizes that this communion with God

must be everlasting (cf. also v.26b). The poet probably expects for him-

self something similar as what had happened to Enoch. It becomes clear

what precisely he thought this would be, when we see that vv.23-24 are

contrasted with v.20b. This can be compared to the parallel passage in Ps

49:15-16: after the description of the wicked who perish in the world of

the dead (cf. 73:20b) it is said of the poet himself that he is expected

to be rescued from the netherworld as he is "taken" by YHWH. So Ps 73:24b

probably also refers to the hope of being released from the netherworld

and not being left there (cf. v.20b) 2. Of course, death will take him away

from the world of the living (cf. the use of the verb nv7 in Jer 15:15;

Ezek33:4.6;and Prov 24:11), but he hopes for his God to take him from the

world of the dead. In this regard there is a clear difference between the

hope for beatific afterlife according to Ps 73 and the traditions about

the assumption of Enoch and Elijah: whereas Enoch and Elijah are said not

to have experienced death, the poet of Ps 73 expresses the same hope as

Uriyahu, viz. to be rescued from the netherworld, i.e., after death3.

The assumption that "to be with YHWH" can refer to beatific afterlife

is supported by ancient Near Eastern conceptions of blissful afterlife

as being with the gods. The closest parallels come from Canaan: the cycli-

cal conception of beatific afterlife as a regular release from the nether-

world is described as "counting the years with Baal" (KTU 1. 17:Vr.28) and

"eating and drinking with Hadad" (KAI 214: 17) (see p.158 above). We also

have to note, however, a basic difference between these ancient Canaanite

conceptions and Ps 73: whereas the positive expectations of the Canaanites

are clearly related with monthly and annual rituals for the dead, the

Yahwistic hope is primarily based on the intimate and everlasting nature

of the relation with YHWH.

A comparison with the way beatific afterlife is described in the Wisdom

of Solomon is also very illuminating. As in Ps 73 this expectation is based

Cf. Irsigler 1984:270.

We cannot agree with Ramorosan 1984 who sees a difference between the
conceptions of beatific afterlife in Ps 49 and Ps 73, the former stat-
ing that the just dwell for a certain period in the netherworld, the
latter assuming no intermediate period.

Cf. Schmitt 1973:302.
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on the hope for a lasting communion with God; cf. Wisdom 3:1, "The souls

of the just are in God's hand". In the book of Wisdom, however, we find

nothing of a resurrection of the dead or of God taking the faithful from

the netherworld. Instead, it uses the conception of the immortal soul.

This can be ascribed to Greek influence. Nevertheless, we notice the

same principle, viz. lasting communion with God. The difference from con-

ceptions such as those in Dan 12 and Ps 73 is merely a matter of how things

are worked out. Then foreign conceptions, be it Greek or Canaanite, could be

used.

It has become clear that in Ps 73 the first stichos and the last word

of the second strophe of sub stanza IIIb refer to hope for a beatific after-

life. This indicates that probably the whole strophe has to be' interpreted

within this framework. The hope that God will seize one's right hand (v.

23b) has been ccmpared to the annual Babylonian enthronement ritual in

which the god legitimizes the king by seizing his hand!. This may offer a

plausible background of Isa 45:1, but within the context of Ps 73 it is

much more likely that we have to do with the common way of expressing the

hope for help from one's god. For this we have clear parallels in Mesopo-

tamian prayers2. In the Old Testament this meaning of "to take the (right)

hand" is attested in Isa 41:13; 42:6; and Jer 31:32. This last text shows

that there is probably no basic difference between this statement and the

following one in v.24a about God guiding the faithful. For it is said here

that God "took them by the hand and led them out of Egypt (cf. also Ps 139:

10 for the wordpair TnN/onl). Like Jer 31:32, Ps 73:23b-24a probably refers

to the hope that God will lead the faithful out of a situation of distress

(cf. the use of onJ in Ps 31:4-5; 107:30; and 139:10), which includes a

stay in the netherworld, be it metaphorically or literally. For both in-

l' . hb 3terpretations we have parallels in the literature of Israe s nelg ours.

! Cf. H. Gressmann, Der Messias, FRLANT 43, Gottingen 1929, pp.60-61; E.
Wurthwein, "Erwagungen zum Psalm 73", in Peet eohx-if't: fUr A. Ber-tho'ie t ,
ed. W. Baumgartner et al., TUbingen 1950, pp.532-549; esp. pp.542ff.;
Kraus, Psalmen, pp.671-672; and Schmitt 1973:273-274.

2 Cf. J.A. Soggin, ThWAT III, col.660; De Moor 1978A:138; and Schel~~ng
1985:120. See for Mesopotamian parallels M.-J. Seux, Hymnes et pr~eres
aux dieux de Babyl-onie et d'Assyrie, Paris 1976, pp.142.179.464.

3 Cf Ludlul: bel- nemeqi IV,4-8: "He (i.e., Marduk) restored me to health,
he' rescued me [from the pit], he summoned me [from] destruction •.• he
pulled me from the Hubur river, •.• he took my hand (cf. ANET, 1'.600);
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A perfect illustration of this is the hand pictured below the
inscription

of Uriyahu. As was demonstrated above, thl'S probably
represents the hand

of YHWH seizing the deceased to deliver him from the distress of the
netherworld.

The first two words of 24b h 1
v. ave a ways greatly troubled the exegetes.

These words have been interpreted in many ways. 1nN can be regarded as the

preposition "with" and 'T1J.:l as the glory of the fal.thful1.
It is also poss-

ible to translate 1nN as "towards,,2. A third possibility is to take it as

"behind" and interpret 'T1J.:l as the glory of YIlWH. Ps 73: 24b would then de-

scribe something like Exod 33:18-233.

If possible, the interpretation of these enigmatic words has to be based

on the analYSis of the structure of thl'S Psalm, b
ecause this has already

proved to be of great help for its exegesis. In the first place we note

the chiastic structure of the strophe to which v.24b belongs4• The clear
parallel with Gen 5:24, "being with God" next to God

"taking" EnOch, shows
that v.24b is closely connected with v.23a. We also mentioned the parallel
between v. 23b and v 24 th h th

• a roug e word-pair TnN/onl. Secondly, 1nl'<in v.

24b can be explained satisfactorily When it is regarded as indicating One

of the antitheses which are characteristic of this Psalm, viz. the contrast

between the end (n'1nN) of the wicked (v.17b) and the end of the faithfuls•

The difficult grammatical construction of v.24b can be explained if we as-

sume that the relation with n'1nl'< is not just formal, but that 1nN has the

same (temporal) meaning. The connection with v.17b also indicates that

'T1J.:l has to be interpreted as referring to the faithful describing their

ultimate fate as Opposed to that of the wicked (vv.18-20). Instead of cor-

ruption they receive glory. Real glory can only be the gift of God (cf. ps

3: 4; 62: 8; and 84: 12) and has to be distinguished, therefore, from the glory

c~. also ~e following prayer: "Ergreif seine Hand, dass de in Knecht
nlcht ve~lchtet werde" (cf. A. Falkenstein and W. von Soden, Sumerisahe
und Akkad~sahe Hymnen und Gebete, Zurich/Stuttgart 1953, pp.263-264).
~e Egyptlans prayed to Re that he would take the hand of the deceased
ln order to_take him with him on his way out of the netherworld; cf.
W. Barta, LA IV, col. 164.

Cf. Schmitt 1973:298-301.

2 Cf. Irsigler 1984:44-50.

Cf. A. Caquot, Semitiaa 21(1971) ,50.

Cf. Westermann, AusgewahZte Psal-men, p.l04.

Cf. Irsigler 1984:49 and Krasovec 1984:51-56.
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which is based solely on one's rJ.chness1 For the glory of the rich "does

not go down after him" when he dies (Ps 49:17-18). And the words of the

poet of Ps 73 who knows that he will always be with his God (v.23a) are

the counterpart of the sceptical remark of Koheleth: "And afterwards

(",m<) to the dead" (Eccles 9: 3 ). Instead, the Psalmist appears to hope

to be taken away from the dead to be with his God.

With regard to the relation to Canaanite conceptions of afterlife it is

worth quoting Von Rad on Ps 73: "Hier ist also eine Jenseitshoffnung. Dass

im Bereich der Kanaanaischen Mythologie eine solche mindestens da undo dort

lebendig und also Israel auch bekannt war, ist langst erkannt •• Dass

Israel zu dieser mythologischen Auferstehungshoffnung keinen Zugang fand,

das ist sein Ruhm. In den Kreisen dieser Spiritualen aber hat slch etwas

anderes ereignet. Absolut unmagisch und unmythologisch wuchs hier eine Zu-

versicht, die sich allein aus der Gewissheit der Unzerstorbarkeit einer

Lebensgemeinschaft ergab, die Gott angeboten hatte"z. Von Rad is right in

characterizing the hope in YHWH after death as "absolut unmagisch und un-

my thologisch" , but it cannot be maintained any more that the poet of Ps 73

was not influenced by the Canaanite mythology of death and the Canaanite

cult of the dead. The hope of being with YHWH resulting in YHWH taking the

faithful from the netherworld has a clear parallel in the Canaanite belief

in the relation of the rp'um with Baal. We even found a trace of the same

cyclical conception of afterlife in the description of the fate of the

wicked.

For several reasons the poet of Ps 73 could no longer deny that YHWH does

"work wonders for the dead" (Ps 88: 11). He was forced to come to this con-

clusion because of the tension between his absolute trust in his God and

the negative experiences of life. The belief in YHWH having power over

life and death could only lead to the conclusion that death is not the

end of the communion with YHWH. This idea was prepared already in the

traditional wisdom by proverbs like Prov 12:28 and 15:24
3
• As the relation

1 Cf. J.W. McKay, SJTh 31(1978) ,168-169.

Z Von Rad 1971:245; cf. also his Theologie des Alten Testaments, I, pp.
419-420 and Kraus, TheoZogie der Psalmen, p.219.

3 See for the difference of opinion among scholars with regard to the in-
terpretation of these proverbs p.312, n.l above: It has be~n demonstrated
on p.23 below that Prov 14:32 probably has noth~ng to do w~th the after-
life, but for Prov 12:28 and 15:24 this relation cannot be excluded.
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of Ps 73 with both the sayings of Job and the opinion of his friends shows,

it would be wrong to distinguish too strictly between a traditional wisdom

which restricts its hopes to this life and later reactions to this extend-

ing the hope towards the beyond.

Finally, it should be noted that a Psalm like Ps 73 which is related to

the wisdom literature could probably more easily take over elements from

folk religion than cultic Psalmsl. On the other hand we should not disre-

gard the apparent reticence in this matter: the accent is on YHWH and not

on the afterlife itself. And there is no trace of the Canaanite belief

which connects its hope for beatific afterlife with the myth of Baal and

with monthly and annual cultic ceremonies. So in this respect Von Rad is

certainly right when he speaks of "unmagisch und unmythologisch". The re-

lation with the Canaanite conceptions of afterlife, however, is more com-

plex than he assumed.

3.5.2.4. PSALM 49

Ps 49 discusses the same problem as Ps 73 and also arrives at similar

conclusions. The close relation between these Psalms is indicated by the

fact that they use the same keywords; cf. (n'),nN in 49:14 and 73:17.24;

nv~ in 49:16 and 73:24; and 1113 in 49:17-18 and 73:24. The rare form 1n~
appears in both Ps 49:15 and 73:9. Other words appearing in both Psalms

are 'Yl/onol (49:11.13.21 and 73:22), 'vl (49:15 and 73:14), o~)(49:15

and 73:19), and 1') (49:21 and 73:17).

The relation between Ps 49 and Ps 73 can be compared to the relation

between Ps 73 and Job 19. The poet of Ps 49 appears to be less involved

in the problem he describes. He regards the matter with more detachment.

It has been assumed that in Ps 49 the insights of Ps 73 have been further

developed. Duhm states: "Der Dichter kennt wie der VOn Ps 73 eine Unsterb-

lichkeitslehre, die nur dem Frommen gilt. der von Ps 73 hat die Lehre

in den heiligen Mysterien seiner Religion kennengelernt, unser Autor be-

handelt sie als etwas Feststehendes"z.

Cf. Von Rad, Weisheit in Ierael., p.31 for the connection of wisdom with
the common citizen and ibid., pp.240-244 on the difference between wis-
dom and cult.

Z B. Duhm, Die Psa'lmen , 2nded., TUbingen 1922, p.140;cf. also Coppens 1957:17.
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3. conceptions of Beatific Afterli e

regarded by many scholars as more

this psalm has presented many prob-
The difficult Hebrew text of Ps 49 is

ted And the structure of
or less corrup • 'bl to

tool. Nevertheless, it appears to be pOSSL e

to the MT and to discern a well-
lems to its commentators

a translation which mainly adheresgive

balanced strophical structure:

Ia 2 Hear this, all you peoples;
. hab't the world,

give ear, all who ~n. ~
3 all mankind, every lLvLng man,

rich and poor alike:

4 M mouth shall speak wisdom;. . .
y the meditation of my heart LS LnsLght.

5 I '11 incline my ear to a proverb;
~LWill solve2 my riddle with the lyre.

Ib 6
days of evil?
surround me?
wealth

f 'd"n theWh do I have to be a raL L 4
~WhY) does the guilt of my pas~

7 There are those who trust in.theLr
and boast of their great rLchness.

8 However, no man can ransom himself;
t pay his price to God:

he canno of their life is too preciouS.
9 the ransom 5

And forever will stop (their boast)

cholarly complaints about the Hebrew
1 Cf the survey of the numerous ~ . 24-25 on the different propo-

• Casetti 1982:17-18 and LbLd., pp.
text by the structure of Ps 49.
sals with regard to h .n the Old Testament,

ili'nnn9 appears only ere L ( f
2 Although the expression I d by a number of scholars c.

nd the MT as propose .
there is no need to erne . ilar expression occurs Ln
the survey by Casetti 1982:274), becsaeUcsreet~.s~~AHw, p.860.. ' . t..... Uto open a ,.
Akkadian: p~~st~ pe u, ositive statement: there is no

, This phrase is usually ~egarded a~ :~n thinks of a quote of ~he people
need for man to be afraLd. ~ase~~Lthe psalms, however, quotatLo~s are
mentioned in v.7 (pp.179-18 ). l'k 1 that v 6a is meant negatLvely,
clearly marked. It is also more Ley .on ~f trust. "I shall not fear"
i. e., as a reversal of the common expressL .

(cf. Ps 46:3).
" cf. Casetti 1982:177.

If L'terally "my footprints ; .~ to the context is a
9 10 and their relatLon '11

5 The interpretation of vv. - 9' glosS but this would StL
d' to BHS v, LS a, t -

vexing problem. Accor Lng 't've statement in v.l0. we ten a
leave us with the proble~ of th: ~~s~i~ v.9b. This ancient interpre~a-
tively Suggest a connectLon ~~. i982:201) is supported by the followLng
tion (cf. the surv.ey by Case LIt d to v 8 by the use of the word

9 . losely re a e· th
arguments: 1. v. a LS C d t' hos of this verse it applies e
11'i9 (cf. v.8a); as the thir

h
s LC Ie mentioned in vv.6-7; 2. in the

general statement of v. 8 to t e peop 9b is connected with v , 10
of a common term, v. . t' f

same way, by the use . t'cha appears to be characterLs LC 0

(o~lY~/n~l~);3. the use of t~LS L
the

verb ~in is also used to indicate
this sub stanza (cf. vv.11-12) , 4.
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10 that one would live forever
and never see the Pit.

11 For one sees wise men die;
at the same time the fool and the stupid perish;

and they leave their wealth to others.
12 Their gravesl are their eternal homes,

their dwellings for generation to generation;
people will call their names on earth2

•

IIa 13 Yea, a man with wealth does not abide;
he is like the beasts that are destroyed.

14 This is the way of .those who have confidence for themselves
and the end of those who have delight in their own words.

15 Like sheep they are placed in Sheol;
death shall pasture them;

the just shall rule over them.
In the morning their stature shall be devoured';

the stopping of people's boasting in Isa 24:8; 5. as in v.19b,the assumed
quotation begins with an imperfectum ooneecutriinon ('n',). The cons t.ruct.Lon
is admittedly uncommon. Maybe the word we have to add in our translation
has fallen out in the Hebrew text after ~in' (we can think of the word
O~~il, "their boasting"; cf. v.7). It would explain why v.9b is relatively
short. This word would have been preceded by a Uvned, because the verb
7in is normally constructed with the preposition ~. We might assume,
therefore, a case of homoioarkton.

Read 01~v instead of D~lv;cf. BHS.

2 Verse 12b is usually translated as "they name lands with their names".
The context, however, points to a meaning parallel tc v.11b. Just as v.
11a and v.12a describe the dying of man, both v.11b and v.12b tell us
what is left of man: his possessions, which he has to leave to others,
and his name. The exceptional form n'OiN can be explained as a grammati-
cal peculiarity of this Psalm; cf. also the uncommon form nlO~n in v.4 .
According to Dahood, PsaLms, I, p.299 these words have the Phoenician
feminine ending; cf. also the forms nOiN and nOJn in KAI 26:I.13 and
145:3.

The proposed emendations to this "corrupt" verse are numerous (cf. BHS).
It appears, however, to be possible to retain the MT except for just one
minor change: read 011~',"their stature" ins.tead of Ketibh DVY' and
Qere DllY'; cf. J.C. de Moor, in Bewerken en bewaren, Fs K. Runia, Kam-
pen 1982, p.44, n.52 who proposes to read 01~' lv~~; cf. also UF 1(1969),
187, n.148. This word also appears in Job 17:7 where it is used in a
similar context. For Job tells how he is in the power of death: "my
stature is like a shadow". Apparently a scribe has erroneously changed
the waw and yod of this rare word in Ps 49:15. Thereupon lv~~ was con-
nected by the Massoretes with the first part of this verse. Sheol as a
devourer is a well-known conception in the Old Testament; cf. Isa 5:14;
Hab 2:5; Ps 141:7; Job 15:30; Prov 1:12; and Eccles 6:7 (cf. Tromp 1969:
107-110.125-128). See for this use of the verb il~~ Lam 3:4. See for the
grammatical construction GK §114h. Interpreted in this way Ps 49:15 has
a clear parallel in Ps 73:20 (see p.321 above).
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Sheol is its ruler1.

16 However, God will ransom my life;
He will surely2 take me from the hand of Sheol.

lIb 17 Do not be afraid when a man becomes rich;
when the glory of his house increases.

18 For at his death he shall take nothing;
his glory shall not go down after him.

19 Though he may bless his soul during his life: ,,3
"They praise you because you do well for yourself ,

20 et it' shall go to the generation of his fathers,
y who shall never see the light.

21 A man with wealth, but who does not understand,
is like the beasts that are destroyed.

W otice the following strophical structure: 2.2./2.2.2//2.2.1/2.2.1.
Ps :9

n
consists of two stanzas of equal length, viz. ten.verses. Each st~za

.s divided into two sub stanzas which in their turn oon si.at;of ~ree strop es
~'th the exception of the first substanza. This corresponds w~th the con-
~~nts of this Psalm, because this first part (vv.2-5) is clearly separated
from the rest as its prologue. Substanza Ib can be regarded as ~ el~orate
d . t' n of the problem of Ps 49; the solution which was pro~sed ~n Ia
.esc~~p ~~ IIa (vv 13-16) This leads to a correction in lIb (vv.17-21) of~s qa.ven ~n . .
what was said before in lb. . . .

. f' d by a number of formal ~nd~cat~ons.
The proposed structure ~~ con :rme 7 '~~'-7J (v 2b)/D'~ 'J~ (v.3a) is

The stanzas are marked by ~nclus~on: , n . ( 13) .
paralleled by n1n'~ in v.12b; the beginning of the second st~za vf the~s
nearly literally repeated at the end (v.21) (cf. Ps ~). As n~~ (er~)o n~ (v
beginning of a new strophe or sub stanza can be ment:oned.' ~4 'd 16 •
8) IN (v 16) and the imperative of v.17. The n70-s~gns ~n vv. ~

'k the ~nd of the first and last strophe of substanza IIa. The m~ddle
~~~oPhe of this sub stanza (v.15) is characterized by the external i~r~l-

lelism via 71~~ (inclusion). The assumed.relation.b~~~e~vv~~~ ~~ 17a~: ~1
illustrated by the many words they have ~n comm

8
on. d 17) lV' (vv.9a.13a

b d 17b) 1~~ (vv 7b and 17a) , ~,~ (vv. a.an a,
~'~la~ ~~J (~.9a.16a·and 19a) , n~J (vv.10a and 20b) , and n~1 (vv.l0b

and 20b). ff t
Casetti bases his interpretation of this psalm on a quite di eren

structures. As a starting-point he takes the equal length
analysis of the

17 7~Tn appears to be parallel to D~ 1,1'. For this reason we connect it
with Ugaritic zbl., "lord"; cf. HAL, p.252b.

2 W regard'J as an emphatiC particle. The Massoretes appear to have seen
e . t' and therefore connected 71~~-,'n with v.16a., maybe

it as a conjune ~on, .' . th fter
because of their interpretation of this verse as referr~ng to e a -
life; cf. coppens 1957:10 and wachter 1967:196, n.75.

ak' 19b as a quotation of
The change of subject is best explained by t ~ng ~. II KVHS Kampen

. h f N H Ridderbos De Psa~men" ,
supporters of the ra c ; c. ., '. etti 1982: 242-247.
1973, p.145; Van der Ploeg, Psalmen, I, p.306, and Cas

to "his soul" in v.19; cf. Casetti 1982:248.
• ~1~n probably refers

S Casetti 1982:25-34.
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of the lines in vv.6-10 and vv.16-20. This would point to a close relation
between these two parts of the Psalm. In his opinion this is confirmed by
the use of many similar words (cf. the remarks above on the relation be-
tween sub stanzas Ib and lIb). According to Casetti vv.11-15 consist of
longer lines, viz. tristicha, whereas he also notices a difference in
style between these verses and vv.6-10.16-20. This analysis is used by Ca-
setti as an argument for the theory that Ps 49 is built up of different
layers. The "Grundpsalm" would be vv.11-15.21; the prologue (vv.2-5) and
vv.6-10.16-20 would have been added later as a reaction to the pessimistic
view of the poet of vv.11-15. We cannot agree with the method of the struc-
tural analysis by Casetti, nor with the results of this analysis. Whereas
Casetti bases his analysis on the counting of letters, we seek regularity
in the number of substanzas, strophes and, to a lesser degree, verses in
larger units. So we prefer a less strict approach (see the remarks on this
subject on pp.216-217 above). With regard to the strophical structure this
leads to a more satisfying result showing a clear coherence of the whole
Psalm.

According to Casetti the proverb (7~n) mentioned in v.5a refers to vv.
11-15, whereas the riddle (n,'n) of v.5b denotes the solution to the prob-
lem given in vv.16-201. It is better, however, to assume, as is indicated
by the strophical st.ructure, a connection between the proverb of v.5a and
vv.13.21 in which man is compared (7~n:) to beasts2• It is important to
note that the parallelism between v.5a and v.5b is not synonymous. The
poet says that he wants to listen to the proverb and to solve the riddle .
Apparently he wants to solve the riddle with the proverb. This tallies
with the difference between the proverb and the riddle in the wisdom lit-
erature, as it is formulated by McKane: "The 'proverb' may initially pres-
ent a barrier to understanding, but when it is intuited it throws a bril-
liant light on the situation it fits. The function of the riddle is to
mystify and baffle; it is deliberately enigmatic" 3. According to Perdue
the riddle of Ps 49 is formulated in v.21 (in his translation): "Man is
an ox, for he has no understanding; he is like fattened cattle who are
dumb". The solution would have been given already in v.13: "A wealthy man
cannot abide; he is like fattened cattle who are slaughtered"'. In our
opinion Perdue's proposal can be improved in some points. First, it is
not necessary to emend the MT. Then, there may have been a more logical
order of the riddle and its solution. The riddle seems to be formulated in
vv.6-7 directly after it was announced: "Why do I (who am righteous) have
to be afraid, whereas wealthy men boast of their great richness". The pro-
verb offering the solution is v.13, "a man with wealth does not abide",
and in v.21, "A man with wealth, but who does not understand, is like the
beasts that are destroyed". Together, vv.13 and 21 form a perfect proverb
with a beautiful wordplay, viz. of the words 1'7 (v.13a) and 1'~ (v.21a).

Ibid., pp.273.275.

Cf. Duhm, Die Psalmen, p.199; W.R. Taylor, Interpreter's Bible, IV, New
York 1955, p.255; and Coppens 1957:8.

McKane, Proverbs, p.23; cf. also T. Polk, "Paradigms, Parables, and
mesaUm: on Reading the maeal: in Scripture", CBQ 45(1983),564-583; esp.
p.577 and H.-P. Muller, "Der Begriff 'Ratsel' im Alten Testament", VT 20
(1970) ,465-489.

L.G. Perdue, "The Riddle of Psalm 49", JBL 93 (1974) ,533-542; cf. esp. p ,
539.
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By the use of different negative particles this wordplay is emphasized, be-
cause in this way the change of ~ and 7 is stressed: 1'7'-7~ is replaced

by 1'l' 1'171.
This solution is characteristic of traditional wisdom: he who has nO

understanding is compared to beasts (cf•.Job 18:2-3) and life is only
given to people with understanding (cf. Prov 24:14 and the use of 1'7 in
Prov 15:31). To them is also given insight into the real situation of the
wicked, who may seem to prosper, but will appear to be on the brink of (pre-

mature) death (cf. Ps 73:17).

Compared with Ps 73, this Psalm describes more explicitly what will hap-

pen to the wicked after death. What is hinted at in Ps 73:20b, "on awaken-

ing Thou dost despise their image", appears to have been worked out in Ps

49:15. There is no more hope for them after death, because for them death

shall take the place of YHWH: "death is their shepherd". So they cannot

hope to be guided by YHWH out of the situation of distress (cf. Ps 23:1.4).

Instead, they shall be devoured by their shepherd himself
z

. The sarcasm of

this statement becomes apparent when we realize that the poet may have had

in mind positive conceptions of afterlife from Egypt and Canaan about a

god guiding the dead as a shepherd'. To this is added that the morning

shall bring no release from the netherworld, as expected by the Egyptians.

Instead, the wicked rich are swallowed by the realm of darkness (cf. v. 20).

Their fate is opposed to the post-mortal situation of the just, who shall

rule over the wicked. But this only concerns the relation of the just to

the wicked in the netherworld. What is more important here, is the belief

that the just shall be taken from there by God (v.16b). Compared with Ps

73:24b this hope is more clearly expressed by adding "from the hand of

Sheol" .
In Ps 49 this hope with regard to life after death is opposed to the at-

1 cf. Casetti 1982:85. He also noticed the transfer of the , from the be-
ginning in v.13 to the middle of v.21 (ibid., p.156). We tentatively
suggest the existence of a proverb 1'7' 7l 'J 1':1' 1'17ON, "if one does
not comprehend, one will not stand". A similar wordplay can be found in

Isa 7:9.
The same reversal of this metaphor can be found in Ezek 34:10; cf. N.
Tromp, Ons geestelijk Leven 45 (1968-1969) ,245. Cf. also KTU 1.4:VII.15-20.

3 Casetti 1982:131 mentions the Egyptian god Mechenti-irti in this role.
J.C. de Moor, adds a reference to Baal Hadad (in Bewerken en bewaren, Fs
K. Runia, Kampen 1982, pp.41-45). The same metaphor is attested on early
christian tomb stones; cf. T. Klauser, "Der Schaftrager als Gelei ter der
Seele auf ihrer Jenseitsreise", in Jenseitsvorstellungen in Antike und
Christentum, Fs A. Steiber, Jahrbuch fur Antike und Christentum, Ergan-
zungsband 9, MUnchen 1982, pp.225-227 + Pl.12.
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tempts of the rich to secure their well-being in the afterlife. This con-

trast is clearly indicated by the use of the verb nv7 in v.18a: the rich

man may try to take his glory with him when he dies, but he fails. On the

other hand the glory of the faithful man (cf. Ps 73:241) is that his God

shall certainly take him from the netherworld.

In v.18 we find a reference to the attempt to let the glory achieved

during one's life continue after death by erecting a monument and securing

a rich funeral with many grave-goods2
• It takes up 11 12vv. - describing the

death of all men and telling what is left of them. In their turn vv.11-12

are a reaction to the boast of the rich (vv.9-10; cf. the repetition of

~Ml in vv.10-11). They may expect never t th. 0 see e Pit, but instead they

w11l have to admit that everyone dies and that very little will be left

of them. Instead of eternal life comes the "eternal home", which is a well-

known euphemism of the grave'. The eternal life they expect for themselves

can be compared to the pretension of the oppressor of Isa 14 to live for-

ever like the moon and like the sun, who tre urns every morning from his

journey through the netherworld th"as e son of dawn". Exactly this hope

for beatific afterlife' d . d .1S en i.e a.n v. 15: "In the morning their stature

shall be devoured" and in v. 20: "You shall go to the generation of your

fathers, who shall never see the light". As 16 hv. sows, the possibility of

leaving the netherworld is not rejected in itself. What matters here is

the relationship with YHWH; only He can ransom one's life from death (v.

16a; cf. vv.8-9). It is this understanding of the implications of commu-

nion with YHWH with regard to one's death which distinguishes the wise man

from the fool, who is like the beasts (cf. Ps 73:22) that are destroyed.

In both the description of what shall happen to the wicked after death

and the way in which the hope of the faithful for YHWH .W1th regard to the

afterlife is formulated Ps 49 is clearly related to Ps 73. It is very

likely that the poet of Ps 49 knew Ps 73 and has developed the ideas he

found there. In the same way Ps 73 can be regarded as the continuation of

the line of thought found in Job 19. So we come to the following sequence:

The relation between Ps 49:18 and Ps 73:24 was also noticed by Schmitt
1973: 300-301.

Cf. Ridderbos, De Psalmen, II, p.144.

Cf. E. Jenni, THAT II, col.242; Casetti 1982:67-70; Spencer 1982:72; and
E. Puech, RB90(1983) ,485.
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Job 19:25-27 - Ps 73 - Ps 491• Unfortunately, it is very difficult to go

beyond this relative dating. A date of these texts in the fifth or fourth

century B.C. seems to be most likely2. So we have to assume that it took a

long time before the hope for afterlife as expressed in the tomb inscription

of Uriyahu was accepted in the more official Yahwistic literature.

3.5.2.5. PSALM 16

Other Psalms mentioned in connection with the hope for beatific afterlife

are Ps 16 and Ps 17. As was remarked on p.313, n.5 above, it is doubtful

whether Ps 17: 15 originally referred to more than this life. Ps 16, however,

is more promising in this regard3• We propose the following translation and

strophical structure:

Preserve me, God, for I take refuge in Thee.

I 2 I say' to YHWH: "Thou art my lord;
I have no good apart from Thee."

3 With regard to the "saints" who are in the earth
and the "mighty" who only have delight in themselves 5 :

4 their sorrows are many,
they hurry back6.

I will not pour out their libations of blood
and I will not take their names upon my lips.

5 YHWH is my alloted portion and cup;
it is Thou who holdest my lot.

6 The lines fall for me in pleasant places;
yea, the heritage is good to me.

II 7 I bless YHWH who gives me counsel; 7
yea, in the night my kidneys instruct me •

Cf. Coppens 1957:19.

Cf. Schmitt 1973:249-252.302-309; Casetti 1982:285; Irsigler 1984:371;
and Schelling 1985:221-222.

Cf. Quintens 1979; Beuken 1980; and Kaiser 1980.

4 nlOM is seriptio defeetiva for 'nlOM; cf. also n~nl for 7n~nl in v.6.

5 The ' of 'ygn can be interpreted as yod eompaginis
6 1100 lnN, which is literally translated here, can be interpreted as de-

noting their being taken to the netherworld; cf. the Akkadian name of the
ferryman who brings the dead across the river of death, Humut-tabal,
"take away huriedly" (cf. D.O. Edzard, WM 1/1, p.132).

This unusual expression has a parallel in KTU 1.16:VI. 26, "his gullet
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8 I keep YHWH always before mel;
truly, at my right hand; I shall not stumble.

9 Therefore, my heart rejoices
and my glory2 exults;

yea, my flesh shall rest in confidence.
10 For Thou wilt not leave my soul in Sheol;

nor let thy faithful one see the Pit.

11 Thou wilt let me know the path of life.
Fulness of joy is in thy presence;

in thy right hand pleasures for evermore.

Ps 16 can be divided into a heading consisting of a prayer to God (v.l)
followed by two stanzas each built up of three strophes 3. This is supported
in the first place by the inclusion of stanza I by the repetition of 010' and
onM (vv.2 and 5) and of stanza II by the repetition of PIP (vv.8b and l1b);
cf. also l'On in v.8a paralleled by nYl in v.llb. Both stanzas begin in a
similar way: "I say to YHWH: 'Thou art my lord'" (v.2a) and "I bless YHWH"
(v.7a). And the end of stanza II reminds us of the last verse of stanza I,

because it repeats the word OMl.

This analysis of the strophical structure helps us to get a clear over-
view of the contents of this Psalm. The prayer for help in v.1 is based on
the trust of the Psalmist in YHWH. According to stanza I YHWH is unlike the
"saints who are in the earth" (vv.2-3). The faithful poet is not like those
who follow these other gods (v.4). He knows that YHWH is good to him (vv.
5-6). In the second stanza the continuity of the fellowship with YHWH is
emphasized: YHWH shall not abandon the faithful one during the night (v.7)..
nor when he is endangered by death (v.l0).

The element of trust is predominant in this Psalm. In this regard Ps 16

differs from Ps 49 and Ps 73, in which the troubles of the poet playa

more prominent part. On the other hand we can notice some important paral-

lels, viz. the use of ygn (v.3; cf. 73:24); the calling of the names (v.

4b; cf. 49: 12b); YHWH as "my portion" (v.5; cf. Ps 73:26); YHWH's counsel

(v.7a; cf. 73: 24; cf. also the mentioning of the right hand in both texts);

the glory of the faithful (v.9a; cf. 73: 24); the rescue from Sheol (v.l0a;

instructed him" (ywsrnn ggnh); cf. J. C. de Moor, K. Spronk, UF 14 (1982) ,189f.

According to H. Bardtke, in Wort, LiedundGottessprueh, Fs J. Ziegler, ed.
J. Schreiner, Wurzburg 1972, pp.24-25 the expression(')lAl~, which is
also used in Ps 18:23; 39:2; 50:8; 54:5; 86:14, is a "vorsichtige Formu-
lierung". The poet speaks cautiously of the communion with his God.

There is no need to change 11:13, "glory", into 1:13, "liver", as proposed
for this text and also for Ps 7:6; 30:13; 57:9 and 108:2 by P. Stenmans,
ThWAT IV, co1.22 and Wolff 1977:104. J.W. McKay, "My Glory - A Mantle of
Praise", SJTh 31(1978) ,167-172 has demonstrated that 11:13 has a special
meaning in this context. It denotes "something like a faculty of joyous
praise that is God-given and is exercised in reaction to God's vivifying
and glorifying activity" (p.172). Cf. also Gese 1977:47, n.4.

Cf. Van der Lugt 1980:228-231.
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49:16); and the hope not to see the Pit (v.10b; cf. 49:10b). Such a large

number of similarities shows affinity of mind, but it does not prove that

Ps 16 also refers to the hope for YHWH after death.

A famous crux interpretwn is the identity of the "saints" in v.31• The

construction of the first strophe shows that these saints are opposed to

God2
• The words spoken to them can be regarded as a negative statement:

they are not in heaven like the other beings called "saints" (cf. Ps 89:

6-8 and Zech 14:5), but "in the earth". We have to assume that Y1N denotes

in this context the netherworld3• Just as we have Anunnaki both in heaven

and on earth in Babylonian mythology, so we have rp'wn who are "celestials"

and rp'wn who dwell in the earth. So we also have "saints" in Israel who

are both above and below'. Apparently the "saints" of Ps 16 are comparable

to the oppressor of Isa 14 who is said to have fallen from heaven and to

have been cut down to the earth. The assumed association with deified dead

is supportedby the fact that these "saints" are called "mighty" I because

the same word is used as an epithet of a venerated dead hero in the Phoe-

nician inscription of the fifth or fourth century which was discussed on

pp.210-211 above.

The cult of these mighty saints is described in v.4aB-4b. The libations

of blood, which are only mentioned here in the Old Testament, can be ex-

plained as sacrifices of life, that is in the blood (cf. Lev 17:14), to

the deads and the calling of the names of the dead is an essential element

of the cult of the dead (see p.191 above).

In the Old Testament the term D'~1~can denote the lower deities sur-

rounding YHWH6• Ps 16 seems to point to the fact that prominent dead could

be reckoned among YHWH's host (cf. the traditions about Elijah and Elisha

1 Cf. the survey by Beuken 1980:376-379; in his opinion they denote a cat-
egory of Israelites.

2 Cf. H.-P. Muller, THAT II, col.601.

3 Cf. De Moor 1971:184 (with older literature) and M. Ottosen, ThWAT I,
cols.430-431. See for the identification of the D'~1~with inhabitants
of the netherworld also E. Zolli, "Die 'Heiligen' in Psalm 16", ThZ 6
(1950) ,149-150. who speaks of mighty dead; Coppens 1957:16-17: chthonic
deities; and Eaton 1976:163: "deities which are in the dust".

4 Cf. the remark on Ps 89:8 on p.164 above relating this text to the call-
ing up of the rp'wn.

See for parallels Morgenstern 1966:126-128 and Widengren 1969:407-408.

6 Cf. H.-P. Muller, THAT II, cols 600-601 and Mullen 1980:192-193.
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discussed on pp.260-261 above). This idea probably has its roots in Canaan-

ite religion. For, as we saw, in Canaanite conceptions of afterlife the

royal dead are often pictured as lower deities.

The interpretation of Y1N in v.3 as denoting the netherworld also sheds

new light upon v.6a, "The lines fall for me in pleasant places". This is

part of the last strophe of stanza I describing the joy of being close to

YHWH. To express this communion with YHWH the poet uses the metaphor of

YHWH as one's landed property: "YHWH is my pcrtion" (v.5a; cf. Ps 73:26) 1.

Now the uncommon expression D'nYJ can be explained here as balancing Y1N

in v.3. For we know that in Ugaritic texts n<my, "loveliness" is used as

a euphemism for the netherworld (see p.204 above; cf. also Ezek 32:19).

So when it is taken literally, it offers a perfect antithetic parallel to

the mention of the netherworld in v.32• The parallel line speaking of the

"heritage" could be explained in the same way, because in the Ugaritic

text KTU 1.4:VIII.14 oar? nhl.th , "the land of his heritage", denotes the

place where the god of the dead, Mot, lives. But this interpretation is

less certain, because in Ps 16 o~nJ forms a wordpair with ~~n (cf. Num 18:

20). The mentioning of ~~n in v.5a may have caused the use of o~nJ in v.6b.

Stanza II emphasizes the continuity of both close communion with YHWH (v.

8a) and the joy connected with it (v.llb). The faithful man knows that

YHWH is with him when he is threatened by death (cf. v.7b; "in the night"

is probably a metaphor of death3; cf. Ps 23:4 and also the use of Dln,

"to stumble" (v.8b), in connection with death in Ps 13:4-5). This indi-

cates that v.l0 probably refers to rescue from death and not to the after-

life': YHWH will not leave the faithful man in the power of death (v.l0a),

nor bring him there (v.l0b). Also the expression "to know the path of life"

Cf. Von Rad 1971:241-243. Apparently the expression "YHWH is my portion"
(v.5a) has been worked out in vv.5b-6; cf. Van der Ploeg, PsaZmen, I, p.
107. The clear parallel with Ps 73:26 shows that it is unlikely that the
poet thought of real land, as assumed by Betiken 1980:379. The interpre-
tation as a metaphor is also supported by the mentioning of YHWH as "my
cup" as an expression of salvation (cf. Ps 116:13) next to "my portion";
cf. also Ps 11:6 for the shorter formula D01J nln.

Cf. De Moor 1971:191 and Van der Lugt 1980:229.

Cf. F.M.Th. Bohl, De PsaZmen, I, Tekst en Uitleg, Groningen 1946, p.128.
For this reason the morning is associated with the hope to overcome
death, be it literal (cf. Ps 49:15) or metaphorical (cf. Ps 30:4.6; 90:
14; and 143:8).

Cf. Barth 1947:152-155.
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(v.lla) denotes in the first place the possibility of escaping death, i.e.,

preventing premature death (cf. Prov 2:19 and 5:6) 1.

There is reason to assume, however, that v.llaB-b goes one step further.

The perspective has changed here. The previous verses spoke of the rela-

tion of the faithful man to YHWH (cf. v.8: "YHWH before me", "at my right

hand"). Now this is reversed 2• The poet says: " I am in thy presence" and

"in thy right hand". This points to an even closer communion with YHWH.

All depends now upon the faithfulness of YHWH himself. This leads us to

the assumption that we may take n~J in v.llb more literally than i'nn in

v.8. It is the same thought of the lasting communion with YHWH on which

the hope for YHWH after death was built in Ps 73. The many similarities

between these two Psalms (cf. especially the use of the terms ~7n and

ll~J) even suggest that the poet of Ps 73 knew Ps 16. It could have been

a Psalm like this (we can also think of Ps 139) which helped him to solve

the problem of the seemingly unhappy fate of the faithful. For he tells

us that he gained his new insight in God's sanctuary (73:17a) '. So Ps 16

may have prepared the way for Ps 73 and, indirectly, for Ps 49
4

•

3.5.3. THE APOCALYPTIC VISION OF DANIEL 12:1-3

An important result of our study of the texts about the individual hope

in YHWH after death is that this was described, be it reluctantly, as the

hope of being taken away by YHWH from the netherworld. This implies that

the distance between texts like Ps 49:16 and 73:23-25 and the vision of

the resurrection of the dead in Dan 12 is not as great as has been assumed

by some scholars (see p.75 above). It can be demonstrated that these texts

no less than the metaphor of the resurrection of the nation have strongly

Cf. K. Seybold, "Der Weg des Lebens", ThZ 40(1984),121-129.

Cf. Beuken 1980:381.383 and also the remark of Bardtke with regard to v.
8 quoted on p.335, n.1 above.

, Cf. Kraus, Psalmen, p.262 who maintains that Ps 16 was recited in the
sanctuary and was probably written before the exile.

Cf. Quell 1925:40; Bohl, De Psalmen, I, p.129; Martin-Achard 1956:122-
123; Kraus, Psalmen , p.270; and Cox 1982:12 who calls this Psalm "preg-
nant of future theological development". We cannot agree with Coppens
1957:14 that Ps 16 would describe as certain what is only suggested in

Ps 73.
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influenced the apocalyptic vision of Daniell.

We propose the follOWing translation and stichometric arrangement of Dan

12:1-3:

At that time shall arise
Michael the great leader

who defends the sons of your people.
And it will be a time of distress

such as has never been since they became a nation2

until that time.

But at that time your people shall be delivered,
everyone who is found written in the book.

2 Many of those who sleep in the land of dust' shall awake;
some to everlasting joy

and some to the reproach4 of everlasting abhorrence.

3 And the wise shall shine
like the brightness of the firmament

and those who turned many to righteousness
like stars for ever and ever.

Cf. Moore 1983:29: "The Apocalyptist who wrote this passage brought to-
gether elements from both prophetiC and sapien tal circles to fashion an ex-
plicit statement about the resurrection of the dead and the immortality
of ...righteous souls". The same idea is formulated by Schilling as fol-
lows: "Bei Daniel fliessen gleichsam der mystische und der eschatologi-
sche Weg der Jenseitshoffnung in eins zusammen" (1951:64). It should be
remarked, however, that in our opinion these two ways cannot be as clear-
ly distinguished as is assumed by these authors.

2 'lA nl'~n is usually interpreted more generally as a reference to the
f~rst nation in this world after the flood; cf. 0, Ploger, Das Buch Da-
n~el, KAT 18, Gutersloh 1965, p.170 and Kaiser 1977:156, n.253. Ploger
does not exclude the possibility that only the nation of Israel is meant
here. This restricted interpretation (cf. Deut 26:5!) is strongly sup-
ported by the external parallelism within the first strophe between
lnY('J~) and'lA.

The expression l!!y-nnii'{has presented many difficulties to the transla-
tors. Already in the Versions we find the tendency to reverse the word
order here. S. Talmon, Textus 1(1960) ,167-168 assumes a conflation of
two readings. The most simple solution is to assume that l!!Y qualifies
the ~nii'{as consisting of dust (cf. GK §131d) and distinguishes it in
this way from the ~nli'{mentioned in 11: 39. This "land of dust" is the
netherworld (see p.303+n.2 above).

Most scholars regard nl!!ln7 as a gloss; cf. BHS and esp. Alfrink 1959:
367-368. It would have been inserted as an explanation of the rare
lli'{li7.However, a plausible explanation of the text according to the
MT can be derived from the use of ~ln in Judg 5:18 where we read
nw7 lEl!!J~ln, "to stake one's life". This leads to the assumption that in
Dan 12:2 the noun nl!!ln is also connected with the preposition 7 followed
by a reference to a miserable death (cf. Isa 66:24).

339
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The main problem with regard to the interpretation of this pericope is

the fact that it is not clear who are meant in v.2 with "many of those who

sleep in the land of dust". The proposals made in the history of research

range from all the dead to a selected group of very pious Jews 1. The "many"

in v.3 certainly refers to a different group of persons. For it is very

unlikely that some of the people who were "turned to righteousness" would

have been resurrected to the "reproach of everlasting abhorrence ,,2 • When

we look at the immediate context of Dan 12:2 we see that O'~1(~) is a

vague term often used to denote certain groups of participants in the

events at the time of the end (cf. 11:33.34.39.44; 12:4.10). There is no

reason to assume that the author had a particular group in mind. Because

he does not use the article, it is even possible to assume that he is be-

ing deliberately vague here3
• But this does not explain why the prophet

speaks only of "many" and not of all the dead to be raised't. A comparison

with the Ethiopic book of Enoch can be of help here. In the 22nd chapter,

which can be dated ca. 100 B.C.s, we are told that there are different

places in the netherworld for the dead awaiting the final judgement. The

dead who shall receive eternal bliss are separated from those who are to

be damned. But there is also a separate place for the wicked who have been

punished already during their lives. They shall not be resurrected and

Cf. the surveys by Alfrink 1959:358-362; Hasel 1980:277-280; and K. Koch,
Das Buch Danie~, EdF 144, Darmstadt 1980, pp.239-242.

2 There would be no problem here if one assumes that Dan 12:2 does not
speak of a double resurrection, but only of the resurrection of the
righteous to eternal beatific afterlife; cf. Alfrink 1959:362ff and the
literature mentioned by Hasel 1980:279, n.94, to which can be added now
A. Lacocque, Le livre de Danie~, CAT XVb, Paris 1976, p.179; L.F. Hart-
man and L.A. di LelIa, The Book Of Danie~, AncB 23, Garden City 1978, p.
308; and Martin-Achard 1979:449. Cf. also Moore 1927:297-298 on the same
interpretation in medieval Jewish literature. Against this interpretation
it can be argued that the assumed separation of v.2bB from the rest of
the verse is not in accordance with the poetical structure of the text,
because the second strophe clearly ends with a tristichon.

Cf. Martin-Achard 1981A:453.

Dan 12:2 can be interpreted as a reference to the general resurrection
of the dead, e.g., by regarding the preposition 1n as explanatory: "many,
those namely that sleep", or by assuming an inclusive sense of O'~1; cf.
the survey by Hasel 1980:277-278. One should be careful, however, about
building theories upon such grammatical and lexical peculiarities.

Cf. J.T. Milik, The Books of Enoch: Aramaic Fragments Qumran Cave 4,
Oxford 1976, p.23.
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judged, because they have already received what they deserve (v.13). This

conception offers a plausible background for Dan 12:21: not all dead shall

be resurrected, only those who did not receive their proper reward before

death.

The idea of being raised from death only to be punished is not new. We

have already noticed something similar in Ps 49:15 and Ps 73:20: in the

morning, i.e., at the moment when the dead have the opportunity to leave

the netherworld together with the sun, they are despised and punished in

the netherworld. A basic difference between Dan 12 and these Psalms is

that eschatological hope has replaced the cyclical concept of beatific

afterlife. In the apocalyptic vision resurrection from death is one singu-

lar event at the end of time. In this respect the vision of Daniel was

prepared by Ezek 37 (cf. the eschatological element in v.14); Isa 25:8;

and Isa 26:19. In fact, Dan 12:2-3 can be regarded as an interpretation

of the latter text and also of other verses in the book of Isaiah2• Dan

12:2a is related to Isa 26:19a which speaks of the awakening of those who

live in the dust; the word 11N11 (v.2bB) was probably derived from Isa 66:

24 describing the end of those who rebelled against YHWH; and v.3 is clear-

ly related to the fourth Servant Song (cf. ~'J~' (Isa 52:13) with O'~J~n

in v.3a and O'~1~ v'l~' (Isa 53:11) with O'~1~ 'v'l~nin v.3b) 3.

Verse 3 describes a special group of those who have been raised to eter-

nal life, viz. the wise (O'~J~n).Only the wise men mentioned in 11:32-33

can be meant. Their bringing many people to understanding (11:33) is de-

scribed here as turning many to righteousness. In this way they are ident-

ified with the wise Servant of YHWH of Isa 52:13ff. Ruppert assumes a con-

nection of their being described as stars with Isa 53:11a according to the

LXX and 1QIs
a

, "he shall see the light": "Wahrend von dem erh5hten Gottes-

knecht gesagt wird, dass er Licht schauen wird ••• , werden die vollende-

ten gesetzestreuen Bekenner gleichsam selbst 'Licht' sein, leuchten"". But

Cf. Kaiser 1977:75 and J.-C. Lebram, Das Buch Daniel, ZBKAT 23, Zurich
1984, p.135.

Cf. H. L. Ginsberg, "The Oldest Interpretation of the Suffering Servant",
VT 3(1953) ,400-404; Kossen 1955; Nickelsburg 1972:17-23; L. Ruppert, BZ
22(1978) ,214-215; and Fishbane 1985:493.

In the description of the revelation of the Messiah at the end of time
in IV Esdras 7:28-32 these two texts have also been connected; cf. De
Moor 1978B: 108.

" L. Ruppert, BZ 22(1978) ,215.
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it is also possible to keep to the MT here, if we assume that Dan 12:3 is

literal interpretation of Isa 52:13: the wise shall be lifted up high and

be like a star high up in heaven. The next question is now, of course, how

the writer could come to such a surprising thought. Many scholars assume

that the comparison of the resurrected wise men with stars is not to be

taken literallyl. Consequently, they see the resurrection prophesied here

h h d ted through death 2.as a return in this world alongside those w 0 a no pass

However, there is no real support for this interpretation in the text it-

self. A very important argument in favour of a literal interpretation3 can

be derived now from the demonstrated fact of Canaanite influence upon the

ancient Israelite conceptions of beatific afterlife. According to the

Ugaritic literature the deified spirits of the dead who were resurrected

together with Baal could be called stars (cf. KTU 1.19:IV.24-25 and 1.43:

2-3; cf. also Isa 14:13), just like the exalted dead in Egypt. The Ugaritic

conceptions of the deified dead also show that the dead who were identified

with stars could be regarded as members of the heavenly host as well (cf.

also Job 38:7). It is very interesting to note that these elements recur

in the Jewish intertestamental literature". In the Ethiopic book of Enoch,

which was already mentioned before in connection with Dan 12:2, we read

in ch.104, which is not much younger than the book of Daniel itself5, the

following promise to the righteous dead: "You will shine like the lights

of heaven and the gates of heaven will be opened for you" (v.2) and "Do

not be afraid, you righteous, when you see the sinners growing strong and

prospering in their desires . . • for you shall be associates of the host

of heaven" (v.6; cf. Ps 49:16-18). It is said more explicitly in the

younger 51:1-4: "And in those days the earth will return that which has

been entrusted to it. . . and all will become angels in heaven". These

examples could be multiplied with references from other Jewish literature

1 Cf. Grelot 1971:123-124; Sternberger 1972:277; Plager, Das Buch Daniel,
p.171; and Lebram, Das Buch Daniel, p.135.

2 Cf. also Rowley 1955:127; C. Barth, Diesseits und Jenseits im Glauben
des spaten Israel, SBS 72, Stuttgart 1974, pp.8~-90; and u. Kellerm~n,
Auferstanden in den Himmel: 2 Makkabaer 7 und d~e Auferstehung der Mar-
tyrer, SBS 95, Stuttgart 1979, p.64.

3 Cf. Collins 1974:33-34; R.J. Clifford, BASOR 220(1975) ,26; and Martin-
Achard 1979:439-440.

" Cf. Caval lin 1974:203-205 and Collins 1974:34-37.

5 Cf. Milik, The Books of Enoch, pp.48-49.
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of this period. The best known example is !latt22: 30, "At the resurrection

men and women • are like ange Is in he aven" I .

The sudden rise of this conception of beatific afterlife can be explained

now as a revival of ancient traditions which were part of the folk religion

of Israel. We have noticed several clear indications for their popularity

in at least some circles of the Israelites (see the remarks on pp.225 and

260-261 above on the pretension of the oppressor in Isa 14:13 to be seated

above the stars of El and on the idea of prominent dead joining the "host

of YHWH" in the traditions about Elijah and Elisha). These ancient ideas

appear to fit in well with the speculations in the apocalyptic literature

about the mysteries of the beyond. Within this new framework they have lost

much of their fonner threat to Yahwism, because the hope for beatific

afterlife is no longer connected with the cycle of nature, as in Baalism,

but with a break in history2. To this can be added the fact that the influ-

ence of Baalism had probably faded in the period after the exile. This may

also explain why the name "YHWH of hosts" became more current in this

period.

We already quoted the statement of Wied that belief in the resurrection

of the dead did not arise out of the situation of distress of the Jews in

the Seleucid period, but, instead, that the steadfastness of the Jews was

based on their hope for the revivification of the dead (see p.74 above).

This is confirmed now that it has been demonstrated that Dan 12:2-3 has its

roots in the individual hope in YHWH rescuing the people of Israel from a

situation of no-future (cf. Isa 26) and also in ancient Israelite tradi-

tions about beatific afterlife.

See for the association of the beatific dead with stars and angels also
Pseudo Philo's Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum 10:5; 33:5 and the Syrian
book of Baruch 51:10.

2 Cf. Lacocque, Le livre de Daniel, p.175: "Pour Canaan, la survie etait
un fait de nature; pour Israel, c'est un phencmerie historique",
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3.6. CONCLUSIONS

The history of the ancient Israelite conceptions of afterlife is closely

related to the struggle between Yahwism and Baalism. There can be no doubt

about the belief in YHWH having power over life and death, but usually the

Old Testament only speaks of YHWH saving the faithful from the power of

death in this life, i.e., rescuing them from premature death. This reluc-

tance to speak about help of YHWH after death is neither due to a lack of

confidence in this matter nor to the fact that the Israelites would have

lacked the natural human interest in life after death, but primarily to

the fear of becoming entangled in the Canaanite religious ideas about life

and death.

The Israelites were clearly familiar with the Canaanite belief in Baal

rising from the netherworld every year and taking the deified spirits of

the royal dead with him. This belief was not taken over by Yahwism, as was

the case with other elements of Canaanite religion, because the very char-

acter of YHWH was at stake here. YHWH is not a god like Baal; He looks

more like El. It would have been a blasphemy to assume that He could be

dead, be it temporarily. The role of El as the one who revivifies the dead

together with Baal would seem to suit Him better. But the adoption of this

idea was excluded as well, because there was no room in Yahwism for such

revivified dead who were venerated as gods. All attempts to seek advice or

help from such mighty dead are rejected in the Old Testament.

The hope in YHWH after death as it becomes apparent in the later parts

of the Old Testament is clearly distinguished from Canaanite beliefs in

this matter. It is not based on some rule of nature as described in the

myths, but it depends totally upon YHWH himself. This can be noticed al-

ready in the ancient traditions about the assumption of Enoch and the

heavenly ascent of Elijah. These were certainly influenced by Canaanite and

also Mesopotamian conceptions. Nevertheless, in both stories the decisive

factor is the relation with YHWH. We also saw that it is characteristic of

the belief expressed in the metaphor of the revivification of the dry

bones in Ezek 37 that nothing is taken for granted here, as in Hos 6:1-3.

The only thing Ezekiel can say here is: "Thou knowest" (v.3), just as all
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Job can rely on is trust in his god. The Yahwistic - and we may add: Chris-

tian - prinCiple of the belief in beatific afterlife is probably best for-

mulated by the poet of Ps 73. It is the trust that the communion of the

faithful with God shall last foreverl.

The way this Ultimate trust in YHWH is formulated, however, was clearly

and in the course of time more and more influenced by the ancient Canaanite

and, indirectly, the Egyptian cyclical concept of beatific afterlife. In

the apocalyptic literature we find the resurrected dead described in the

same way as the Ugaritic deified dead. The baSic difference, however, from

the ancient Canaanite traditions is that the beatific afterlife is no

longer related to the cycle of nature, but is placed now at the end of

time. Death is no longer a power which has to be overcome every day, month

or year, because death "shall be swallowed forever" (Isa 25: 8) .

With regard to Canaanite influence we have to distinguish between the

offiCial Yahwistic religion as we know it from the Old Testament and a

more syncretistic belief in certain circles of the Israelite people. In

the Old Testament we find many traces of ancient Israelite beliefs and

practices closely related to Canaanite religion. We hear of necromancy and

of a cult of the dead. It was also noticed that the folk traditions about

Elijah and Elisha have some important elements in common with the Canaanite

belief in the mighty dead. And the hope expressed in Hos 6:2-3 was clearly

based on conceptions connected with Baalism. Apparently the ancient Canaan-

ite traditions lived on as a kind of undercurrent in the folk religion of

Israe1
2

• This explains the revival of conceptions we know from the litera-

Cf. ~i~ reg~rd to ~: period of the New Testament and the early church
R. WlnlJ.ng, Une maru.ere de dire Le salut: 'etre .avec Dieu''', RSR 51
(1977) ,89-139 and "Une f'acon de dire Le salut: la formule 'etre avec
Dieu - s= ~vec Jesus Christ' dans les ecrits de l'ere dite des peres
apostollques , RSR 54(1980) ,109-128, and with regard to modern theology
Noort 1984:24-25 who quotes in this connection the famous words of K
Ba~th: "Der Mensch als sc:lcher hat also kein Jenseits und er bedarf ~UCh
k:lI: solches; denn Gott 1-st sein Jenseits" (KirahZiah Dogmatik, III/2,
Zurlch 1948, p.770); cf: also H. Thielicke, Leben mit dem Tad, TUbingen
19~0, p.19~ who states In connection with Ps 73:26: "(der Mensch) hat
seln~n t~dtiberdauernden Bestand nicht in dem, was er 'ist', sondern er
h~t l~n In ~er Zuwendung Gottes. Hier deutet sich dann auch die Linie an,
dle slch zWlschen diesem Weiterleben des Menschen tiber den Tod hinaus
und dem neutestamentlichen Auferstehungsglauben durchhalt".

A Similar phenomenon was observed in the religion of ancient Iran and
India; see pp.127-129 above.
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ture of Ugarit of the end of the Bronze Age as late as the second century

B.C.1• The same may hold true for the tradition derived from Mesopotamian

mythology about the assumption of Enoch. In the intertestamental literature

it was elaborated far beyond the sober words of Gen 5:24.

Now there was also room for the adoption of elements of the concepts of

beatific afterlife from Egypt (via Canaan), Greece, and Persia.

A very interesting result of this study is that it is possible now to

trace some elements of the Jewish and Christian conceptions of beatific

afterlife back to Canaanite influence upon the religion of ancient Israel.

We already noticed the identification of the resurrected dead with stars

and angels. The attempt to prove the resurrection by referring to the re-

vival of nature (see pp.9-10 above) may have its origin here as well. We

can also mention in this connection the belief that prominent persons

like martyrs would be resurrected to heavenly bliss shortly after their

death without having to wait for the general resurrection at the end of

time2 and the belief that they would act as intermediaries between God

and man3 or as judges'. Finally, it has also become clear that the vener-

ation of (beatific) saints in connection with annual feasts on their be-

half among Jews, Christians, and Muslims goes back at least as much to

the ancient beliefs of Syria and Palestine as to the Greek and Roman hero-

cults5•

1 Something similar can be assumed with regard to the emergence of the be-
lief in demonic powers in this period; cf. Bailey 1979:32. This is con-
firmed by new information about the ancient Canaanite belief in demons; cf.
De Moor 1981 and De Moor, Spronk 1984. These studies have established,
e.g., that Leviathan in Isa 27:1 and Rahab in Isa 51:9 have to be re-
garded as demonacial powers and not as primordial monsters.

2 Cf. K. Berger, Die Auferstehung des Propheten und die ErhBhung des Men-
echeneohnee , GOttingen 1976, pp.109-124; esp. p.112 and Fischer 1978:97.

3 Cf. Cavallin 1979:259.

4 Cf. Berger, p.ll1+n.489 and W.H.C. Frend, "The North African Cults of
Martyrs", in JenseitsvorsteUungen in Antike und Christentwn, Fs A.
Stuiber, Jahrbuch fur Antike und Christentum, Erganzungsband 9, Munster
1982, pp.154-167; esp. p.155. Cf. also Mark 9:2-13.

5 Cf. Widengren 1969:419-426 who remarks that it must have been difficult
for Muslims to take over Christian traditions about the cult of saints
(p.425). We now assume that their feasts have common roots. Cf. Jeremias
1958:116-117 who assumes a pre-Jewish origin of the custom among Jews
in the days of Jesus to honour the graves of holy men. He also speaks
in this connection of folk religion.
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Hazor 46, 140-141, 149, 206

Healers/healing 51, 54, 92, 127,
138, 180, 194-196, 204, 227,
262, 271

Heavenly ascent see Assumption

Heavenly host/angels 260-261,
336, 342-343, 347

Heroes/hero-cult 7, 38, 43, 45-48,
61, 83, 92, 128, 134-138, 155n5,
167, 173-174, 227-230, 231n1,
234, 261, 279-280, 296, 336

Hittites 122, 130-131, 133, 150,
150, 163, 166, 168n1, 182, 191n2,
192n3,4, 193n1, 203n7, 206, 207,
209, 246nl, 253, 321n4

Immortality (of the soul) 4-5, 33,
87n5, 236, 324

"Inanna and Bilulu" 252

Individuality 70, 72-74, 306-307

Judgement of the dead/postmortal
retribution 56, 58, 94-95, 102,
125-126, 310, 340-341

KAI 117 210

KAI 214 107n5, 158, 205-208, 254,
308, 323

KAI 225 107n5, 209n5, 211

KAI 226 107n5, 209n5, 243

Keret 153-154, 159, 180, 189,
192, 225, 226, 278, 285
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Keret (epic of) (KTU 1.14-16) 77,
153-154, 159, 173, 180, 189, 191,
196, 278

King (ship) 63-64, 80-81, 83, 87-
95, 108-109, 113, 115-116, 130-
131, 146, 161, 176, 180+n4, 183,
186, 188, 191-192, 195, 208-209,
213, 220, 225-226, 234, 240, 250,
257, 270, 277-279, 280, 284-285,
300, 310

KTU 1.1-6 see Baal (myth of) and
Shapash (hymn to)

KTU 1.10:1.9-10 156n3

KTU 1.14-16 see Keret (epic of)

KTU 1.17-19 see Aqhat (epic of)

KTU 1.20-22 see rp'um-texts

KTU 1.23 222, 317n3

KTU 1.24 224, 164n5

KTU 1.39 150

KTU 1.41 187, 196

KTU 1.43 157-158, 160, 181-183,
184, 196, 225, 342

KTU 1.47 187, 196

KTU 1.82 196, 313n3

KTU 1.87 187, 196

KTU 1.91 157, 261

KTU 1.100 187-188

KTU 1.102 150

KTU 1.105 148

KTU 1.107 187

KTU 1.108 148, 156, 162, 164, 174,
177-189, 195, 196, 227, 232, 282
nl, 287

KTU 1.109 147-149, 182

KTU 1.112 182, 185

Icr'U1.113 147, 155, 163, 181+n3,
182

KTU 1.114 185, 198-201, 249

KTU 1.124 189, 193-195

KTU 1. 142 145

KTU 1.161 154, 162, 166+nl, 174,

Indices

175, 184, 189-193, 195, 196, 209,
226, 256

KTU 2.4:21-24 181, 182

Icr'U3.9 197-198

KTU 4.149:14-16 184

KTU 6.13 149-151

KTU 6.14 149-151

Levirate marriage 37-39

Libation 99, 104, 105, 143, 146

"Living corpse" 44, 90

Lotus flower 56-57, 208+n7

Lud~u~ be~ nemeqi 317n3, 324n3

Maccabees (II Macc 7) 6, 10, 73

Mari 106nl, 109, 150, 154n3, 162,
187n2, 188, 207

Martyrs 6, 74, 343, 346

Marzeah 169-170, 196-202, 232, 248

Meal/banquet 39-40, 106, 128, 133,
164, 170, 192n3, 199-202, 207,
209, 232, 247-249

Mesopotamia 59-60, 96-129, 150,
155n5, 163, 168nl, 173, 174, 175,
177n4, 182, 191n2,3, 192n3, 194,
195, 196nl, 202, 204-206, 214nl,
222, 234, 246n2, 247, 253, 257n1,
266, 267, 269, 324, 334n6, 344

Minos 131, 137

Moloch 188, 232-233

Moon (-god) 89, 98, 103, 109, 116,
153, 158, 224-225

Moses 41, 263-264, 269, 322

Mot 54, 65, 148, 166n5, 203, 204,
208n8, 222, 231, 304, 317n3

Mourning customs 33-35, 45, 160,
168n2, 185, 244-247

Mummification 87, 90, 133

Mysteries 62n2, 94, 124, 136, 327

Necromancy 40, 168, 251-257, 345

3. Index of Subjects

Nephilim 227, 279-280

"Nergal and Ereshkigal" 98nl, 100,
105, 110n2, 255n3

New Year Festival 63, 131, 155,
156n, 159, 164, 170, lBO, 185,
198, 201, 202, 205, 207, 235,
304

Noah 265, 268, 269, 322

Oberim 229-230, 272

Og 211-212, 228

Osiris 56, 57, 61, 62, 88-94, 114,
186

Patriarchs 7, 38, 43, 52-53, 77

Persia 3n2, 27, 54, 57-59, 83, 96,
124, 125-129, 155n5, 167, 174,
194n6, 236, 345n2

"Pessimistic Dialogue Between Ser-
vant and Master" 110

Phoenicia 57, 166, 167, 185, 186,
196+nl, 208-212, 214nl, 232

Pseudepigraphs
Assumptio Mosis 7
Syrian Baruch 343nl
IV Esdras 6, 10, 341n3
Ethiopic Enoch 169n, 340, 342
IV Makkabees 6, 7
Pseudo Philo's Liber Antiquitatum

Biblicarum 343nl
Testamenta XII Patriarcharum 7

Pyramid Texts 88, 90, 154n3, 224n4

Rabbinic literature 7-9, 11, 201,
232, 322

Ras Ibn Hani (texts from) 167,
175, 181

Re-interpretation 12, 13-24, 220

Rephaim/rp'um 30, 31, 40, 51-52,
54, 65, 128, 148, 156, 159-196,
202, 207, 208, 210, 211, 226-229,
231, 249, 254, 256, 261+nl, 271,
272, 276, 279, 296, 300, 304+n3,
310, 314, 326, 336+n4

Reshep 140, 148, 157, 261, 313n3

Rhadamanthys 131, 137, 182

River (of death) 121, 175, 176n,
204, 324n3, 334n6

Rp'um see Rephaim

Rp'um-texts (KTU 1.20-22) 148, 156,
157, 160-177, 179, 187, 195-196,
229-230, 256, 260-261, 272, 296,
300, 304n3

Sadducees 5, 7, 8, 14+nl, 47

Samaritans 5+n6, 8, 14n2

Sea 120-121, 175

Shapash (hymn to) (KTU 1.6:VI.45-49)
150, 154, 162-163, 164, 189, 194,
195, 196, 256

Sheol 58, 60, 66-70, 283, 296,
329n3

Sleep 57, 99, 246-247, 303

Snake 119-120

Soul 29-33, 42, 90, 126, 128, 134,
136; see also Immortality (of the
soul) and Anthropology

Stars 64, 73, 88, 89, 124, 157,
158, 160, 196, 221, 235, 342, 347

Statues of the dead 40-41, 107,
206, 211, 253

Stelae 46, 94, 107, 140-141, 149-
151, 208, 209, 211, 253, 254

Structural analysis 145n5, 216-219,
274-275, 285n5, 299, 319-320, 330-
331, 335

Substitute 105, 203, 204

Sun (-god/goddess) 59, 88, 89, 94,
98, 99, 103, 109, 112, 116, 122,
123-124, 126, 150, 153-154, 158,
163, 192, 225, 266-267, 269nl,
321

Tammuz see Dumuzi

Teraphim 40-41, 50

Testimonia 10-11

Transjordan 36, 228-230, 264

Tyre 123, 226
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Ugarit 2, 51-54, 65, 77, 82-83,
142-206, 235, 256-257, 276,
345-346; see also KTU

Uriyahu (tomb inscription of)
242n4, 307-310, 323, 324

Ur-Nammu/"Death of Ur-Nammu"
112-113, 114, 116, 142-143,
192n2, 214nl

Ushabtis 93, 107

Utnapistim 99nl, 117-123, 235,
258, 267

Utuabzu 123-124, 258, 269

Utukku temnutu 122

Indices

"Vision of the Netherworld" 101

Wisdom/knowledge 40, 123, 254,
292, 311, 327

Wisdom of Jesus Sirach 5, 259

Wisdom of Solomon 4, 6, 20, 33,
324

Yaqar 181-184, 194n2, 196, 211

Ziusudra see Utnapishtim
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1. Dit onderzoek naar de wortels van het joodse en christe-

lijke geloof in een zalig leven met God na de dood begint

met een beschrijving van de manier waarop in de loop der

geschiedenis de oudtestamentische teksten met betrekking

tot dit onderwerp zijn uitgelegd.

1.2. Het is duidelijk dat volgens de rabbijnse tradities en

volgens de uitleg van de kerk in de eerste eeuwen van on-

ze jaartelling er geen twijfel over bestaat dat het Oude

Testament op velerlei wijze spreekt over de opstanding

1.3. der doden. Ook in de tekstoverlevering zelf vinden we

sporen van die overtuiging. Uit bepaalde accenten in de

vertaling of zelfs ook verklarende toevoegingen aan de

oorspronkelijke tekst kunnen we soms de overtuiging van

de vertalers aflezen dat de betreffende teksten betrek-

king hebben op de opstanding of een zalig leven na de

dood. Zelfs de Masoretische overlevering is niet vrij van

dergelijke invloeden.

1.4. De opkomst van het historisch-kritisch onderzoek van het

Oude Testament veroorzaakte een kentering in de uitleg.

Het werd duidelijk dat de skepsis van o.a. de Sadduceeen

met be t r-ekktng tot de veronderstelde bewijzen in het Oude

Testament voor een opstanding der doden gerechtvaardigd

was.

1.4.1. De vergelijking van de oud-Israelitische godsdienst met

andere godsdiensten leerde dat men in het oude Israel

vrijwel geen uitgesproken ideeen over een zalig leven na

de dood had. Volgens Spiess, die in 1877 een baanbrekende

studie over dit onderwerp publiceerde, stond het oude Is-

rael in dit opzicht nog op een lijn met de primitieve

volken. Het hogere inzicht met betrekking tot het hierna-
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maals zou pas veel later doorbreken.

1.4.2. Het wetenschappelijk onderzoek naar de oudtestamentische

voorstellingen van het leven na de dood werd sterk be-

invloed door de antropologische theorie van het animisme,

vol gens welke de oorsprong van de religie ligt in de ver-

ering van de gestorven voorouders. Aan het eind van de

negentiende en het begin van deze eeuw woedde er een fel-

Ie discussie over de vraag in hoeverre dit ook voor de

godsdienst van het oude Israel gold. Voorstanders van de-

ze theorie vonden sporen van een dodencultus in het oud-

testamentische spreken over de "ziel", in oude rouw- en

begrafenisgebruiken, in bepaalde wetten en instellingen

zoals het leviraatshuwelijk, welke bedoeld zouden zijn

om de dodencultus in stand te houden, en in bepaalde

feesten zoals het Purim- en het Paasfeest. Het Jahwisme

zou deze dodencultus langzamerhand hebben verdreven, maar

er ook enkele elementen uit hebben overgenomen in het ei-

gen concept van een zalig hiernamaals.

In de laatste decennia is een zekere herwaardering van

deze oude theorieen waar te nemen. Daarbij speelt vooral

de veronderstelde oud-Israelitische verering van heroen

een grote rol. Men ziet hier doorgaans een direkte rela-

tie met het latere geloof in de opstanding der doden.

1.4.3. Wat betreft de mogelijkheid van vreemde invloed op de

ontwikkeling van het oud-Israelitische en het joodse ge-

loof in een zalig leven na de dood zijn in de loop der

eeuwen vele verschillende voorstellen gedaan al naar ge-

lang de bekendheid van de onderzoekers met bepaalde cul-

turen in het oude nabije Oosten. De laatste tijd is men

het er weI over eens dat er waarschijnlijk in de periode

v66r de ballingschap met name Kanaanitische be~nvloeding

heeft plaatsgevonden en dat in de periode erna elementen

uit de Perzische en ook de Griekse godsdienst zijn over-

genomen.

1.4.4. In het moderne onderzoek is men het erover eens dat het

Oude Testament over het algemeen een vrij negatief beeld

geeft van de wereld der doden. Doorgaans wordt aangenomen

dat het geloof in een zalig leven na de dood een vrij la-

te ontwikkeling is. Als belangrijkste factoren achter de

opkomst van dit nieuwe geloofsinzicht worden genoemd de

individualisering van het denken en het probleem van het

martelaarschap. Sommige geleerden zijn, deels op grond

van de vergelijking van het Oude Testament met teksten

uit Ugarit, van mening dat het geloof in zalig leven na

de dood veel ouder is.

2. Om een antwoord te kunnen geven op de vraag of men kan

spreken van een eigen karakter van de oud-Israelitische

voorstellingen van het leven na de dood is het noodzake-

lijk enig inzicht te krijgen in de voorstellingen van het

hiernamaals bij de andere volken in het oude nabije Oos-

ten.

2.1. In het oude Egypte ken de men zeer uitgebreide en vaak ook

tegenstrijdige voorstellingen van wat de mens te wachten

staat na zijn dood. Men trof, voorzover men daartoe in

staat was, zoveel mogelijk maatregelen om zich te verze-

keren van een zalig leven na de dood en om te voorkomen

dat men een tweede en onherroepelijke dood zou sterven.

De hoop op een zalig leven met de goden betrof aanvanke-

lijk slechts de koning maar werd langzamerhand gemeengoed.

De hoop op een bevrijding uit het duistere dodenrijk was

in de eerste plaats verbonden met de zonnegod. Aan de an-

dere kant identificeerde men zich ook met de god van het

dodenrijk, Osiris. Beide concepten werden later verweven.

2.2. In het oude Mesopotamie overheerste een negatieve opvat-

ting van het leven na de dood. Elk mens wacht slechts het

onzalige dodenrijk. Het epos van Gilgamesh leert de mens

te berusten in het feit dat de dood onontkoombaar is.

Slechts een roemrijke naam is sterker dan de dood. De my-

then vermelden twee uitzonderingen op deze regel: Utna-

pishtim, die de zondvloed overleefde, werd zonder te zijn

gestorven door de goden een zalig leven op de grens van

de wereld der stervelingen en de wereld der goden toege-

staan en van een der wijzen uit de periode v66r de vloed,

Utuabzu, wordt vermeld dat hij in de hemel is opgenomen.
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Een bijzondere positie wordt ook nog ingenomen door een

aantal koningen welke na hun dood als goden der onderwe-

reid werden vereerd.

De Perzen, die in de zesde eeuw v.Chr. de heerschappij in

Mesopotamie overnamen, hebben een geheel eigen opvatting

van het leven na de dood. Bij hen staat in deze het geloof

in een gericht aan het einde der tijden centraal. Dan zal

beslist worden over zaligheid of vernietiging. In de tijd

tussen de dood van het individu en dit laatste oordeel zal

de dode al wei iets ondervinden van wat hem te wachten

staat. Een belangrijk element uit de Perzische religie van

v66r de hervorming door Zarathustra is de verering van he-

roen als helpers van de mensen. Dit geloof bleef in een

bepaalde vorm voortbestaan in de latere religie der Perzen.

2.3. De Hethieten hadden een somber beeld van het verblijf in

het dodenrijk. Slechts de koning had de mogelijkheid aan

dit treurige bestaan na de dood te ontkomen. Na zijn dood

zou de koning voortleven als een god in een paradijsachti-

ge wereld. Uitgebreide begrafenisrituelen moesten de ko-

ning verzekeren van dit zalige leven na de dood.

2.4. De woonplaats der gelukzalige doden is volgens de Griekse

godsdienst het Elysium. In de tijd van Homerus geloofde

men dat slechts enkele zeer vooraanstaande personen na hun

dood daar zouden belanden. Met de opkomst van de mysterie-

religies werd deze zaligheidsverwachting meer algemeen.

Een belangrijke rol in de ideeen met be trekking tot de do-

den speelde de verering van gestorven heiden, heroen, wel-

ke als helper van de mensen of als middelaar tussen de go-

den en de mensen konden optreden.

2.5. In deze studie is veel aandacht besteed aan de voorstel-

lingen van het leven na de dood in het oude Syrie en Pa-

lestina,omdat in dit gebied van Israel en zijn direkte om-

geving de laatpte tijd veel belangrijke nieuwe ontdekkin-

gen zijn gedaan. Vooral de gegevens uit Ras Shamra (het

oude Ugarit) en nabij gelegen plaatsen zijn hier beschre-

yen en geevalueerd.

Het blijkt dat in Ugarit de dodencultus een grote rol

speelde. Die dodencultus maakte het volgens de vele tek-

sten over dit onderwerp voor een vooraanstaande groep van

vereerde voorouders mogelijk om regelmatig het dodenrijk

te verlaten. Dit geloof was verbonden met de idee dat de

god van de vruchtbaarheid, Baal, elk jaar stierf en af-

daalde in het dodenrijk om aan het begin van het jaar (in

de herfst) daar weer uit op te staan. De vooraanstaande

doden zouden samen met Baal het dodenrijk kunnen verlaten.

Deze vergoddelijkte doden, met name de gestorven koningen

van Ugarit, worden "helers" genoemd vanwege de hulp welke

zij aan de levenden zouden kunnen verlenen. Men stelde ze

vaak voor als roofvogels en soms ook als sterren. Ook zou-

den ze deel uitmaken van zowel een onderaards als een he-

mels heirleger. Het is aantoonbaar dat bij de ontwikkeling

van deze geloofsvoorstellingen gebruik gemaakt is van Egyp-

tische en mogelijk ook Hethitische ideeen over dit onder-

werp.

Hoewel het materiaal uit de rest van het oude Syrie en Pa-

lestina van deze periode minder overvloedig is, zijn er

toch duidelijke aanwijzingen voor dat deze voorstellingen

van het leven na de dood hier vrij algemeen waren. Dit

blijkt ook uit de oudtestamentische gegevens over niet-

Israelitische voorstellingen van het leven na de dood.

Uit de manier waarop in Jes 14 de neergevelde overweldiger

wordt beschreven blijkt dat deze zichzelf een eeuwig leven

bij de goden had toegedicht. Verder zijn de oude tradities

over de oorspronkelijke bewoners van Palestina duidelijk

gebaseerd op de Kanaanitische verering van heroen en vin-

den we ook nog sporen van het geloof dat Baal kon optreden

als een god van het dodenrijk.

3.1. Uit de oud-Israelitische rouw- en begrafenisgebruiken kan

niet meer worden afgeleid dan dat men uitging van een

voortbestaan na de dood. Van sommige koningen, die in het

Oude Testament worden beticht van het feit dat zij het ge-

loof in Baal zouden zijn toegedaan, moe ten we aannemen dat

zij na hun dood werden vereerd.

3.2. Uit vele oudtestamentische teksten blijkt dat men de doden
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een bovennatuurlijke kracht en wijsheid toedichtte. Elk

beroep op de doden is echter verboden, aangezien dit werd

opgevat als een bedreiging van het vertrouwen op de Ene

God.

3.3. Het kan worden aangetoond dat zowel de oud-Israelitische

·traditie over de wegname van Henoch als die over de hemel-

vaart van Elia verwant zijn aan niet-Israelitisch geloofs-

3.5.2. De oudste tekst waarin het geloof in de hulp van God na

de dood expliciet ter sprake komt is de inscriptie uit de

achtste eeuw v.Chr. op het graf van een zekere Uriyahu,

waarin deze de hoop uitspreekt dat God hem zal redden uit

het dodenrijk. In het Oude Testament is deze gedachte pas

later en ook veel terughoudender tot uitdrukking gebracht.

Daarbij ligt de nadruk op de hoop op de continulteit van

de relatie met God. Uit Job 19:25-27 blijkt dat het hier

om de uiterste consequentie van een volledig vertrouwen

op God gaat. In Ps 73 en Ps 49 nemen we een zekere conso-

lidering van dit geloofsgoed waar. We kunnen constateren

dat bij de uitwerking hiervan bepaalde elementen van het

oorspronkelijk Kanaanitische geloof in de periodieke over-

winning op de dood werden opgenomen.

3.5.3. Heel duidelijk is dit laatste ook in Dan 12:1-3, vooral

in het feit dat de zalige doden met sterren worden verge-

leken. Binnen het geheel nieuwe kader van de apokalyptiek

blijkt nu plaats, naast elementen uit de Griekse en de

Perzische godsdienst, voor vele elementen uit het oude

geloof in Baal en de daarmee verbonden verwachtingen. We

moeten aannemen dat dit geloof, in termen van het Jahwis-

me geformuleerd, in bepaalde lagen van de Israelitische

bevolking bewaard is gebleven. AIleen zo kan men verkla-

ren dat deze oude voorstellingen hun sporen hebben ach-

tergelaten in de literatuur van de intertestamentaire pe-

riode en van het Nieuwe Testament.

goed. Gen 5:22-24 kan worden beschouwd als een pendant van

de Mesopotamische my-the van de ten-hemel-opneming van Utu-

abzu, terwijl de hemelvaart van Elia de climax is van zijn

strijd tegen het Baalgeloof waarin de overwinning op de

dood centraal staat. Bovendien is er reden om aan te nemen

dat men geloofde dat Elia en ook Elisa na hun dood deel

uit zouden gaan maken van een hemelse legermacht en in zo-

verre dezelfde functie zouden krijgen als de Kanaanitische

heroen.

3.4. Israels geloof met betrekking tot het hiernamaals blijkt

in grote mate bepaald door de worsteling met het geloof in

Baal. Het duidelijkste voorbeeld hiervan is Hos 5:8-6:6,

waarin een bepaalde groep Israelieten de hoop op God for-

muleert met woorden die min of meer direkt van het geloef

in de overwinning op de dood door Baal zijn afgeleid (6:1-

3). Dit wordt echter volstrekt afgewezen. In dit kader

passen ook de verwerping van de koningsideologie in Jes 14

en de afrekening met het geloof in heroen in Gen 6:1-4.

3.5.1. Het geloof dat God sterker is dan de dood is nooit betwij-

feld. Het komt het duidelijkst tot uitdrukking in de bede

om redding van een vroegtijdige dood. Ps 103 laat zien dat

deze hoop niet los staat van de verwachtingen met betrek-

king tot de hoop op Gods bijstand na de dood. De profetie-

en in Jes 53, Ez 37 en Jes 26 over de redding door God uit

de dood moe ten metaforisch worden opgevat, maar toch bie-

den ook deze teksten aanknopingspunten v~~r het geloof in

een werkelijke redding uit de dood. Het is opmerkelijk dat

men zich hier zeer behoedzaam uitdrukt. Klaarblijkelijk

wil men niet in de fout vervallen van hen die in Hos 6:1-3

aan het woord zijn.
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VII

I

Bij de discussie over de wenselijkheid van wetenschappelijk ar-

cheologisch onderzoek van graven moet men ook het feit in over-

weging nemen dat dit onderzoek in zoverre in dienst staat van

degenen die daar ter aarde zijn besteld dat het mogelijk hun na-

men aan de vergetelheid kan ontrukken.

STELLINGEN

De ontwikkeling van het oudtestamentische spreken over het lot

van de mens na zijn dood is aileen te begrijpen tegen de achter-

grond van de worsteling met het geloof in Baal en de met deze god

verbonden verwachting dat de dood steeds opnieuw overwonnen wordt.

VIII

Het boek Job is in de ons overgeleverde vorm zowel formeel als

theologisch een eenheid.

II IX

Hoop op een zalig leven na de dood en verering van de doden heb-

ben in het oude nabije Oosten nooit geleid tot een bagatellise-

ring van de dood.

contra: O. Jager, De dood in zijn ware gedaante, Baarn 1984,
biz. 48-49.

De uitgave van een Nederlandse vertaling van het boek van Salibi,

waarin deze de theorie ontvouwt dat het "ware land van Abraham" in

het zuid-oosten van het Arabisch schiereiland lag, moet worden be-

schouwd als een ondoordachte daad van anti-Semitisme.

vgl. K. Salibi, Het ware Land van Abraham. Een nieuwe theorie
over de oorsprong van het voLk IsraeL, Amsterdam 1985.

III

De rp'um genaamde vergoddelijkte doden konden volgens de teksten

van Ugarit de concrete vorm van vogels aannemen.

X

IV

De veronderstelling van Evans dat Lucas het zogenaamde reisverhaal

(Luc 9:51-18:14) heeft gestructureerd naar het voorbeeld van het

boek Deuteronomium verdient meer aandacht dan zij tot dusver heeft

gekregen, gezien ook het feit dat vooral bij Lucas Jezus Christus

"de nieuwe Mozes" wordt genoemd (vgl. Hand 3:22 en 7:37).

vgl. C.F. Evans, "The Central Section of St. Luke's Gospel",
in Studies in the GospeL: Essays in Memory of R.H. Light-
foot, ed. D.E. Nineham, Oxford 1955, biz. 37-53.

HeLeL ben sa~ar in Jes 14:12 is een verwijzing naar de verwach-

ting van een eeuwig leven zoals de maan en de zon.

V

De hoop op God zoals verwoord in Hos 6:1-3 wordt in de volgende

verzen verworpen, omdat de manier waarop hier over God wordt ge-

sproken Hem tot een god als Baal maakt.

XI

VI

De huidige nadruk binnen de geschiedeniswetenschap op het onderzoek

van de lokale geschiedenis komt de bestudering van de kerkgeschie-

denis ten goede voor zover men deze beschouwt als een theologisch

yak, omdat het de identificatiemogelijkheden voor de huidige ker-

ken vergroot.

Via het Israelitische volksgeloof hebben oude Kanaanitische ge-

loofsvoorstellingen betreffende bovennatuurlijke wezens doorge-

werkt tot in de intertestamentaire, nieuwtestamentische en vroeg-

kerkelijke literatuur. XII

De uitspraken van de synode van Sneek (1942) over de onsterfelijk-
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heid van de ziel en van de synode van Assen (1957) over het film-

en bioscoopvraagstuk, welke zijn opgenomen in de bijlagen van de

kerkorde van de Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland, dienen te wor-

den herzien.

XIII

Of recombinant DNA-onderzoek leidt tot verbetering van de schepping

kan slechts beoordeeld worden aan door de Schepper gegeven maatstaven.

XIV

De combinatie van Bijbelteksten door het gebruik van verschillende

leesroosters naast elkaar is zelden verhelderend.

XV

Uit het feit dat Kousbroek een theoloog "een tekstuitlegger die voor

zijn verdriet op aarde is" kan noemen valt af te leiden dat in veel

preken de vreugde welke intensieve Bijbelstudie steeds weer oplevert

node wordt gemist.

vgl. R. Kousbroek, De waanzin aan de macht. Anathema's 4, Am-
sterdam 1979, bIz. 82.

XVI

Berichten over contacten met doden en ervaringen van mens en op de

rand van de dood kunnen niets bijdragen aan de christelijke hoop op

een leven met God na de dood.

XVII

Goed bestuur kost niet aIleen tijd, maar levert ook tijd op.

XVIII

Indien het juist is dat Archimedes tot het inzicht van de naar hem

genoemde wet kwam toen hij in bad zat, moet dit niet aIleen worden

toegeschreven aan zijn waarneming van de verplaatsing van het water

bij zijn plaatsnemen in het bad, doch ook aan de gunstige uitwerking

van een warm bad op het denkproces.

SteIIingen behorende bij het
proefschrift van K. Spronk, 1986
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